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Long Title
An Act to constitute Property NSW as a corporation with functions relating to the acquisition, management and disposal of property vested in the Crown and government agencies; to provide for the transfer of certain property to Property NSW; and for other purposes.

Part 1 – Preliminary

1 Name of Act
This Act is the Property NSW Act 2006.

2 Commencement
This Act commences on a day or days to be appointed by proclamation.

3 Definitions
(1) In this Act:"Chief Executive Officer" means the person employed in the Public Service as the Chief Executive Officer of Property NSW."exercise" a function includes perform a duty."function" includes a power, authority or duty."government agency" means any of the following:
(a) a public authority constituted by or under an Act,
(b) a statutory body representing the Crown,
(c) a Public Service agency,
but does not include a State owned corporation, a local authority or any person or body exempted by the regulations from this definition."interest" in land means:
(a) a legal or equitable estate or interest in the land, or
(b) an easement, right, charge, power or privilege over, or in connection with, the land.
"liabilities" means any liabilities, debts or obligations (whether present or future and whether vested or contingent)."property" of a government agency means:
(a) land that is vested in the government agency, or land that is vested in the Crown or Her Majesty and that is controlled and used by the government agency, or
(b) an interest in land, being an interest that is vested in or held by the government agency.
"Property NSW" means Property NSW constituted by this Act."rights" means any
rights, powers, privileges or immunities (whether present or future and whether vested or contingent). The Interpretation Act 1987 contains definitions and other provisions that affect the interpretation and application of this Act.

(2) Notes included in this Act do not form part of this Act.

**Part 2 – Constitution and management of Property NSW**

**4 Constitution of Property NSW**
There is constituted by this Act a corporation with the corporate name of Property NSW.

**5 Status of Property NSW**
Property NSW is a statutory body representing the Crown and has the status, privileges and immunities of the Crown.

**6 Ministerial control**
Property NSW is subject to the control and direction of the Minister in the exercise of its functions.

**7 Chief Executive Officer**
(1) The Chief Executive Officer is responsible for the day-to-day management of the affairs of Property NSW.
(2) Any act, matter or thing done in the name of, or on behalf of, Property NSW by the Chief Executive Officer is taken to have been done by Property NSW.

**7A Staff**
Persons may be employed in the Public Service under the Government Sector Employment Act 2013 to enable Property NSW to exercise its functions.

Section 59 of the Government Sector Employment Act 2013 provides that the persons so employed (or whose services Property NSW makes use of) may be referred to as officers or employees, or members of staff, of Property NSW. Section 47A of the Constitution Act 1902 precludes Property NSW from employing staff.

**8 Delegation of Property NSW’s functions**
(1) Property NSW may delegate to an authorised person any of its functions, other than this power of delegation.
(2) A delegate may sub-delegate to an authorised person any function delegated by Property NSW if the delegate is authorised in writing to do so by Property NSW.
(3) This section extends to any function delegated to Property NSW under section 12.
(4) In this section, "authorised person" means:
   (a) a member of staff of Property NSW, or
   (b) a person, or committee of persons, of a class approved by the Minister or prescribed by the regulations.

**9 Exercise of functions through private subsidiaries, joint ventures etc**
Any function of Property NSW may be exercised:

   (a) by Property NSW itself, or
   (b) by a private subsidiary corporation (within the meaning of section 16), or
   (c) by Property NSW or such a private subsidiary corporation, or both, in a partnership, joint venture or other association with other persons or bodies.

**Part 3 – Objectives and functions of Property NSW**

**10 Objectives of Property NSW**
The principal objectives of Property NSW in exercising its functions are as follows:
(a) to improve operational efficiencies in the use of properties of government agencies, particularly generic properties (such as offices, warehouses, depots and car parks),
(b) to manage properties of government agencies in a way that supports the service delivery functions of those agencies,
(c) to provide advice and support within government on property matters,
(d) to operate at least as efficiently as any comparable business, consistently with the principles of ecologically sustainable development and social responsibility for the community (including the indigenous community).

11 Functions--generally

(1) The principal functions of Property NSW are as follows:

(a) to hold, manage, maintain, acquire or dispose of property for the government and government agencies,
(b) to carry out, manage, co-ordinate or participate in the development of the property of government agencies (including property of Property NSW),
(c) to arrange, where appropriate, for the sharing of facilities and premises by government agencies to reduce operational expenses,
(d) to provide services or do other things for the management, maintenance or improvement of property of government agencies (including property of Property NSW),
(e) to provide advice to the Minister in relation to properties of government agencies and, in particular, as to whether those properties are being efficiently utilised,
(f) to provide advice to the Minister on the transfer of properties to Property NSW and on budgetary measures relating to the properties of government agencies,
(g) to provide advice to the Minister on such matters relating to the properties of government agencies (including the property of Property NSW) as the Minister directs.

(2) Property NSW has such other functions as are conferred or imposed on it by or under this or any other Act.

(3) Property NSW may do all such supplemental, incidental or consequential acts as may be necessary or expedient for the exercise of its functions.

(4) (Repealed)

12 Agreements for management of property by Property NSW

(1) A government agency may enter into an agreement with Property NSW for Property NSW:

(a) to hold property for the agency or to manage, maintain or dispose of property of the agency, or
(b) to carry out, manage, co-ordinate or participate in the development of the property of the agency, or
(c) to acquire any property on behalf of, or for the purposes of, the agency, or
(d) to provide services or do other things for the management, maintenance or improvement of property of the agency.

(2) Any functions of a government agency or person employed in or by a government agency in relation to the management of property that is the subject of an agreement under this section may be delegated to Property NSW, despite the provisions of any other Act.

(3) No trust relationship or any other equitable relationship is established solely because Property NSW holds, manages, maintains, disposes of or acquires property on behalf of, or for the purposes of, a government agency under arrangements entered into under this section.

(4) If a government agency is authorised by or under any Act to use specified funds to acquire, manage, maintain or develop property, the authorisation is taken to extend to
providing those funds to Property NSW for the acquisition, management, maintenance or development of the property in accordance with arrangements entered into under this section.

13 Land dealings

(1) Property NSW may, with the consent of the Minister, sell, lease, exchange or otherwise dispose of or deal with any land vested in Property NSW and grant easements or rights-of-way over such land or any part of it.

(2) The consent of the Minister under subsection (1):
   (a) may be given in relation to particular land or a class of land or a particular disposition of or dealing with land or a class of dispositions or dealings, and
   (b) may be subject to conditions, and
   (c) may be varied from time to time, and
   (d) may be withdrawn (but any such withdrawal of consent does not affect any disposition or dealing made, or the subject of a binding agreement made, before the withdrawal).

(3) Property NSW must establish and maintain a register of all land that is, from time to time, vested in or managed by Property NSW.

14 Dedication of land

(1) Property NSW may, by notification published in the Gazette, declare that it proposes to surrender land vested in it and described or referred to in the notification to the Crown to be dedicated:
   (a) for any public purpose specified in the notification, or
   (b) if so specified in the notification, as a public road.

(2) When the land is surrendered:
   (a) it becomes Crown land reserved from sale, lease or licence under the Crown Land Management Act 2016, and
   (b) on revocation of the reservation, it may be dedicated under that Act for the public purpose specified in the notification or under section 12 of the Roads Act 1993 as a public road.

(3) Property NSW may, in a notification published under subsection (1), limit the description of, or reference to, land to a specified depth below the surface of the land. If the description or reference is so limited, subsection (2) does not apply to land below the specified depth.

(4) Property NSW may, by notification published in the Gazette, declare any elevated or subterranean structure owned by Property NSW that continues the line of a public road to be a public road. On the publication of the notification in the Gazette, the structure, except in relation to any vesting of the structure, is taken to be a public road.

15 Acquisition of property by gift, devise or bequest

(1) Property NSW may acquire by gift, devise or bequest any property for the purposes of this Act and may agree to carry out the conditions of any such gift, devise or bequest.

(2) The rule of law against remoteness of vesting does not apply to any condition of a gift, devise or bequest to which Property NSW has agreed.

(3) The Duties Act 1997 does not apply to or in respect of any gift, devise or bequest made or to be made to Property NSW.

16 Private subsidiary corporations etc

(1) In this section:"private corporation" means a corporation within the meaning of the Corporations Act 2001 of the Commonwealth formed in or outside New South Wales."private subsidiary corporation" means a private corporation in which Property NSW has a controlling interest.

(2) Property NSW may, but only with the approval of the Minister:
   (a) form, or participate in the formation of, private corporations, and
   (b) acquire interests in private corporations, and
(c) sell or otherwise dispose of interests in private corporations.

(3) A private subsidiary corporation is not, and does not represent, the Crown.

Part 4 – Transfers relating to property of government agencies

17 Definitions
In this Part:

"transfer date" means:

(a) in relation to property included in Schedule 1 by order under section 19--the date of publication of the order on the NSW legislation website or a later date specified in the order in respect of the property, or
(b) in relation to property included in Schedule 1 by an amendment made by an Act--the date on which the amendment takes effect.

"transferor", in relation to property, means the person or body in whom or which the property was vested immediately before the transfer date.

18 Transfer of property described in Schedule 1 to Property NSW

(1) On the transfer date relating to property described in Schedule 1, the property vests in Property NSW for an estate in fee simple (or such other interest as is specified in the Schedule):

(a) without the need for any further conveyance, transfer, assignment or assurance, and
(b) subject to any trusts, estates, interests, dedications, conditions, restrictions and covenants to which the land was subject immediately before the transfer date.

(2) On the transfer date relating to property described in Schedule 1, the following provisions have effect:

(a) the rights or liabilities of the transferor in relation to the property become by virtue of this section the rights or liabilities of Property NSW,
(b) all proceedings relating to the property commenced before the transfer date by or against the transferor or a predecessor of the transferor and pending immediately before the transfer date are taken to be proceedings pending by or against Property NSW,
(c) any act, matter or thing done or omitted to be done in relation to the land before the transfer date by, to or in respect of the transferor is (to the extent to which that act, matter or thing has any force or effect) taken to have been done or omitted by, to or in respect of Property NSW,
(d) a reference in any Act, in any instrument made under any Act or in any document of any kind to the transferor or a predecessor of the transferor is (to the extent that it relates to that property or those rights or liabilities but subject to the regulations), to be read as, or as including, a reference to the transferee.

(3) Regulations may be made for or with respect to the conversion of references to the transferor in any document or class of document to references to the transferee as a consequence of any transfer of property under this Part.

19 Transfer of additional property to Property NSW--amendment of Schedule 1

(1) The Governor may, by order published on the NSW legislation website, amend Schedule 1 by inserting the description of any property.

(2) Property is authorised to be included in Schedule 1 by order under this section only if it is property of a government agency (including vacant Crown land). Subject to section 18 (1) (b), this section does not prevent land, the fee simple in which is vested in Her Majesty, the Crown or a government agency, from being transferred by order under this section even if the land is subject to other interests.
(3) Property is not authorised to be included in Schedule 1 by order under this section if it comprises, wholly or in part, any of the following:

(a) land that is reserved under the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 as a national park, historic site, state conservation area, regional park, nature reserve or karst conservation reserve or land that is acquired under Part 11 of the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974,
(b) any area that is declared as a marine park under the Marine Estate Management Act 2014,
(c) any land that is reserved or dedicated under an Act for any purpose, being a reservation or dedication that can only be revoked by an Act,
(d) Crown managed land within the meaning of the Crown Land Management Act 2016 unless the Minister for Lands has given concurrence to the transfer of the particular land identified by the Minister administering this Act.

(4) Subject to the other provisions of this section, property may be transferred by order under this section despite any requirement of any other Act or law that relates to dealing with or disposing of the property.

20 Effect of transfer of property under this Part

(1) No compensation is payable to any person or body in connection with the operation of this Part.
(2) The operation of this Part is not to be regarded:

(a) as a breach of contract or confidence or otherwise as a civil wrong, or
(b) as a breach of any contractual provision prohibiting, restricting or regulating the assignment or transfer of assets, rights or liabilities, or
(c) as giving rise to any remedy by a party to an instrument, or as causing or permitting the termination of any instrument, because of a change in the beneficial or legal ownership of any asset, right or liability.

(3) The operation of this Part is not to be regarded as an event of default under any contract or other instrument.
(4) No attornment to the transferee by a lessee from a transferor is required.
(5) No provision in a lease transferred under this Part to Property NSW is breached solely because Property NSW sublets the property the subject of the lease to a government agency.

20A Transfers operate to revoke existing reservations or dedications

(1) This section applies to Crown land within the meaning of the Crown Land Management Act 2016.
(2) The vesting of Crown land under this Act revokes any dedication or reservation of the land under the Crown Land Management Act 2016.
(3) This section extends to any Crown land vested under this Act before the commencement of this section that was dedicated or reserved under the Crown Lands Act 1989.
(4) Accordingly, any dedication or reservation of land to which subsection (2) refers is taken to have been revoked on the vesting of the land.

Part 5 – Miscellaneous

21 No duty payable in relation to agreements, vestings or transfers under Act

Duty under the Duties Act 1997 is not chargeable for or in respect of:

(a) a vesting or transfer of property effected under this Act or in accordance with arrangements entered into under this Act, or
(b) anything certified by the Minister as having been done in consequence of such a vesting or transfer or under any such arrangements.

21A Land register of government agency property
(1) In this section, "government agency" means a Department within the meaning of the Annual Reports (Departments) Act 1985 or a statutory body within the meaning of the Annual Reports (Statutory Bodies) Act 1984.

(2) A government agency is required to furnish to Property NSW details of the following within such time and in such manner as are specified by Property NSW:
   (a) all land owned or occupied by the government agency,
   (b) the current use of that land,
   (c) all land which is, at the time at which the details are furnished, considered by the government agency to be essential to its operations,
   (d) all land which is, at the time at which the details are furnished, considered by the government agency not to be essential to its operations,
   (e) in relation to land to which paragraph (d) applies that is owned or occupied by a government agency that is a statutory body:
      (i) a valuation of the current market value of that land, and
      (ii) the date and source of that valuation,
   (f) such other matters relating to the land owned or occupied by the government agency as Property NSW may determine.

(3) Without limiting the generality of subsection (2) (f), Property NSW may require a government agency to give detailed reasons and other relevant information to indicate why land to which subsection (2) (c) applies is considered by the government agency to be essential to its operations.

(4) A government agency that is a statutory body must, at intervals of not more than 3 years, review a valuation of the current market value of land to which subsection (2) (d) applies.

(5) Property NSW must cause to be kept a register which includes the details furnished to Property NSW under this section (or furnished under section 17 of the Annual Reports (Departments) Act 1985 or under section 14 of the Annual Reports (Statutory Bodies) Act 1984 before the repeal of those sections).

(6) Property NSW may request the Valuer-General to provide advice on the details in the register under subsection (5) or any other matter under this section.

(7) Property NSW may exempt a government agency from compliance with such of the provisions of this section as are specified in the exemption. Property NSW may at any time revoke any such exemption.

(8) An exemption may be granted generally or subject to such conditions as Property NSW may specify in the exemption or in relation to such matters as may be so specified.

(9) A reference in this section to land owned or occupied by a government agency that is a Public Service agency is a reference to land owned or occupied, or under the control of, the agency or the Minister to whom the agency is responsible.

22 Regulations
The Governor may make regulations, not inconsistent with this Act, for or with respect to any matter that by this Act is required or permitted to be prescribed or that is necessary or convenient to be prescribed for carrying out or giving effect to this Act.

23 Savings, transitional and other provisions
Schedule 2 has effect.

24 (Repealed)

25 Review of Act
(1) The Minister is to review this Act to determine whether the policy objectives of the Act remain valid and whether the terms of the Act remain appropriate for securing those objectives.
(2) The review is to be undertaken as soon as possible after the period of 5 years from the
date of assent to this Act.
(3) A report on the outcome of the review is to be tabled in each House of Parliament within 12 months after the end of the period of 5 years.

Schedule 1 Property transferred to Property NSW

(Sections 18 and 19)

Kooragang
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 126347 exclusive of the Kooragang Nature Reserve
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 219706
Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 219706
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 234887
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 234887
Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 234887
Lot 4 in Deposited Plan 234887
Lot 5 in Deposited Plan 234887
Lot 6 in Deposited Plan 234887
Lot 7 in Deposited Plan 234887
Lot 8 in Deposited Plan 234887
Lot 9 in Deposited Plan 234887
Lot 10 in Deposited Plan 234887
Lot 11 in Deposited Plan 234887
Lot 12 in Deposited Plan 234887
Lot 13 in Deposited Plan 234887
Lot 15 in Deposited Plan 234887
Lot 16 in Deposited Plan 234887
Lot 17 in Deposited Plan 234887
Lot 18 in Deposited Plan 234887
Lot 19 in Deposited Plan 234887
Lot 20 in Deposited Plan 234887
Lot 21 in Deposited Plan 234887
Lot 22 in Deposited Plan 234887
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 262783
Lot 4 in Deposited Plan 262783
Lot 6 in Deposited Plan 262783
Lot 7 in Deposited Plan 262783
Lot 12 in Deposited Plan 262783
Lot 13 in Deposited Plan 262783
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 528326
Lot 5 in Deposited Plan 528326
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 557123
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 557904
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 557904
Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 557904
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 581473
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 608317
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 608317
Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 608317
Lot 113 in Deposited Plan 740637
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 771501
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 771501
Lot 12 in Deposited Plan 775773
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 775774
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 775775
Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 775775
Lot 38 in Deposited Plan 775776
Lot 40 in Deposited Plan 775776
Lot 42 in Deposited Plan 775776
Lot 44 in Deposited Plan 775777
Lot 45 in Deposited Plan 775777
Lot 46 in Deposited Plan 775777
Lot 47 in Deposited Plan 775777
Lot 50 in Deposited Plan 775777
Lot 60 in Deposited Plan 802700
Lot 61 in Deposited Plan 802700
Lot 62 in Deposited Plan 802700
Lot 63 in Deposited Plan 802700
Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 858206
Lot 4 in Deposited Plan 858206
Lot 122 in Deposited Plan 874949
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 1015754
Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 1015754
Lot 4 in Deposited Plan 1015754
Lot 5 in Deposited Plan 1015754
Lot 6 in Deposited Plan 1015754
Lot 7 in Deposited Plan 1015754
Lot 210 in Deposited Plan 1018949
Lot 520 in Deposited Plan 1018950
Lot 108 in Deposited Plan 1018951
Lot 110 in Deposited Plan 1018951
Lot 112 in Deposited Plan 1018951
Lot 132 in Deposited Plan 1018952
Mayfield
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 581002
Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 1032755

Tomago
Lot 4 in Deposited Plan 37876
Lot 6 in Deposited Plan 37876
Lot 7 in Deposited Plan 37876
Lot 8 in Deposited Plan 37876
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 534526
Lot 52 in Deposited Plan 577334
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 597372
Lot 151 in Deposited Plan 625755
Lot 152 in Deposited Plan 625755
Lot 153 in Deposited Plan 625755
Lot 161 in Deposited Plan 774440
Lot 11 in Deposited Plan 774442

West Wallsend
Lot 20 Section G in Deposited Plan 1274
Lot 21 Section G in Deposited Plan 1274
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 112071
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 127360
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 127360
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 131988
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 131988
Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 131988
Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 244732
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 375288
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 418019
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 529869
Lot 651 in Deposited Plan 571041
Lot 982 in Deposited Plan 589701
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 749541
Lot 78 in Deposited Plan 755262
Lot 85 in Deposited Plan 755262
Lot 110 in Deposited Plan 755262

Part Lot 34 in Deposited Plan 755262 shown on plan SB 55715 lodged at the Office of the Department of Commerce

Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 772889
Lot 11 in Deposited Plan 805671
Lot 12 in Deposited Plan 805671
Lot 6 in Deposited Plan 813135
Lot 7 in Deposited Plan 813135
Lot 4 in Deposited Plan 813136
Lot 5 in Deposited Plan 813136
Lot 50 in Deposited Plan 880805
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 910261
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 910261
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 946749
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 946749
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 979867
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 979867
Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 983839
Lot 4 in Deposited Plan 983839
Lot 5 in Deposited Plan 983839
Lot 6 in Deposited Plan 983839
Lot 100 in Deposited Plan 1000408
Lot 106 in Deposited Plan 1000408
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 1001812
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 1092188
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 1093590

**Miscellaneous properties**
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 34388
Lot 12 in Deposited Plan 40571
Lot 3186 in Deposited Plan 41542
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 41851
Lot 113 in Deposited Plan 48439
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 74155
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 88516
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 104452
Part Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 115700 shown hatched on the plan annexed to Book 4298 No 655
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 125720
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 125720
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 129516
Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 129516
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 134866
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 134866
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 155926
Lot A in Deposited Plan 184770
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 214122
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 244444
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 258013
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 258013
Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 258013
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 258052
Lot 4 in Deposited Plan 258791
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 328797
Lot 4 in Deposited Plan 510295
Lot 11 in Deposited Plan 551408
Lot 21 in Deposited Plan 565246
Lot 22 in Deposited Plan 565246
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 578981
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 578981
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 580564
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 589610
Lot 12 in Deposited Plan 602763
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 633736
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 665969
Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 701512
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 706046
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 706046
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 711968
Lot 101 in Deposited Plan 715520
Lot 56 in Deposited Plan 729620
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 734622
Lot 10 in Deposited Plan 752057
Lot 1205 in Deposited Plan 752067
Lot 6, Section 85 in Deposited Plan 758144

Lot 7, Section 2 in Deposited Plan 758144

Part Lot 6, Section 1 in Deposited Plan 758271 within Reserve No 82,767 for Soil Conservation Service Depot Site, notified in Government Gazette on 30 September 1960 on pages 3147 and 3148

Part Lot 7, Section 1 in Deposited Plan 758271 within Reserve No 82,767 for Soil Conservation Service Depot Site, notified in Government Gazette on 30 September 1960 on pages 3147 and 3148

Lot 8, Section 1 in Deposited Plan 758271

Lot 2, Section 33 in Deposited Plan 758287

Lot 4, Section 33 in Deposited Plan 758287

Part Lot 5, Section 33 in Deposited Plan 758287 within Reserve 87136 for Public Buildings, notified in Government Gazette of 11 April 1969 on page 1374

Part Lane in Deposited Plan 758287 within Reserve 87136 for Public Buildings, notified in Government Gazette of 11 April 1969 on page 1374

Part Lot 3, Section 11 in Deposited Plan 758361 shown coloured red on plan registered number SB 55730 in the office of the Department of Commerce

Lot 3, Section 12 in Deposited Plan 758418

Lot 4, Section 12 in Deposited Plan 758418

Lot 6, Section 2 in Deposited Plan 758468

Lot 14, Section 1 in Deposited Plan 758739

Lot 3, Section 56 in Deposited Plan 758862

Lot 5, Section 56 in Deposited Plan 758862

Easement for Access to Broken Hill Government Offices within Lot 5, Section 35 in Deposited Plan 759092 shown on plan registered number SB 27017 in the office of the Department of Commerce and resumed by notification in Government Gazette of 19 November 1976 on page 5115

Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 775772

Lot 6 in Deposited Plan 775772

Lot 7 in Deposited Plan 775772

Lot 8 in Deposited Plan 775772
Lot 9 in Deposited Plan 775772
Lot 11 in Deposited Plan 775773
Lot 13 in Deposited Plan 775773
Lot 14 in Deposited Plan 775773
Lot 17 in Deposited Plan 775773
Lot 18 in Deposited Plan 775773
Lot 19 in Deposited Plan 775773
Lot 20 in Deposited Plan 775773
Lot 22 in Deposited Plan 775773
Lot 23 in Deposited Plan 775773
Lot 5 in Deposited Plan 775775
Lot 7 in Deposited Plan 775775
Lot 8 in Deposited Plan 775775
Lot 10 in Deposited Plan 775775
Lot 39 in Deposited Plan 775776
Lot 41 in Deposited Plan 775776
Lot 48 in Deposited Plan 775777
Lot 49 in Deposited Plan 775777
Lot 51 in Deposited Plan 775777
Lot 53 in Deposited Plan 775777
Lot 55 in Deposited Plan 775777
Lot 6 in Deposited Plan 820360
Lot 103 in Deposited Plan 826775
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 827434
Lot 101 in Deposited Plan 828946
Lot 102 in Deposited Plan 828946
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 836351
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 839564
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 857627
Lot 111 in Deposited Plan 872752
Lot 112 in Deposited Plan 872752
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 877598
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 877598
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 919932
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 954766
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 966841

Part Lot 21, Section 12 in Deposited Plan 976280 within Reserve No 89132 for Public Buildings, notified in Government Gazette of 18 January 1974 on pages 161 and 162

Lot 22, Section 12 in Deposited Plan 976280
Lot 23, Section 12 in Deposited Plan 976280
Lot 24, Section 12 in Deposited Plan 976280

Part Lane in Deposited Plan 976280 within Reserve 89132 for Public Buildings, notified in Government Gazette of 18 January 1974 on pages 161 and 162

Lot 33, in Deposited Plan 980134
Lot 31, Section 107 in Deposited Plan 984186
Lot 32, Section 107 in Deposited Plan 984186
Lot 33, Section 107 in Deposited Plan 984186

Part Lot 34, Section 107 in Deposited Plan 984186 resumed by notification in Government Gazette of 22 August 1892 and described in Book 461 No 315

Part Lane within Section 107 in Deposited Plan 984186 resumed by notification in Government Gazette of 3 April 1890

Lot 101 in Deposited Plan 1011617
Lot 1021 in Deposited Plan 1011618
Lot 1022 in Deposited Plan 1011618
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 1015754
Lot 201 in Deposited Plan 1017038
Lot 202 in Deposited Plan 1017038
Lot 203 in Deposited Plan 1017038
Lot 204 in Deposited Plan 1017038
Lot 205 in Deposited Plan 1017038
Lot 206 in Deposited Plan 1017038
Lot 208 in Deposited Plan 1017038
Lot 210 in Deposited Plan 1017038
Lot 211 in Deposited Plan 1018949
Lot 521 in Deposited Plan 1018950
Lot 101 in Deposited Plan 1018951
Lot 102 in Deposited Plan 1018951
Lot 103 in Deposited Plan 1018951
Lot 104 in Deposited Plan 1018951
Lot 105 in Deposited Plan 1018951
Lot 106 in Deposited Plan 1018951
Lot 107 in Deposited Plan 1018951
Lot 109 in Deposited Plan 1018951
Lot 111 in Deposited Plan 1018951
Lot 131 in Deposited Plan 1018952
Lot 32 in Deposited Plan 1031471
Lot 11 in Deposited Plan 1043086
Lot 11 in Deposited Plan 1048486
Lot 98 in Deposited Plan 1048930

Part Lot 100 in Deposited Plan 1048930 shown coloured red and marked "A" on plan registered number SB 55729 in the office of the Department of Commerce
Part Lot 100 in Deposited Plan 1048930 shown coloured red and marked "B" on plan registered number SB 55729 in the office of the Department of Commerce

Lot 21 in Deposited Plan 1048933

Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 1076148

Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 1080235

Lot 100 in Deposited Plan 1098632

Lot 1121 in Deposited Plan 1106979

Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 1112822

Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 1112822

Lots 6 and 13 and Part Lot 5, Section 35 at Broken Hill resumed by notification in Government Gazette of 13 August 1976 on page 3419 and shown on plan registered number SB 26831 in the office of the Department of Commerce

Part Lot 5, Section 35 at Broken Hill resumed by notification in Government Gazette of 19 November 1976 on page 5115 and shown on plan registered number SB 27017 in the office of the Department of Commerce

Lot 3 in Strata Plan 37110

Lot 3, Section 2 in Deposited Plan 54283

Lot 4, Section 2 in Deposited Plan 54283

Lot 5, Section 2 in Deposited Plan 54283

Lot 6, Section 2 in Deposited Plan 54283

Lot 12, Section 2 in Deposited Plan 54283

Lot 13, Section 2 in Deposited Plan 54283

Lot 14, Section 2 in Deposited Plan 54283

Lot 32, Section G in Deposited Plan 2161

Lot 33, Section G in Deposited Plan 2161

Lot 34, Section G in Deposited Plan 2161

Lot 35, Section G in Deposited Plan 2161

Lot 15 in Deposited Plan 260805
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 1067118
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 1067118
Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 1067118
Lot 4 in Deposited Plan 1067118
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 1067120
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 1067120
Lot Y in Deposited Plan 87197
Lot A in Deposited Plan 155441
Lot E in Deposited Plan 162173
Lot F in Deposited Plan 162173
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 503012
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 503012
Lot 21 in Deposited Plan 556054
Lot B in Deposited Plan 334618
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 73763
Lot 13 in Deposited Plan 13536
Lot 14 in Deposited Plan 13536
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 900505
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 616459
Lot 53 in Deposited Plan 151167
Lot 27 in Deposited Plan 150134
Lot 44 in Deposited Plan 150066
Lot 63 in Deposited Plan 1109172
Lot 64 in Deposited Plan 1109172
Lot 4, Section 12 in Deposited Plan 758827
Lot 5, Section 12 in Deposited Plan 758827
Lot 4A, Section 12 in Deposited Plan 758827
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 775220
Lot 19 in Deposited Plan 816808
Lot 13, Section 5 in Deposited Plan 2659
Lot 14, Section 5 in Deposited Plan 2659
Lot 10 in Deposited Plan 858986
Lot 10, Section 43 in Deposited Plan 758361
Lot 4 in Deposited Plan 810210
Lot 100 in Deposited Plan 880488
Lot 433 in Deposited Plan 45626
Lot 431 in Deposited Plan 48728
Lot 438 in Deposited Plan 705500
Lot 423 in Deposited Plan 873012
Lot 71 in Deposited Plan 706143
Lot 10 in Deposited Plan 815958
Lot 101 in Deposited Plan 1124479
Lot 13, Section 1 in Deposited Plan 4013
Lot 14, Section 1 in Deposited Plan 4013
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 301274
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 113349

Part Lots 1, 2, 3 and 4, Section 67 in Deposited Plan 758258 resumed by notification in the Government Gazette of 4 August 1916 on pages 4456 and 4457 (exclusive of the area of 19.5 perches dedicated as public highway by notification in the Government Gazette of 10 July 1953 on page 2229)

Part of Section 67 in Deposited Plan 758258 (being an area of 10.5 perches) resumed by notification in the Government Gazette of 10 July 1953 on page 2226

Lot 11 in Deposited Plan 855757
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 793927
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 786901
Lot C in Deposited Plan 332740
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 13714
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 64069 (exclusive of the railway being Lot 12 in Deposited Plan 1033149)
Lot 230 in Deposited Plan 801016
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 984009
Lot 5, Section 9 in Deposited Plan 758144
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 339822
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 534593
Lot 12, Section 43 in Deposited Plan 759092
Lot 13, Section 43 in Deposited Plan 759092
Lot 14, Section 43 in Deposited Plan 759092
Lot 506 in Deposited Plan 757298
Lot 10, Section E in Deposited Plan 216
Lot 6 in Deposited Plan 31807
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 800379
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 976890
Lot B in Deposited Plan 312377
Lot 13, Section 11 in Deposited Plan 758338
Lot 20, Section 2 in Deposited Plan 758379
Lot 19 in Deposited Plan 809583
Lot 20 in Deposited Plan 809583
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 393026
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 393026
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 653776
Lot 8, Section B in Deposited Plan 11044
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 738251
Lot 31 in Deposited Plan 710351
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 157408
Lot B in Deposited Plan 330987
Lot 4 in Deposited Plan 39252
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 38167
Lot 18 in Deposited Plan 41609
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 217093
Lot 523 in Deposited Plan 820183
Lot 525 in Deposited Plan 820183
Lot 9A, Section 8 in Deposited Plan 758827
Lot 101 in Deposited Plan 706838
Lot B in Deposited Plan 159686
Lot 101 in Deposited Plan 829763
Lot 408 in Deposited Plan 821783
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 603204
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 863439
Lot 67 in Deposited Plan 866556
Lot 3 in Strata Plan 47954
Lot 6, Section 21 in Deposited Plan 758606
Lot 7, Section 21 in Deposited Plan 758606
Lot 8, Section 21 in Deposited Plan 758606
Lot 9, Section 21 in Deposited Plan 758606
Lot 466 in Deposited Plan 824127
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 109636

Easement for Access 20 feet wide shown in Deposited Plan 109636 and resumed by notification
in the Government Gazette of 11 May 1951 on page 1395

Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 158221
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 158221
Lot 6, Section 23 in Deposited Plan 758032
Lot 63 in Deposited Plan 752057
Lot 358 in Deposited Plan 754308
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 668015
Lot 13 in Deposited Plan 37906
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 177234
Lot 549 in Deposited Plan 751627
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 1036815
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 1036815
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 1044611
Lot 16 in Strata Plan 46581
Lot 24 in Strata Plan 46581
Lot 25 in Strata Plan 46581
Lot 26 in Strata Plan 46581
Lot 38 in Strata Plan 46581
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 701512
Lot 22 in Deposited Plan 879582
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 589610
Lot 110 in Deposited Plan 1112885
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 830420
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 830420
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 103609
Lot A in Deposited Plan 159402
Lot B in Deposited Plan 159402
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 724160
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 1122794
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 795083
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 905016
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 864013
Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 864013
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 46697
Lot 3263 in Deposited Plan 822183
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 521850
Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 806398
Lot 5 in Deposited Plan 738302
Lot 6 in Deposited Plan 738302
Lot 11, Section 1 in Deposited Plan 758271
Lot 7, Section 1 in Deposited Plan 758271
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 1061815
Lot 102 in Deposited Plan 1130630
Lot 7011 in Deposited Plan 1153744
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 807938

Part Lot 14 in Deposited Plan 754149 being land resumed for the Soil Conservation District Office by notification in Government Gazette No 126 of 19 December 1958 on page 3907 as shown on Miscellaneous Plan 253-3025

Lot 304 in Deposited Plan 754308

Part Lot 359 in Deposited Plan 754308 being land resumed for extension of the Depot at Dubbo for the Water Conservation and Irrigation Commission by notification in Government Gazette of 20 July 1962 on page 2148

17.5 perches in the Parish of Dubbo, County of Lincoln resumed for extension of the Dubbo Depot of the Water Conservation and Irrigation Commission by notification in Government Gazette of 3 October 1969 on page 4051
Lot 5, Section 8 in Deposited Plan 758338
Lot 19, Section 8 in Deposited Plan 758338
Lot 5 in Deposited Plan 734539
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 239249
Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 239249
Lot 4 in Deposited Plan 239249
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 431999
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 597504
Lot 21 in Deposited Plan 836628
Lot 6 in Deposited Plan 832932
Lot 7 in Deposited Plan 832932
Lot 17 in Deposited Plan 1027254
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 747803
Lot 102 in Deposited Plan 736173
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 715077
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 715077
Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 715077
Lot 4 in Deposited Plan 715077
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 734689
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 774604
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 774604
Lot 8 in Deposited Plan 1062825
Lot 11 in Deposited Plan 1062825
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 1097861
Lot 13 in Deposited Plan 1126998
Lot 101 in Deposited Plan 1168971
Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 211192
Lot 14 in Deposited Plan 248061
Lot 25 in Deposited Plan 249291
Lot 49 in Deposited Plan 249485
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 337612
Lot B in Deposited Plan 346308
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 369865
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 597561
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 597561
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 615134
Lot 11 in Deposited Plan 617632
Lot 145 in Deposited Plan 701742
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 709455
Lot 1547 in Deposited Plan 751709
Lot 11, Section 1 in Deposited Plan 758082
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 799255
Lot 7 in Deposited Plan 804521
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 922806
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 38167
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 1063583
Lot 24 in Deposited Plan 1176464
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 1178959
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 756862
Lot 100 in Deposited Plan 1178129
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 801096
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 211582
Lot 5 in Deposited Plan 742829
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 530000
Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 530000
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 805478
Lot A in Deposited Plan 331543
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 159145
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 797786
Lot 1026 in Deposited Plan 652196
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 856918
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 856918
Lot 1877 in Deposited Plan 877000
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 1117599
Lot 11 in Deposited Plan 63
Lot 12 in Deposited Plan 63
Lot 5 in Deposited Plan 27398
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 862127
Lot 5 in Deposited Plan 1191425
Lot 7 in Deposited Plan 1180499
Lot 8 in Deposited Plan 1180499
Lot 9 in Deposited Plan 1180499
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 862127
Lot 8 in Deposited Plan 47977
Lot 6, Section 5 in Deposited Plan 758032
Lot 9, Section 1 in Deposited Plan 758047
Lot 4, Section 42 in Deposited Plan 758706
Lot 22, Section 14 in Deposited Plan 758951
Lot 11, Section 39 in Deposited Plan 758817
Lot 12, Section 39 in Deposited Plan 758817
Lot 13, Section 39 in Deposited Plan 758817
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 973162
Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 1128529
Lot 7301 in Deposited Plan 1137381
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 1177640
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 135094
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 945014
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 945014 (excluding the road described in dealing number B881516 being land in Crown Plan 17188.1603)
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 431780
Lot 1863 in Deposited Plan 1000001
Lot 1864 in Deposited Plan 1000002
Lot 277 in Deposited Plan 821883
Lot 279 in Deposited Plan 823425
Lot 25 in Deposited Plan 606260
Lot A in Deposited Plan 319499
Lot B in Deposited Plan 100673
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 203434
Lot 31 in Deposited Plan 572795
Lot 3, Section 85 in Deposited Plan 758144
Lot B in Deposited Plan 403253
Lot 22, Section 33 in Deposited Plan 758144
Lot D in Deposited Plan 25608
Lot E in Deposited Plan 25608
Lot C in Deposited Plan 386606
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 618146
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 950074
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 363615
Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 363615
Lot 4 in Deposited Plan 363615
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 364532
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 41573
Lot B in Deposited Plan 309946
Lot 15 in Deposited Plan 1123767
Lot 9 in Deposited Plan 2478
Lot 10 in Deposited Plan 2478
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 1176011
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 788270
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 534448
Lot 141 in Deposited Plan 1045258
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 883863
Lot 4 in Deposited Plan 1071700
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 1083656
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 1083663
Lot 21 in Deposited Plan 1077372
Lot 21 in Deposited Plan 1054253
Lot A in Deposited Plan 155873
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 216779
Lot 32 in Deposited Plan 566695
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 212947
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 82641
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 348771
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 809147
Lot 67 in Deposited Plan 241238
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 963878
Lot 16 in Deposited Plan 746310
Lot 17 in Deposited Plan 746310
Lot 10, Section 10 in Deposited Plan 758672
Lot 4, Section 26 in Deposited Plan 758693
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 385718
Lot 7, Section 37 in Deposited Plan 758706
Lot 41 in Deposited Plan 1170704
Lot 19 in Deposited Plan 1126833
Lot 3, Section B in Deposited Plan 665
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 918323
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 934932
Lot 21 in Deposited Plan 1034566
Lot 22 in Deposited Plan 1034566
Lot A in Deposited Plan 330553
Lot 812 in Deposited Plan 1022432
Lot 547 in Deposited Plan 751540
Lot A in Deposited Plan 341907
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 447857
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 447857
Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 447857
Lot 35 in Deposited Plan 257471
Lot 35 in Deposited Plan 527729
Lot 38 in Deposited Plan 236258
Lot 1, Section 17 in Deposited Plan 759042
Lot 19 in Deposited Plan 1132917
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 519731
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 713274
Lot 4 in Deposited Plan 664107
Lot 5, Section 12 in Deposited Plan 759091
Lot 26 in Deposited Plan 538406
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 582224
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 1133090
Lot 9 in Deposited Plan 840963
Lot 5, Section 5 in Deposited Plan 758521
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 831818
Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 831818
Lot 10 in Deposited Plan 620479
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 995325
Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 519008 (excluding the public road being Lot 15 in Deposited Plan 237893)
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 331379
Lot 4 in Deposited Plan 220206
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 331378
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 1035495
Lot 4 in Deposited Plan 814865

**Leases**
Lease of lease AC228034, Goodsell Building, 8-12 Chifley Square, Sydney registered as dealing number AC228053

Lease of suite 401, level 4, 24 Moonee Street, Coffs Harbour registered as dealing number AB548301
Lease of level 21, 1 Oxford Street, Darlinghurst registered as dealing number AC280042

Lease of part of the roof level, 1 Oxford Street, Darlinghurst, shown designated (A) in plan (page 27) with AB782329 registered as dealing number AB782329

Lease of level 8, 1 Oxford Street, Darlinghurst registered as dealing number AC280032

Lease of level 4, 1 Oxford Street, Darlinghurst registered as dealing number AC280031

Lease of level 14, 1 Oxford Street, Darlinghurst registered as dealing number AC280037

Lease of level 15, 1 Oxford Street, Darlinghurst registered as dealing number AC280038

Lease of level 1, 1 Oxford Street, Darlinghurst registered as dealing number AC280029

Lease of level 9, 1 Oxford Street, Darlinghurst registered as dealing number AC280033

Lease of level 11, 1 Oxford Street, Darlinghurst registered as dealing number AC280034

Lease of level 19, 1 Oxford Street, Darlinghurst registered as dealing number AC280040

Lease of level 12, 1 Oxford Street, Darlinghurst registered as dealing number AC280035

Lease of level 2, 1 Oxford Street, Darlinghurst registered as dealing number 3046077

Lease of level 20, 1 Oxford Street, Darlinghurst registered as dealing number AC280041

Lease of level 16, 1 Oxford Street, Darlinghurst registered as dealing number AC280039

Lease of level 3, 1 Oxford Street, Darlinghurst registered as dealing number AC280030

Lease of level 19, 1 Oxford Street, Darlinghurst registered as dealing number AB267308

Lease of level 13, 1 Oxford Street, Darlinghurst registered as dealing number AC280036

Lease of suite 1.06, 1st floor, 40 Mann Street, Gosford registered as dealing number AB593548

Lease of suite 1.04, first floor, 40 Mann Street, Gosford registered as dealing number AB593547

Lease of suites 3.02, 3.03, 3.04 and 3.05, 3rd floor, 40 Mann Street, Gosford registered as dealing number AC179436

Lease of suite G.03, ground floor, 40 Mann Street, Gosford registered as dealing number AA723739

Lease of level B2, suite 1 level ground, suite 3, level mezzanine, levels 1 to 6 inclusive, suite 1 of
Lease of level 7, suite 2 of level 8 and suite 2 of level 9, Viewpoint, 43 Bridge Street, Hurstville registered as dealing number AA593449

Lease of 35 Elbow Street, West Kempsey registered as dealing number AB59465

Lease of whole of level 5, 29 Molesworth Street, Lismore registered as dealing number AD40130

Lease of suite 1, level 4, 29 Molesworth Street, Lismore registered as dealing number AC965181
Lease of suite 2, level 4, 29 Molesworth Street, Lismore registered as dealing number AC965197
Lease of suite 3, level 4, 29 Molesworth Street, Lismore registered as dealing number AC965198
Lease of suite 4, level 4, 29 Molesworth Street, Lismore registered as dealing number AC965199
Lease of suite 5, level 4, 29 Molesworth Street, Lismore registered as dealing number AC965200
Lease of suite 1, level 3, 237 Wharf Road, Newcastle registered as dealing number AB913095
Lease of level 4, 10 Valentine Avenue, Parramatta registered as dealing number AC201596
Lease of level 6, 10 Valentine Avenue, Parramatta registered as dealing number AC201598
Lease of level 3, 10 Valentine Avenue, Parramatta registered as dealing number AC201595
Lease of level 5, 10 Valentine Avenue, Parramatta registered as dealing number AC201597
Lease of level 11, 10 Valentine Avenue, Parramatta registered as dealing number AC201603
Lease of level 10, 10 Valentine Avenue, Parramatta registered as dealing number AC201602
Lease of level 12, 10 Valentine Avenue, Parramatta registered as dealing number AC201604
Lease of level 1, 10 Valentine Avenue, Parramatta registered as dealing number AC201593
Lease of ground floor, 10 Valentine Avenue, Parramatta registered as dealing number AC201592
Lease of level 2, 10 Valentine Avenue, Parramatta registered as dealing number AC201594
Lease of level 13, 10 Valentine Avenue, Parramatta registered as dealing number AC201605
Lease of level 7, 10 Valentine Avenue, Parramatta registered as dealing number AC201599
Lease of level 8, 10 Valentine Avenue, Parramatta registered as dealing number AC201600
Lease of level 9, 10 Valentine Avenue, Parramatta registered as dealing number AC201601
Lease of level 1, 139 Macquarie Street, Sydney registered as dealing number 8943799
Lease of suite 1, level 10, 139 Macquarie Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AA971022
Lease of levels 5, 6, 7, 9, 10 and 11, Central Square, 323 Castlereagh Street, Sydney registered as dealing number 9968539

Lease of suite 1201 and level 13, Central Square, 323 Castlereagh Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AA162435

Lease of level 5, Thakral House, 301 George Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AC716697

Lease of suite 1301, level 13, Thakral House, 301 George Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AC716692

Lease of stage 1, level 13, 175 Liverpool Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AC590014

Lease of suite G3, ground floor, suite 301, third floor and suites 401 and 402, fourth floor, 76 Morgan Street, Wagga Wagga registered as dealing number 8291315

Lease of suite G2, ground floor and suites 201, 202, 203 and 208, second floor, 76 Morgan Street, Wagga Wagga registered as dealing number 8291314

Lease of lease V920175 (see O82534) being part of level 10, Colonial Centre, 52 Martin Place, Sydney, shown in plans with Z418389 registered as dealing number Z418389

Lease of lease V920175 (see O82534) being part of level 11, Colonial Centre, 52 Martin Place, Sydney, shown in plans with Z418389 registered as dealing number Z418389

Lease of lease V920175 (see O82533) being part of level 12, Colonial Centre, 52 Martin Place, Sydney, shown in plans with Z418390 registered as dealing number Z418390

Lease of lease V920175 (see O82533) being part of level 35, Colonial Centre, 52 Martin Place, Sydney, shown in plans with Z418390 registered as dealing number Z418390

Lease of lease V920175 (see O82533) being part of level 36, Colonial Centre, 52 Martin Place, Sydney, shown on plans with Z418390 registered as dealing number Z418390

Lease of lease V920175 (see O82533) being part of level 4, Colonial Centre, 52 Martin Place, Sydney, shown in plans with Z418390 registered as dealing number Z418390

Lease of lease V920175 (see O82533) being part of level 7, Colonial Centre, 52 Martin Place, Sydney, shown in plans with Z418390 registered as dealing number Z418390

Lease of lease V920175 (see O82533) being part of level 8, Colonial Centre, 52 Martin Place, Sydney, shown in plans with Z418390 registered as dealing number Z418390

Lease of lease V920175 (see O82533) being part of level 9, Colonial Centre, 52 Martin Place, Sydney, shown in plans with Z418390 registered as dealing number Z418390

Lease of lease V920175 (see O82533) being part of level 2, Colonial Centre, 52 Martin Place,
Lease of level 38, Governor Macquarie Tower, 1 Farrer Place, Sydney registered as dealing number 9214910

Lease of level 33, Governor Macquarie Tower, 1 Farrer Place, Sydney registered as dealing number 9214905

Lease of level 34, Governor Macquarie Tower, 1 Farrer Place, Sydney registered as dealing number 9214906

Lease of level 39, Governor Macquarie Tower, 1 Farrer Place, Sydney registered as dealing number 9214911

Lease of level 37, Governor Macquarie Tower, 1 Farrer Place, Sydney registered as dealing number 9214909

Lease of level 26, Governor Macquarie Tower, 1 Farrer Place, Sydney registered as dealing number 9215608

Lease of level 25, Governor Macquarie Tower, 1 Farrer Place, Sydney registered as dealing number 9215607

Lease of level 32, Governor Macquarie Tower, 1 Farrer Place, Sydney registered as dealing number 9214904

Lease of level 30, Governor Macquarie Tower, 1 Farrer Place, Sydney registered as dealing number 9215610

Lease of level 40, Governor Macquarie Tower, 1 Farrer Place, Sydney registered as dealing number 9214912

Lease of level 35, Governor Macquarie Tower, 1 Farrer Place, Sydney registered as dealing number 9214907

Lease of level 27, Governor Macquarie Tower, 1 Farrer Place, Sydney registered as dealing number 9215609

Lease of level 19, Governor Macquarie Tower, 1 Farrer Place, Sydney, registered as dealing number O415695, surrendered as regards suite 19.02 by dealing registered number 9215604,
variation of lease O415695 by dealing registered number AA524952

Lease of level 41, Governor Macquarie Tower, 1 Farrer Place, Sydney registered as dealing number 9214913

Lease of level 15, Governor Macquarie Tower, 1 Farrer Place, Sydney registered as dealing number 9215605

Lease of level 36, Governor Macquarie Tower, 1 Farrer Place, Sydney registered as dealing number 9214908

Lease of level 31, Governor Macquarie Tower, 1 Farrer Place, Sydney registered as dealing number 9215611

Lease of level 22, 201 Elizabeth Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AC646991

Lease of level 6, 201 Elizabeth Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AC646988

Lease of level 17, 201 Elizabeth Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AC646989

Lease of level 15, 201 Elizabeth Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AA12266

Lease of level 21, 201 Elizabeth Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AC646990

Lease of level 13, 201 Elizabeth Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AA12264

Lease of level 14, 201 Elizabeth Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AA12265

Lease of suite 902, level 9, 55 Market Street, Sydney registered as dealing number 3747379

Lease of level 13, 55 Market Street, Sydney registered as dealing number 3747379

Lease of ninth floor, Civic Tower, 66-72 Rickard Road, Bankstown registered as dealing number AC83178

Lease of suite 2, ground floor, Civic Tower, 66-72 Rickard Road, Bankstown registered as dealing number AA652026

Lease of sixth and seventh floors, Civic Tower, 66-72 Rickard Road, Bankstown registered as dealing number AA652027

Lease of 155-157 Marius Street, Tamworth registered as dealing number E655315

Lease of suite 1, ground floor, 1-3 Fitzwilliam Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AC409855

Lease of level 1, 1-3 Fitzwilliam Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number 9293759

Lease of level 4, 1-3 Fitzwilliam Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number 9293762

Lease of level 3, 1-3 Fitzwilliam Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number 9293761
Lease of level 2, 1-3 Fitzwilliam Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number 9293760
Lease of level 5, 1-3 Fitzwilliam Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number 9293763
Lease of suite 2, ground floor, 1-3 Fitzwilliam Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number 9293758
Lease of level 6, 1-3 Fitzwilliam Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number 9293764
Lease of suite 1, (western suite), level 3 and suite 5, level 1, 101 Queen Street, Campbelltown registered as dealing number AB789539
Lease of lease registered as dealing number AA651832 of Henry Deane Building, 20 Lee Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AA717629
Lease of suite 106, Riverside Plaza, 131-139 Monaro Street, Queanbeyan registered as dealing number AB709529
Lease of suite 101, Riverside Plaza, 131--139 Monaro Street, Queanbeyan registered as dealing number 8789234
Lease of suite 107, Riverside Plaza, 131-139 Monaro Street, Queanbeyan registered as dealing number AB113443
Lease of suite 2002, level 2, 146 Marsden Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AC813761
Lease of suite 201, level 2, 146 Marsden Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AB159879
Lease of the whole of level 3 and suite 501, level 5, 146 Marsden Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AB159878
Lease of level 1, 16-18 Wentworth Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AB224938
Lease of ground floor, 16-18 Wentworth Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AB224937
Lease of level 5, 16-18 Wentworth Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AB224941
Lease of level 6, 16-18 Wentworth Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AB224942
Lease of level 3, 16-18 Wentworth Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AB224939
Lease of level 4, 16-18 Wentworth Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AB224940
Lease of ground floor, level 3 and suite 402, level 4, 6 Parkes Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AB42023
Lease of suite 401, level 4, 66 Wentworth Avenue, Sydney registered as dealing number AB932469
Lease of level 6, 175-181 Castlereagh Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AA144184
Lease of level 8, 175-181 Castlereagh Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AA144183
Lease of level 4, 175-181 Castlereagh Street, Sydney registered as dealing number 7596712
Lease of suite 702, level 7, 175-181 Castlereagh Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AB270572
Lease of level 5, 175-181 Castlereagh Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AA144185
Lease of level 13, 175-181 Castlereagh Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AA144181
Lease of suite 1, level 3, 175-181 Castlereagh Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AA712480
Lease of level 12, 175-181 Castlereagh Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AA144182
Lease of level 8, suites 9.01, 9.02, 9.04 and 9.05 on level 9, level 10 and level 11, 227 Elizabeth Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AA938697
Lease of level 18, 227 Elizabeth Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AC290988
Lease of level 17, 227 Elizabeth Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AC290987
Lease of level 20, 227 Elizabeth Street, Sydney registered as dealing number 9511764
Lease of level 19, 227 Elizabeth Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AC290989
Lease of level 22, 227 Elizabeth Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AB405300
Lease of suite 13.01, level 13, 227 Elizabeth Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AC290983
Lease of suite 21.01, level 21, 227 Elizabeth Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AC290990
Lease of level 12, 227 Elizabeth Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AC290986
Lease of levels 4 and 5, 234 Sussex Street, Sydney registered as dealing number 6083174, variation of lease AB121371
Lease of levels 10 and 11, 234 Sussex Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AB489693
Lease of level 9, 24 Campbell Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AB839716
Lease of suite 1301, level 13, 55 Hunter Street, Sydney registered as dealing number 8324246
Lease of level 3, 55 Hunter Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AB415870
Lease of level 4, 60-70 Elizabeth Street, Sydney registered as dealing number 9713294
Lease of level 1, 60-70 Elizabeth Street, Sydney registered as dealing number 9713291
Lease of suite 4, level 3, 60-70 Elizabeth Street, Sydney registered as dealing number 9713293
Lease of suite 301, level 3, 60-70 Elizabeth Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AB543684
Lease of suite 303, level 3, 60-70 Elizabeth Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AB543685
Lease of levels 2, 5, 6, and 7, 60-70 Elizabeth Street, Sydney registered as dealing number 9713292
Lease of suite 802, 83 Clarence Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AB849278
Lease of suite 801, 83 Clarence Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AC900872
Lease of level 6, 83 Clarence Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AB849281
Lease of level 5, 83 Clarence Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AB849280
Lease of level 10, 83 Clarence Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AB849282
Lease of level 4, 83 Clarence Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AB849279
Lease of levels 8 and 9, "The Barrington", 10-14 Smith Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number 7242704
Lease of suite 1, level 1, "The Barrington", 10-14 Smith Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AB664715
Lease of suite 4, level 6, "The Barrington", 10-14 Smith Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AC660634
Lease of suite 1, level 2, "The Barrington", 10-14 Smith Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number 7766647
Lease of level 10, 15 Castlereagh Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AB696067
Lease of suite 502, level 5, 1 Castlereagh Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AA539472
Lease of suite 501, level 5, 1 Castlereagh Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AA539472
Lease of level 23, AMP Centre, 50 Bridge Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AC958497
Lease of suite 1.04, first floor, 7-9 Morrisset Street, Queanbeyan registered as dealing number AB844465
Lease of suite 1.03, first floor, 7-9 Morrisset Street, Queanbeyan registered as dealing number
AB844464

Lease of suite 3.03, third floor, 7-9 Morrisset Street, Queanbeyan registered as dealing number AB844467

Lease of suite 3.04, third floor, 7-9 Morrisset Street, Queanbeyan registered as dealing number AC679830

Lease of suite 3.01, third floor, 7-9 Morrisset Street, Queanbeyan registered as dealing number AB844466

Lease of suite G.02, ground floor, 7-9 Morrisset Street, Queanbeyan registered as dealing number AB844463

Lease of suite 301, 2-10 Wentworth Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AB748570

Lease of level 9, 2-10 Wentworth Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AD101531

Lease of shop 1/105 Beardy Street, Armidale (and lock-up shed number 4) registered as dealing number AD784044

Lease of part of ground floor (being an area of 102 square metres on the westernmost side of the building), 21-23 Clifford Street, Goulburn shown hatched black on the plan with AC745966 registered as dealing number AC745966

Lease of 41B Mitchell Street, Bourke registered as dealing number AB322858

Lease of suite 2, ground floor, 15-17 Watt Street, Gosford registered as dealing number AB873479

Lease of suite 2/6 Macquarie Street, Taree (and car spaces numbered 3, 4, 5 and 6) registered as dealing number AC660749

Lease of 39 Kable Avenue, Tamworth (exclusive of car space number 1) registered as dealing number AB839753

Lease of 3A Nowra Lane, Nowra registered as dealing number AD194549

Lease of suite 5, 407-409 Bong Bong Street, Bowral registered as dealing number 7509871

Lease of suite 3.02, 44-46 Mandarin Street, Villawood, Sydney registered as dealing number AB278991, variation of lease registered as dealing number AB987886

Lease of ground floor, shop 5, 490 Banna Avenue, Griffith registered as dealing number AC796023

Lease of suite 1, ground floor, 520 Swift Street, Albury registered as dealing number AD932182

Lease of unit 11, 3 Orient Street, Batemans Bay registered as dealing number AD761598

Lease of Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 508765 being 73-75 Johnston Street, Wagga Wagga registered as dealing number 8802284, variation of lease registered as dealing number AD49332
Lease of Lot 8 in Strata Plan 30495 being 8/112 Keppel Street, Bathurst registered as dealing number AC347917

Lease of level 22, Sydney Central, 477 Pitt Street, Sydney registered as dealing number 9823096

Lease of level 23, Sydney Central, 477 Pitt Street, Sydney registered as dealing number 9823097

Lease of level 24, Sydney Central, 477 Pitt Street, Sydney registered as dealing number 9823098

Lease of office B, first floor, Lot 1 Fitzroy Street, Grafton (and car spaces lettered A, B, C, D and E) registered as dealing number AC920842

Lease of Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 114557 and Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 1017064 being 41 St Andrews Street, Maitland registered as dealing number AD703787

Lease of suite 3A (including small store room) and suite 3B, 490 David Street, Albury, shown edged red on the plan with AE216673 (and car spaces numbered 34, 35, 36 and 37) registered as dealing number AE216673

Lease of suite G3, ground floor, 50 Victoria Street, Grafton registered as dealing number AE56016

Lease of suite 5, Conway Street, 17 Conway Street, Lismore registered as dealing number AB924867

Lease of level 3, 4-8 Woodville Street, Hurstville registered as dealing number AD947558

Lease of B231 and B233 Bradfield Road, West Lindfield as described in Schedule 4 to the lease registered as dealing number 9602360

Lease of B231 and B233 Bradfield Road, West Lindfield as described in Schedule 4 to the lease registered as dealing number AB183205

Lease of B231 and B233 Bradfield Road, West Lindfield as described in Schedule 4 to the lease registered as dealing number AB183204

Lease of level 1, 175 Scott Street, Newcastle registered as dealing number AE48216

Lease of suite 1, level 3, The Metro, corner of Scott and Watt Streets, Newcastle registered as dealing number AC406642
Lease of Lots 4, 5 and 6 in Strata Plan 65943 at 1 Darling Street, Tamworth registered as dealing number AE117231

Lease of Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 544670 at 8 Baylis Street, Wagga Wagga registered as dealing number AD973582

Lease of area B, first floor, 29(51) Hely Street, Wyong registered as dealing number AC947319

Lease of area 3, 3rd floor, 43 Burelli Street, Wollongong and shown on plan with AE133390 registered as dealing number AE133390

Lease of shop 17, Valley Fair Shopping Centre, Victoria Street, Taree registered as dealing number AD919931

Lease of shop 1B, Penrith Centre Shopping Mall, 518 High Street, Penrith (and car spaces numbered 12, 13, 14 and 15) registered as dealing number AA709018

Lease of level 24, Governor Macquarie Tower, 1 Farrer Place, Sydney registered as dealing number 9215606

Lease of tenancy 2, ground level, 23-31 Moore Street, Liverpool registered as dealing number AC938122, variation of lease registered as dealing number AC938123

Lease of level 2, 23-31 Moore Street, Liverpool registered as dealing number AC938121, variation of lease registered as dealing number AC938124

Lease of Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 726167, 521 Macauley Street, Albury registered as dealing number AB944475

Lease of suite 1, level 2, Bankstown City Capital Centre, 41-45 Rickard Road, Bankstown registered as dealing number AB544144, variation of lease registered as dealing number AE156197

Lease of suites 15A and 15B, Citicentre Shopping Complex, Orient Street, Batemans Bay registered as dealing number AD813660

Lease of suite 16, Citicentre Shopping Complex, Orient Street, Batemans Bay registered as dealing number AD813661

Unregistered lease (undated) to Minister for Emergency Services (New South Wales Fire Brigades) on behalf of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II of unit 1, 30C Orient Street, Batemans Bay

Lease of suite 1, 169-171 Rose Avenue, Coffs Harbour registered as dealing number AB366509

Lease of suite 2, level 2, 20 George Street, Hornsby registered as dealing number AD266791

Lease of part of level 1, and basement storeroom, shown hatched in plan (pages 28 and 29) with AD903504, and 10 car parking spaces in basement numbered 17-20 and 25-30, 2 Caroline Place (corner of Andrews Street), Maitland registered as dealing number AD903504
Lease of level 2 (excepting common property accessways) and car parking spaces numbered 6-16, 25 and 26, 12-14 King Street, Murwillumbah registered as dealing number AC261127

Lease of suite 1, level 1 and level 3, tower A and unit 11, 39 Herbert Street, St Leonards registered as dealing number AE65482

Lease of level 2, tower A, 39 Herbert Street, St Leonards registered as dealing number AE65483

Lease of second floor, 725-731 George Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AD399638

Lease of level 5, 725-731 George Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AD399637

Lease of parts of ground floor and first floor, Warilla Council Chambers, corner of Shellharbour and Lake Entrance Roads, Warilla, shown hatched in plan with dealing number 8872863 registered as dealing number AD498410

Lease of shop T41C, first floor, 30 Morisset Street, Queanbeyan registered as dealing number AB676564, variation of lease registered as dealing number AD924408

Lease of suite 3, ground floor and 10 lock up garages and 2 basement car parking spaces, 175 Rusden Street, Armidale registered as dealing number AD908090

Lease of the South Wing of the former nursing home, Robinson Centre, Wentworth Road, Broken Hill registered as dealing number AE175563

Lease of office 3, 50 Macquarie Street, Liverpool registered as dealing number AB494901

Lease of Lots 44 and 46 in Strata Plan 62797, 61-65 Glencoe Street, Sutherland registered as dealing number AC548912

Lease of shop 5, 19-21 Coldstream Street, Yamba registered as dealing number AD176092

Lease of suite 204 and suites 205-206, level 2, 83-87 York Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AD366671

Lease of level 7, 75 Castlereagh Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AD439298

Lease of level 8, 75 Castlereagh Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AD439299

Lease of level 9, 75 Castlereagh Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AD439300

Lease of 5/28 Recreation Street, Tweed Heads registered as dealing number AD313622

Unregistered lease dated 4 April 2008 to Attorney General's Department of 2 offices, 86 Wee Waa Street, Walgett

Lease of suite 2, level 1, 84 Nelson Street, Wallsend registered as dealing number AC615933

Lease of level 13, 10 Spring Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AC977029

Lease of level 14, 10 Spring Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AC977030
Lease of building, loading dock and 4 car parking spaces numbered 13-16, 54 Henry Street, Penrith registered as dealing number AD885738

Lease of shop 2, 131 Beaumont Street, Hamilton registered as dealing number AC410996

Lease of Lot 7 in Deposited Plan 30884, 40 Parramatta Road, Glebe registered as dealing number AC461633

Lease of Lot 19 in Deposited Plan 826142, 13 Chicago Avenue, Blacktown registered as dealing number 6491134

Lease of shop 2, 114 William Street, Port Macquarie registered as dealing number AC767940

Lease of suite 1, ground floor, 533-555 Smollett Street, Albury registered as dealing number AD514822

Lease of Darby House and 16 car parking spaces numbered 1-16, 92-98 Jessie Street, Armidale registered as dealing number AE83590

Lease of shop 3 and suites 2 and 4, 22 Park Avenue, Coffs Harbour registered as dealing number AC731297

Lease of suite 102 (formerly known as suite 2), ground floor, 41-45 Rickard Road, Bankstown registered as dealing number AA479221

Lease of area W4K, Ultimo Trade Centre, 42 Wattle Street, Ultimo registered as dealing number 7378617, variations of lease registered as dealing numbers 8122496 and 9211364

Lease of area W4L, Ultimo Trade Centre, 42 Wattle Street, Ultimo registered as dealing number 7378618, variations of lease registered as dealing numbers 8122495 and 9211365

Lease of shop 2, 143 Horton Street, Port Macquarie registered as dealing number AD996701

Lease of suite 1, ground floor, 2 Cavill Avenue, Ashfield registered as dealing number AD323349

Lease of suite 2, ground floor, 2 Cavill Avenue, Ashfield registered as dealing number AD975537

Lease of suite 3, ground floor, 2 Cavill Avenue, Ashfield registered as dealing number AB234470

Lease of level 1, 2 Cavill Avenue, Ashfield registered as dealing number AA375398

Lease of level 2, 2 Cavill Avenue, Ashfield registered as dealing number AA569408, variation of lease registered as dealing number AC864011

Lease of level 3, 2 Cavill Avenue, Ashfield registered as dealing number AA569409, variation of lease registered as dealing number AC864012

Lease of level 4, 2 Cavill Avenue, Ashfield registered as dealing number AA375393
Lease of lower and upper basements, 4-6 Cavill Avenue, Ashfield registered as dealing number AA475019

Lease of ground floor, 4-6 Cavill Avenue, Ashfield registered as dealing number AE90490

Lease of level 1, 4-6 Cavill Avenue, Ashfield registered as dealing number AE90492

Lease of level 2, 4-6 Cavill Avenue, Ashfield registered as dealing number AA475022

Lease of level 3, 4-6 Cavill Avenue, Ashfield registered as dealing number AA475023

Lease of level 4, 4-6 Cavill Avenue, Ashfield registered as dealing number AE90491

Lease of suites 2-7, level 5, 400 Hunter Street, Newcastle registered as dealing number AE344149

Lease of shops 6 and 7, 137 Princes Highway, Ulladulla registered as dealing number AA587435

Lease of levels 2 and 3, 11 Bridge Street, Coniston registered as dealing number AE23420

Lease of commercial offices, 376 Charlotte Street, Deniliquin registered as dealing number AC748288

Lease of suite 1, first floor, 116 Burwood Road, Burwood registered as dealing number AD279169

Unregistered lease dated 21 November 2007 to Attorney General's Department of shops 4 and 5 and 1 car parking space, 108 Beardy Street, Armidale

Lease of suite 201, level 2, 150 William Street, East Sydney registered as dealing number AC140893

Unregistered lease to Public Trustee NSW of suite 1, level 1, 874 Pittwater Road, Dee Why

Lease of suite 701, level 7, 13 Spring Street, Chatswood registered as dealing number AE322866

Lease of level 2, building A, Cambridge Office Park, 28 Cambridge Street, Epping registered as dealing number AB397129

Lease of part level 3 (being suite 302) and level 4, 12 Butler Road, Hurstville registered as dealing number AB760631

Lease of suite 5.02, 12 Butler Road, Hurstville registered as dealing number AE13170

Lease of shop 3, 629 Kingsway, Miranda registered as dealing number AE339320

Lease of suite 2, level 3, 60 Macquarie Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number 6818346

Lease of suite 2, level 2, Gateway Centre, 221 Mann Street, Gosford registered as dealing number AB241970

Lease of suite 2, level 3, Gateway Centre, 221 Mann Street, Gosford registered as dealing
number AB241971

Lease of ground floor, 58 Kitchener Parade, Bankstown registered as dealing number AA479701, variation of lease registered as dealing number AA733608

Lease of suites 101-103, 30-32 Campbell Street, Blacktown registered as dealing number AD645052

Lease of unit 18 and 7 open car parking spaces attaching to the unit and located on the ground floor, 818 Pittwater Road, Dee Why registered as dealing number AD396206

Lease of Lot 5 in Deposited Plan 1011799, 7/832 Anzac Parade, Maroubra registered as dealing number AE54732

Lease of second floor and 8 car parking spaces numbered 1, 7-11, 27 and 28, 14-16 Central Road, Miranda registered as dealing number AC156339

Lease of Lot 15 in Deposited Plan 9692, 80-84 Blaxland Road, Ryde registered as dealing number AC932265

Lease of suite 2, level 6, West Tower, 52-60 Railway Parade, Burwood registered as dealing number AC825262

Lease of level 1, 255 Broadway, Glebe registered as dealing number AC232792

Lease of level 2, 255 Broadway, Glebe registered as dealing number AC232793

Lease of suite 2, ground floor, 429 Swift Street, Albury registered as dealing number AD246096

Lease of suite 1, area A, ground floor, 223-237 Liverpool Road, Ashfield registered as dealing number AE415734

Lease of suite 1, area B, ground floor, 223-237 Liverpool Road, Ashfield registered as dealing number AE415735

Lease of suite 2, ground floor, 223-237 Liverpool Road, Ashfield registered as dealing number AE415736

Lease of level 1, 223-237 Liverpool Road, Ashfield registered as dealing number AE415737

Lease of level 2, 223-237 Liverpool Road, Ashfield registered as dealing number AE415738

Lease of level 3, 223-237 Liverpool Road, Ashfield registered as dealing number AE415739

Lease of level 4, 223-237 Liverpool Road, Ashfield registered as dealing number AE415740

Lease of level 5, 223-237 Liverpool Road, Ashfield registered as dealing number AE415741

Lease of suite 2, ground floor, 102-108 Auburn Street, Goulburn registered as dealing number AC937590

Lease of level 1, 102-108 Auburn Street, Goulburn registered as dealing number AC937602
Lease of suite 2, level 4, Gateway Centre, 221 Mann Street, Gosford registered as dealing number AB241972

Lease of Lot 14 in Strata Plan 65391, 410 Chapel Road, Bankstown registered as dealing number AD313604

Lease of Lot 16 in Strata Plan 65391, 410 Chapel Road, Bankstown registered as dealing number AD427565

Lease of Lot 17 in Strata Plan 65391, 410 Chapel Road, Bankstown registered as dealing number AD427566

Lease of Lot 18 in Strata Plan 65391, 410 Chapel Road, Bankstown registered as dealing number AD427567

Lease of Lot 19 in Strata Plan 65391, 410 Chapel Road, Bankstown registered as dealing number AD427568

Lease of shop OFO3B, Stockland Shellharbour, Lake Entrance Road, Blackbutt registered as dealing number AD507807

Lease of suite 1, ground floor, 429 Swift Street, Albury registered as dealing number AC80247

Lease of Lot 103 in Deposited Plan 855072, 325 Charlestown Road, Charlestown registered as dealing number AE132452

Lease of suite 1, first floor, 94-98 Railway Street, Corrimal registered as dealing number AC741603

Lease of ground floor, 360-364 Horsley Drive, Fairfield registered as dealing number AC807450

Lease of shop 1, 16-20 Belgrave Street, Kempsey registered as dealing number AE29076

Lease of Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 924919, 170 Main Street, Lithgow registered as dealing number AC175737

Lease of level 1, 8 Oxford Road, Ingleburn registered as dealing number AC779917

Lease of level 2, 8 Oxford Road, Ingleburn registered as dealing number AC779916

Lease of level 3, 8 Oxford Road, Ingleburn registered as dealing number AC779915

Lease of shop 2, 33-37 Smith Street, Kempsey registered as dealing number AE123936

Lease of Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 571494, 40 Wade Avenue, Leeton registered as dealing number AD668767

Lease of ground floor, 194 Lakemba Street, Lakemba registered as dealing number AB357321

Lease of suites 1A, 2A, 3A, 4A and 5A, first floor, Narrabri Arcade, 100 Maitland Street, Narrabri registered as dealing number AC694020
Lease of suites 3 and 4, first floor and suite 2, ground floor, 70 Graham Street, Nowra registered as dealing number AD294261

Lease of suite 1, ground floor, 522 Peel Street, Tamworth registered as dealing number AC738523

Lease of Lot 2 in Strata Plan 76788, 226 Victoria Street, Taree registered as dealing number AC766438

Lease of Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 344815, 87 Forsyth Street, Wagga Wagga registered as dealing number AD489282

Lease of Lot A in Deposited Plan 157729, 76A Johnston Street, Wagga Wagga registered as dealing number AE60590

Lease of suites 1 and 2, level 1, 76 Morgan Street, Wagga Wagga registered as dealing number AD665698

Lease of Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 100705, 20 Peter Street, Wagga Wagga registered as dealing number AE199092

Lease of area 3, ground floor, 25-27 Tompson Street, Wagga Wagga registered as dealing number AB275578

Lease of areas 2A and 2C, first floor, 25-27 Tompson Street, Wagga Wagga registered as dealing number AB814337

Lease of area 2B, first floor, 25-27 Tompson Street, Wagga Wagga registered as dealing number AC877193

Lease of area 4, first floor, 25-27 Tompson Street, Wagga Wagga registered as dealing number AB275579

Lease of level 1, 2 Woodville Street, Hurstville registered as dealing number AE468211

Lease of shops 6 and 7 and 2 exclusive car parking spaces numbered 10 and 11 on the plan annexed to the lease, Big Top Shopping Centre, 109-111 Maitland Road, Mayfield registered as dealing number AC456258

Lease of Lot 5 in Strata Plan 65890, 5/24 Berry Street, Nowra registered as dealing number AE384208

Lease of Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 86605, Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 233405 and Lots 2 and 3 in Deposited Plan 589622, 272 Summer Street, Orange registered as dealing number AD139672

Lease of suite 4, level 3, 85 George Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AE264870

Lease of level 7, 85 George Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AD890383

Lease of levels 1-3 and suite 1, level 4, 106-108 Church Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AC488650
Lease of suite 2, level 4, 106-108 Church Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AE147327

Lease of Lot 4 in Deposited Plan 538418, 360-368 High Street, Penrith registered as dealing number 7093795

Lease of Lot 3 in Strata Plan 52685, 3/2A Jacaranda Avenue, Raymond Terrace registered as dealing number AE5533

Lease of suites 1-3 and boardroom and 3 designated car parking spaces numbered 1-3, 103 Victoria Street, Taree registered as dealing number AC787839

Lease of units 1-4, Koolabah Court, 1 The Boulevarde, Toronto registered as dealing number AC506443

Lease of Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 746430, 2 Rawson Street, Wollongong registered as dealing number AD36011

Lease of Lot 3 in Strata Plan 57132, Wyong Plaza Village, corner of Alison and Margaret Streets, Wyong registered as dealing number AE292036

Lease of suite 2, Wyong Plaza Village, corner Alison and Margaret Streets, Wyong registered as dealing number AD573633

Lease of office, first floor and basement car parking spaces numbered 18-33, 9 Hely Street, Wyong registered as dealing number AC98123

Lease of Lot C in Deposited Plan 39211, 320 Auburn Street, Goulburn registered as dealing number 8596135

Lease of shops 9 and 10, 68 Clarence Street, Port Macquarie registered as dealing number AD700398

Lease of rear offices, 114 Piper Street, Bathurst registered as dealing number AD221196

Lease of suite 1, ground floor, 26 Gordon Street, Coffs Harbour registered as dealing number AD459658

Lease of 2/167 Brisbane Street, Dubbo registered as dealing number AD102472

Lease of Lot A in Deposited Plan 385996, 194 Brisbane Street, Dubbo registered as dealing number AD789631

Lease of level 2, area 5, 188 Macquarie Street, Dubbo registered as dealing number AD13255

Lease of level 2, area 6, 188 Macquarie Street, Dubbo registered as dealing number AD13256

Lease of suite 1, 30 Lowe Street, Queanbeyan registered as dealing number AD435280

Lease of front office and car parking spaces numbered 1-4, 70 Comur Street, Yass registered as dealing number AE267145
Lease of suite 2, 300 George Street, Windsor registered as dealing number AC145475

Lease of level 3, 1 Rawson Street, Wollongong registered as dealing number AE17347

Lease of Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 203166, 89-91 Tamar Street, Ballina registered as dealing number AD909542

Lease of level 3, Post Office Building, 230 Howick Street, Bathurst registered as dealing number AD897866

Lease of suite 2, 270-272 Green Street, Ulladulla registered as dealing number AA817834

Lease of suite A, ground floor, 98-100 Blundell Boulevard, Tweed Heads registered as dealing number AC50841, variation of lease registered as dealing number AE267649

Lease of suite 2, 86-90 Merrigang Street, Bowral registered as dealing number AD291995

Lease of Lot 14 in Deposited Plan 1112768 and 36 car parking spaces, 14-16 Bourke Street, Tamworth registered as dealing number AD512082

Lease of ground floor, 9 Short Street, Port Macquarie registered as dealing number AD513367

Lease of level 4, 41-45 Rickard Road, Bankstown registered as dealing number AD975836

Lease of suites 1, 2 and 5, 333 High Street, Penrith registered as dealing number AE291103

Lease of units 3-5, ground floor and office 1, level 1, Lot 5 in Deposited Plan 1029943 and 20 car parking spaces, City Plaza, Shellharbour registered as dealing number AB691873

Unregistered lease (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Department of Community Services) of parts of the ground floor and level 4 as shown on plan with lease, 219-241 Cleveland Street, Strawberry Hills

Lease of level 6, 3-5 Stapleton Avenue, Sutherland registered as dealing number AD977733

Lease of suite 2, ground floor, 49-61 Church Street, Bega registered as dealing number AC797170

Lease of level 2, 9 Deane Street, Burwood registered as dealing number AB114004

Lease of 20 Warby Street, Campbelltown registered as dealing number AD59941

Lease of Lot 4 in Deposited Plan 262967, 63 Queen Street, Campbelltown registered as dealing number AB513975

Lease of level 6, 31-39 Macquarie Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AD76948

Lease of level 7, 31-39 Macquarie Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AC195212

Lease of level 8, 31-39 Macquarie Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AC195213
Lease of Lot 5 in Deposited Plan 854887 and 20 car parking spaces, 8 Alfred Close, Greenhills registered as dealing number AD125167

Unregistered lease (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Department of Community Services) of building and 12 car parking spaces, 12A Kooyoo Street, Griffith

Lease of ground floor, 36 Charlton Street, Cessnock registered as dealing number AE207401

Lease of level 1, 36 Charlton Street, Cessnock registered as dealing number AE207402

Lease of suite 1, ground floor, 24 Molesworth Street, Lismore registered as dealing number AD879776

Lease of parts of the ground floor and basement car parking spaces shown hatched in the plans with dealing number AC191282, 5 Mount Street, Mount Druitt registered as dealing number AC191282

Lease of suites 1 and 2, 108-110 Market Street, Mudgee registered as dealing number AD633661

Lease of Lot 12 in Deposited Plan 1114040, 309 Charlestown Road, Charlestown registered as dealing number AD978319

Lease of level 1, tower A, Citadel Towers, 799 Pacific Highway, Chatswood registered as dealing number AC42468

Lease of suite 602, level 6, 845 Pacific Highway, Chatswood registered as dealing number AC672852

Lease of shop 21, Max Murray Mall, 20 Gordon Street, Coffs Harbour registered as dealing number AD507064

Lease of 72 Orange Street, Condobolin registered as dealing number AD88042

Lease of Lot 10 Section 51 in Deposited Plan 3436, 46 Bann Bann Street, Dapto registered as dealing number AE202312

Unregistered lease (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Department of Community Services) of suite 101, ground floor and level 1, building C, Edgeworth Town Mall, 720 Main Road, Edgeworth noted in Caveat AD11858

Lease of office A, 1st floor, Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 1087458 and office A car park (comprising 20 secure, single self-park car parking spaces), 120 Fitzroy Street, Grafton registered as dealing number AC982174

Lease of level 2, Honeysuckle House, building 2, 26 Honeysuckle Drive, Newcastle registered as dealing number AD414449

Lease of level 3, Honeysuckle House, building 2, 26 Honeysuckle Drive, Newcastle registered as dealing number AD414450

Lease of level 4, Honeysuckle House, building 2, 26 Honeysuckle Drive, Newcastle registered as dealing number AD414451
Lease of suite 2, level 5, Honeysuckle House, building 2, 26 Honeysuckle Drive, Newcastle registered as dealing number AD414453

Lease of office 2, The Plaza, Alstonville registered as dealing number AE230379

Lease of Lot 111 in Deposited Plan 875273, 2A Alliance Street, East Maitland registered as dealing number AD94765

Lease of level 1, 28 Margaret Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AB551546

Lease of level 6, tower 1, 1 Lawson Square, Redfern registered as dealing number AB555714

Lease of level 7, tower 1, 1 Lawson Square, Redfern registered as dealing number AB555715

Lease of shop 3, 172 Beardy Street, Armidale registered as dealing number AD378170

Lease of suite 1, ground floor, 4-8 Jacob Street, Bankstown registered as dealing number AC300190, variation of lease registered as dealing number AC534707

Sublease of lease U736389 of part level 2, and level 3, building B, 6 Figtree Drive, Australia Centre, Sydney Olympic Park, shown cross-hatched in plan (pages 65 and 66) with dealing number AD403887 registered as dealing number AD403887

Lease of suite 2, 76 McNamara Street, Orange registered as dealing number AC583985

Lease of level 3, 175 Macquarie Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AC458064

Lease of Lot 76 in Deposited Plan 11157, 18 Second Avenue, Blacktown registered as dealing number AD543594

Lease of ground floor offices and 5 car parking spaces numbered 1-5, 7-9 Kelton Street, Cardiff registered as dealing number AD128185

Lease of 363 Main Road, Cardiff registered as dealing number AD756422

Lease of ground floor, 47 Rickard Road, Bankstown registered as dealing number AB437736

Lease of shop B5, Stockland Batemans Bay, 1 Perry Street, Batemans Bay registered as dealing number AC833153

Lease of Lot A in Deposited Plan 157773, 115 Bentinck Street, Bathurst registered as dealing number AE438476

Lease of 160-166 Pacific Highway, Charlestown registered as dealing number AD912142

Lease of ground floor, The Mews, 108 William Street, Bathurst registered as dealing number AD302209

Lease of suite 40, 13 Kildare Road, Blacktown registered as dealing number AD603809

Lease of suites 42 and 43, 13 Kildare Road, Blacktown registered as dealing number AD844234
Lease of Lot 99 in Deposited Plan 11157, 9 Second Avenue, Blacktown registered as dealing number AD783112

Lease of level 1, 27-29 Burwood Road, Burwood registered as dealing number AD204513

Lease of parts of the ground and first floors, 129 West High Street, Coffs Harbour, shown cross-hatched on the plan (pages 19 and 20) with dealing number AC382460 registered as dealing number AC382460

Lease of part of G/F (as shown cross-hatched on the plan annexed to dealing number AC996090), and of 1/F, 138 Talbragar Street, Dubbo registered as dealing number AC996090

Lease of suite 804, level 8, 111 Phillip Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AB400951

Lease of ground floor, 13-15 Wentworth Avenue, East Sydney registered as dealing number AC445487

Unregistered lease (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Department of Community Services) of suite 4, 101 Great Western Highway, Emu Plains noted in Caveat AD871301

Lease of suite 1, ground floor and suite 1, first floor, corner of Lachlan Street and Court Lane, Forbes registered as dealing number AD825059

Lease of suites 3 and 5-7, first floor, 123-125 Donnison Street, Gosford registered as dealing number AE480173

Lease of first floor and car parking spaces numbered 1-28, 56 Clinton Street, Goulburn registered as dealing number AD582093

Lease of basement, 56 Clinton Street, Goulburn registered as dealing number AD582094

Lease of level 2, 2 Woodville Street, Hurstville registered as dealing number AE497773

Lease of office 1, ground floor, 2 Belmore Street, Junee registered as dealing number AC219794

Lease of offices 14B and 14C and 2 car parking spaces numbered 14A and 14B as shown in the plan with dealing number AB459172, Conway Plaza, 21 Conway Street, Lismore registered as dealing number AB459172

Unregistered lease to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Department of Community Services) of 29 Port Stephens Street, Raymond Terrace

Lease of level 3, 25 Watt Street, Newcastle registered as dealing number AC580670

Lease of suites 2 and 3, ground floor, 25 Watt Street, Newcastle registered as dealing number AC370216

Lease of first floor, 37-39 Forth Street, Kempsey registered as dealing number AE8697
Lease of level 4, 110 Hunter Street, Newcastle registered as dealing number AE331130

Lease of ground floor, 93-99 King Street, Newtown registered as dealing number 6990360

Lease of ground floor, 150 Lords Place, Orange registered as dealing number AD139240

Unregistered lease (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Department of Community Services) of ground floor, 6-8 Woodburn Street, Redfern noted in Caveat AD45763

Lease of unit 1, ground floor, 143 Marius Street, Tamworth registered as dealing number AB490061

Lease of ground floor, 73 Kable Avenue, Tamworth registered as dealing number AD990272

Lease of 21 Pirie Street, Liverpool (whole of building, excluding shop 1) registered as dealing number AE522817

Lease of Lot 17 in Strata Plan 76782, being suite 202, and part Lot 14 in Strata Plan 57618, being part of suite 203, but excluding that part of Lot 14 comprising 1 car parking space on lower ground floor, 22 Belgrave Street, Kogarah registered as dealing number AD100256

Lease of suite 1, level 3, 157-161 George Street, Liverpool registered as dealing number AC692606

Lease of shops 4-6 on ground level, and level 1, 266 George Street, Windsor registered as dealing number AC545683

Lease of shop 11, 13 Mount Street, Mount Druitt registered as dealing number AD759482

Lease of offices 1-3 and 6, suite 1, Lot 2 in Strata Plan 41241 and 2 reserved car parking spaces and 6 secure basement car parking spaces numbered A1-A5 and B8-B10, 30-32 Hely Street, Wyong registered as dealing number AC60004

Unregistered lease (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Department of Community Services) of The Athenaeum Building, 37 Reid Street, Wilcannia

Lease of shop 3A, Junction Street, Young registered as dealing number AD171768

Unregistered lease dated 1 May 1999 to Department of Corrective Services of Lot X in Deposited Plan 412643, 143 Kendal Street, Cowra

Lease of ground floor and 15 car parking spaces numbered 2-14, 21 and 22, 2 Caroline Place, Maitland registered as dealing number AE392491

Lease of suite 1.03, first floor, 633 Pittwater Road, Dee Why registered as dealing number AD399683

Lease of suite 1, level 1, 5 Mount Street, Mount Druitt registered as dealing number AC495670

Lease of Lot 111 in Deposited Plan 873252, 45-47 Maitland Street, Muswellbrook registered as
dealing number AD908125

Lease of 3/98 Worrigee Street, Nowra registered as dealing number AE346767

Lease of Lot 1 in Strata Plan 73539, 1/130 Delhi Street, Lidcombe registered as dealing number AD966746

Lease of suite 2, first floor, Marena House, 17-19 Short Street, Port Macquarie registered as dealing number AB946010

Lease of suites 3-5, first floor, Newo House, 23-25 Montague Street, Goulburn registered as dealing number AE105261

Lease of unit 2, 10 College Avenue, Shellharbour City Centre, Shellharbour registered as dealing number AE271891

Lease of building and 6 car parking spaces numbered 1-6, 101 Lee Street, Wellington registered as dealing number AD92285

Lease of Lot 10 in Deposited Plan 394205, 68 Wynter Street, Taree registered as dealing number AE535205

Lease of shop 2, having an area of 344 square metres (being the remaining portion of Lot 31 in Strata Plan 60557 other than that occupied by the Commonwealth of Australia) and 9 car parking spaces numbered 1-9, 9-15 East Parade, Sutherland registered as dealing number AB212319

Lease of level 3, Chase Commercial Tower, 25 Smart Street, Fairfield registered as dealing number AA574454

Lease of Lot 7 in Strata Plan 15229, 18 Little Street, Forster registered as dealing number AC741366

Lease of suite 1, level 2, 101 Queen Street, Campbelltown registered as dealing number AC49247

Lease of units 3 and 3A, first floor, 4 Bridge Street, Hornsby registered as dealing number AE511573

Lease of shop 20 and storeroom, Airds Village Shopping Centre, Airds registered as dealing number 6253544

Lease of suite 2, ground floor, 148-150 Brisbane Street, Dubbo registered as dealing number AE493202

Lease of 3/364 Clarina Street, Parkes registered as dealing number AC729467

Lease of suite 2, 143A Horton Street, Port Macquarie registered as dealing number AE528129

Lease of Tourist Information Centre building, 2 Meninya Street, Moama registered as dealing number AE506793

Lease of shop A, 53 Merivale Street, Tumut registered as dealing number AB869671
Unregistered lease (undated) to Maritime Authority of NSW of suite 2 and 2 car parking spaces numbered 37 and 38, 131 Donnison Street, Gosford

Lease of suite G01, ground floor, 64-76 Kippax Street, Surry Hills registered as dealing number AE153236

Lease of suite 1201, level 12, 59 Goulburn Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AE168189

Lease of suite 1402, level 14, 59 Goulburn Street, Sydney registered as dealing number 7085002

Lease of level 15, 59 Goulburn Street, Sydney registered as dealing number 7085004, variation of lease registered as dealing number 7085016

Lease of level 16, 59 Goulburn Street, Sydney registered as dealing number 7085005, variation of lease registered as dealing number 7085016

Lease of level 17, 59 Goulburn Street, Sydney registered as dealing number 7085006, variation of lease registered as dealing number 7085016

Lease of level 18, 59 Goulburn Street, Sydney registered as dealing number 7085007, variation of lease registered as dealing number 7085016

Lease of level 19, 59 Goulburn Street, Sydney registered as dealing number 7085008, variation of lease registered as dealing number 7085016

Lease of level 20, 59 Goulburn Street, Sydney registered as dealing number 7085009, variation of lease registered as dealing number 7085016

Lease of level 21, 59 Goulburn Street, Sydney registered as dealing number 7085010, variation of lease registered as dealing number 7085016

Lease of level 22, 59 Goulburn Street, Sydney registered as dealing number 7085011, variation of lease registered as dealing number 7085016

Lease of level 23, 59 Goulburn Street, Sydney registered as dealing number 7085012, variation of lease registered as dealing number 7085016

Lease of level 24, 59 Goulburn Street, Sydney registered as dealing number 7085013, variation of lease registered as dealing number 7085016

Lease of level 25, 59 Goulburn Street, Sydney registered as dealing number 7085014, variation of lease registered as dealing number 7085016

Lease of level 26, 59 Goulburn Street, Sydney registered as dealing number 7085015, variation of lease registered as dealing number 7085016

Lease of levels 14 and 15, 1 Margaret Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AA630174

Sublease of part of the ground floor and levels 1-6 inclusive, being the area shown hatched on the plan annexed to the lease, SRA House, 18 Lee Street, Sydney registered as dealing number
Lease of Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 733146, 315 Victoria Street, Deniliquin registered as dealing number AC909062

Lease of Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 1012368, 32 Marina Drive, Coffs Harbour registered as dealing number 6975859

Lease of Lot 70 in Deposited Plan 7496, 5 Chamberlain Street, Campbelltown registered as dealing number AE684953

Lease of Suite 2 and 2 secure car parking spaces known as "A" and "B", 38 Park Avenue, Coffs Harbour registered as dealing number AE755110

Unregistered lease (undated) to Minister Administering the National Parks and Wildlife Act of Lots 10-12 in Strata Plan 58250, 75 Main Street, Alstonville

Lease of suite 6 and 6 car parking spaces in the caged area on the north east side of the underground parking station, Reliance Centre, 203-209 Russell Street, Bathurst registered as dealing number AE391623

Lease of shop and 2 uncovered car parking spaces numbered 1 and 2, 153 Maybe Street, Bombala registered as dealing number AB637477

Unregistered lease (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II of part of the building together with the annex building as shown in the plan annexed to the lease as annexure "C", corner Barton and Broomfield Streets, Cobar

Lease of Lot A in Deposited Plan 383857, 30 Timor Street, Coonabarabran registered as dealing number AC947796

Lease of first floor, storage shed, 3 undercover and 4 open air car parking spaces at the rear of the building, 48-56 Wingewarra Street, Dubbo registered as dealing number AE682681

Lease of Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 726705 and Lot 9 in Deposited Plan 40398, 92-96 Macquarie Street, Dubbo registered as dealing number AC252360

Unregistered lease (undated) to Minister Administering the National Parks and Wildlife Act of Lot 1 Section 2 in Deposited Plan 758447, 68-70 Church Street, Glen Innes

Lease of Lot 13 in Deposited Plan 620602, 59 Church Street, Gloucester registered as dealing number 7215961

Lease of suites 35-38, 207 Albany Street, Gosford registered as dealing number AC995257

Lease of shops 7-8, first floor, 130-140 Banna Avenue, Griffith registered as dealing number AE506422

Lease of Lot 38, Section 5 in Deposited Plan 758476, 200 Yambil Street, Griffith registered as dealing number 7529527

Lease of suites 5, 8, 11, 12, 13 and 14 first floor, 41 Belgrave Street, Kempsey registered as
Lease of Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 508115, 136 Summerland Way, Kyogle registered as dealing number AB681313

Lease of Lot 110 in Deposited Plan 873120, Merimbula and Sapphire Coast Drives, Merimbula registered as dealing number AC525665

Lease of suites 7A and 8A, first floor, Narrabri Arcade, 100 Maitland Street, Narrabri registered as dealing number AC911646

Lease of shops 9A, 10A & 11A, Narrabri Arcade, 100 Maitland Street, Narrabri registered as dealing number AD738368

Sublease of suite 1, first floor and 12 car parking spaces on ground level Corporation Compound, 12B Teramby Road, Nelson Bay registered as dealing number AA40818

Lease of office A and 5 car parking spaces, 136-138 Fitzroy Street, Grafton registered as dealing number AE474641

Lease of Lot 103 in Deposited Plan 810787, 55 Graham Street, Nowra registered as dealing number AC9691

Lease of office B and 21 car parking spaces, 136-138 Fitzroy Street, Grafton registered as dealing number AC497988

Lease of suite 1, ground floor, suite 1, first floor, 8 undercover car parking spaces and 2 open car parking spaces, 47-51 Darby Street, Newcastle registered as dealing number AE644341

Lease of suite 2, level 1, and 5 car parking spaces, 47-51 Darby Street, Newcastle registered as dealing number AE644342

Lease of level 5 and 5 car parking spaces, 11 Argyle Street, Newcastle registered as dealing number AE728448

Unregistered sublease (undated) to Department of Environment and Conservation National Parks and Wildlife Division of downstairs office, whole of the upstairs area, first bay of workshop including storage shed, as shown hatched on the sketch annexed to the sublease, 78 Hargreaves Drive, Taree

Lease of the office space adjoining the retail area and the storage space adjoining the gallery forming part of the Old Butter Factory complex, Snowy Mountains Highway, Tumut registered as dealing number 8977563

Lease of suite 2, the Old Butter Factory complex, Snowy Mountains Highway, Tumut registered as dealing number AB904124

Lease of suite 1 and storage area 1, the Old Butter Factory complex, Snowy Mountains Highway, Tumut registered as dealing number AE253853
Lease of part of the premises as shown hatched on the plan (page 48) with dealing number AB250976, the 20 general car parking spaces, the 4 visitor car parking spaces and the 2 disabled car parking spaces located on the land within the Car Parking Area and the additional visitor/disabled car parking spaces, 30 Warne Street, Wellington registered as dealing number AB250976

Lease of level 3, 27-31 Argyle Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AD838267

Lease of level 4, 27-31 Argyle Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AD838268

Lease of level 5, 27-31 Argyle Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AD838269

Lease of level 6, 27-31 Argyle Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AD838270

Lease of level 7, 27-31 Argyle Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AD838271

Lease of level 8, 27-31 Argyle Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AD838272

Lease of level 9, 27-31 Argyle Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AD838273

Lease of level 10, 27-31 Argyle Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AD838274

Lease of level 11, 27-31 Argyle Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AD838275

Lease of suite 6.3, level 6 and 8 car parking spaces in level B2 as shown in the plan with dealing number AB549210, 90 Crown Street, Wollongong registered as dealing number AB549210

Lease of level 4 and 26 car parking spaces in level B1 as shown in the plan with dealing number AB549211, 90 Crown Street, Wollongong registered as dealing number AB549211

Lease of level 5, 20 car parking spaces in level B1 and 6 car parking spaces in level B2 as shown in the plan with dealing number AB598330, 90 Crown Street, Wollongong registered as dealing number AB598330

Lease of pods A and B on level 4, pods A-H on level 5 and pods A, B, C, D, E, and H on level 6, The Octagon, 110 George Street Parramatta registered as dealing number AC376411 variation of lease registered as dealing number AE629266

Lease of pod 4C, level 4, The Octagon, 110 George Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AC376412 variation of lease registered as dealing number AE629266

Lease of pod 6F, level 6, The Octagon, 110 George Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AC376413 variation of lease registered as dealing number AE629266

Lease of pod 6G, level 6, The Octagon, 110 George Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AC376414 variation of lease registered as dealing number AE629266

Lease of pods B and C, level 2, The Octagon, 110 George Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AC376415 variation of lease registered as dealing number AE629267

Lease of pod D, level 1, pods A-D, level 3, The Octagon, 110 George Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AC376416 variation of lease registered as dealing number
Lease of pod D, level 4, The Octagon, 110 George Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AC77796 variation of lease registered as dealing number AE629266

Lease of suite 5, level 1 and basement car parking spaces numbered 15, 16, 53 and 71, 429 Swift Street, Albury registered as dealing number 9683960 variation of lease registered as dealing number AD703753

Lease of Lot 22 in Deposited Plan 703102, 5A Pioneer Avenue, Thornleigh registered as dealing number AC423760

Lease of ground floor and dedicated car parking spaces identified with WorkCover NSW signage, 126A Marius Street, Tamworth registered as dealing number AC861964

Lease of level 10, Centennial Plaza, Building C, 300 Elizabeth Street, Sydney registered as dealing number 9992729 variation of lease registered as dealing number AA816556

Lease of suite 5 and 3 dedicated car parking spaces identified with WorkCover NSW signage, 53 Lord Street, Port Macquarie registered as dealing number AD348520

Lease of levels 4 and 7 and 45 car parking spaces numbered 16, 18 and 19, level 1, 6-16, level 2 and 1-31, level 3, 128 Marsden Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number 8067108 variation of lease registered as dealing number AD549662

Lease of office suite, 74 McNamara Street, Orange and car parking spaces numbered 1, 2 and 3 at rear of 150 Byng Street, Orange registered as dealing number AC288291

Lease of suite 2, level 4, 33 Moore Street, Liverpool registered as dealing number AE40851

Lease of Lots 18 and 19 in Strata Plan 60561, 8 Corporation Circuit, Tweed Heads South registered as dealing number AB552418

Lease of office/suite 6, first floor, Narrabri Arcade, 100 Maitland Street, Narrabri registered as dealing number AC52229

Lease of suite 2.02, level 2, 12 Butler Road, Hurstville registered as dealing number AC645731

Lease of warehouse premises unit 2, 264-266 Manns Road, West Gosford registered as dealing number AD866452

Lease of ground floor and levels 2-5, corner Baker and Donnison Streets, Gosford registered as dealing number 9127842

Lease of Lot 1 in Strata Plan 33388, 248 Carp Street, Bega registered as dealing number AD729184

Lease of suite 33, Jetty Village Shopping Centre, 361 Harbour Drive, Coffs Harbour registered as dealing number AE815273

Lease of level 2 and the 10 car parking spaces on the ground level, 1 Church Street, Dubbo registered as dealing number AA127899 variation of lease registered as dealing number
Lease of shop 7C, 19 Mitchell Drive, Greenhills registered as dealing number 9721847

Lease of suite 9, upstairs, Bega Centre Building, 106 Auckland Street, Bega registered as dealing number AE709093

Lease of space 101, 13 Kildare Road, Blacktown registered as dealing number AE524745

Lease of ground floor, 22 Castlereagh Street, Coonamble registered as dealing number 9910970

Lease of suite 2, 286-288 George Street, Deniliquin registered as dealing number AE746690

Lease of ground floor, 56 Clinton Street, Goulburn registered as dealing number AE478462

Lease of Level 8 (but excluding the Common Areas) in the building known as BT Tower, 1 Market Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AD764123

Lease of ground floor and 3 car parking spaces located in the car park at the rear of the building, 43 Main Street, Lithgow registered as dealing number AE600382

Lease of tenancy A, shown hatched in the plan with AE510951 and 15 car parking spaces, 48-52 Scott Street, Liverpool registered as dealing number AE510951

Unregistered lease (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (NSW Department of Corrective Services) of suite 1, ground floor, 22 Minto Road, Minto

Lease of level 3 and level 4, 111 Crown Street, Wollongong registered as dealing number AA544713

Lease of suite 5, level 1, City Square, 76 Harbour Drive, Coffs Harbour registered as dealing number AC971748 and 5 car parking spaces as described in variation of lease registered as dealing number AC971749

Lease of shop 2, 177 Lachlan Street, Hay registered as dealing number AE440853

Lease of Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 1051969, 510-516 High Street, Maitland registered as dealing number AB15997

Lease of shop 2, 66A Cobar Street, Nyngan registered as dealing number AE182386

Lease of Lot 814 in Deposited Plan 813348, 161 Kite Street, Orange registered as dealing number E59327

Lease of bay 3, 20 Acacia Avenue, Port Macquarie registered as dealing number AE253501

Lease of first floor, 28 Morisset Street, Queanbeyan registered as dealing number AC802764 variation of lease registered as dealing number AE255886

Lease of Lot 22 in Deposited Plan 1034386, 8 Hartley Drive, Thornton registered as dealing number AA927577
Lease of Lot 81 in Deposited Plan 996298, 64 Fitzroy Street, Tumut registered as dealing number AB833422 variation of lease registered as dealing number AE595406

Lease of 95 Dubbo Street, Warren registered as dealing number AA51489 variation of lease registered as dealing number AD972148

Lease of the area shown crosshatched in the plan with dealing number AE349653 and 5 car parking spaces, 30 Warne Street, Wellington registered as dealing number AE349653

Lease of 40 Church Street, West Wyalong registered as dealing number AE453228

Lease of suite 1, 119 Rusden Street, Armidale registered as dealing number AE669812

Lease of level 2, 168 Liverpool Road, Ashfield registered as dealing number AC969662

Lease of Lot 2 in Strata Plan 33607, 90 Keppel Street, Bathurst registered as dealing number AE845726

Lease of shop 9 and 2 car parking spaces numbered 18 and 19, Auckland Street Plaza, Bega registered as dealing number AE877684

Lease of ground floor and 4 undercover car parking spaces located at the rear of the ground floor offices, 106-108 Erina Street, Gosford registered as dealing number AE654938

Lease of shop 2, 180 Yambil Street, Griffith, shown hatched in plan with dealing number AE555274 registered as dealing number AE555274

Lease of tenancy 4 and 1 secured car parking space, Inverell Retail Centre, corner of Byron and Vivian Streets, Inverell registered as dealing number AA14888

Lease of suite G2 and 6 car parking spaces numbered 7-12 inclusive, 44 Bulwer Street, Maitland registered as dealing number AE763418

Lease of suites G1 and G2, ground floor and 4 dedicated secure car parking spaces, 56 Brook Street, Muswellbrook registered as dealing number 7787195

Lease of Lot 10 in Deposited Plan 708505 and 6 car parking spaces, 615 Hunter Street, Newcastle registered as dealing number AE595528

Lease of 23 Ranken Court, corner of Alison Road and Ranken Court, Wyong and shop 2, 11 Alison Road, Wyong registered as dealing number AE770392

Lease of suite 3, level 4, 168 Liverpool Road, Ashfield registered as dealing number AD918594

Lease of level 5, 168 Liverpool Road, Ashfield registered as dealing number AD495327 variation of lease registered as dealing number AE23541

Lease of level 6, 168 Liverpool Road, Ashfield registered as dealing number AD495328 variation of lease registered as dealing number AE23542

Unregistered lease dated 17 July 2009 to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (NSW Department of Community Services) of suite 113, AMP Centre, 24 Gordon Street, Coffs
Harbour and 16 car parking spaces at 218 Harbour Drive, Coffs Harbour

Unregistered lease dated 17 July 2009 to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (NSW Department of Community Services) of offices 2 and 4 and 5 car parking spaces, 73 Albany Street, Coffs Harbour

Unregistered lease dated 24 July 2009 to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (NSW Department of Community Services) of unit 1 and 4 car parking spaces, 21 June Street, Coffs Harbour

Sublease of part lease AA891383 of suite 1, ground floor, building A, Cambridge Office Park, corner Cambridge and Chester Streets, Epping registered as dealing number AB183194

Lease of ground floor offices and basement car parking spaces numbered 1 to 17 inclusive, 9 Hely Street, Wyong registered as dealing number AC98119

Unregistered lease (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (NSW Department of Corrective Services) of the area shown hatched black on the plan annexed to the lease and marked "A" together with 7 designated car parking spaces, 24-26 Clyde Street, Kempsey

Unregistered lease (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (NSW Department of Corrective Services) of first floor, 7-9 Kelton Street, Cardiff

Unregistered sublease dated 30 September 2008 to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (NSW Department of Corrective Services) of Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 1006205 and 6 bay car park being part of adjacent core Lot 20467933 located on the downside of the Rail Corridor as shown on plan A of schedule C of the sublease, 144 Talbragar Street, Dubbo

Unregistered lease (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (NSW Department of Corrective Services) of Lot 4 in Strata Plan 81857 and 5 secured car parking spaces and 3 unsecured car parking spaces as shown on the plan annexed to the lease, 558 Kiewa Street, Albury

Unregistered lease (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (NSW Department of Community Services) of Lots 3, 13 and 14 in Strata Plan 80857, 1 Secant Street, Liverpool

Unregistered sublease (undated) to The Workcover Authority of NSW of suite 1101, level 11, 67 Albert Street, Chatswood

Unregistered lease (undated) to Workcover New South Wales of suite C, level 1 and 27 car parking spaces numbered 1-27, corner Cowper and Fitzroy Streets, Carrington

Lease of Lot C in Deposited Plan 414198, 11 Grant Street, Ballina registered as dealing number AD113289

Unregistered lease dated 1 November 1996 to New South Wales Department of Agriculture of part of premises know as Old Animal Science University of New England having a total area of 450.6 square metres, Trevenna Road, University of New England

Lease of suite 5, The Arcade, 158-162 Carp Street, Bega registered as dealing number
Lease of Lot 3 Section 85 in Deposited Plan 758144, 27 Mitchell Street, Bourke registered as dealing number AC78620

Unregistered lease (undated) to NSW Department of Primary Industries of suite B, 56 Cassilis Street, Coonabarabran

Lease of office 1, Lot 60 Morilla Street, Lightning Ridge registered as dealing number 7012887

Unregistered lease (undated) and variation of lease (undated) to New South Wales Department of Primary Industries of shop 1, storage area and 5 car parking spaces at the rear of the building, 87-89 Balo Street, Moree

Lease of office 1 and 2 car parking spaces at the rear of the property, 28 Market Street, Mudgee registered as dealing number AD249505

Unregistered lease (undated) to NSW Minister for Primary Industries of Lot 6 Section 11 in Deposited Plan 758827, corner Kurrajong and Court Streets, Parkes

Lease of suites 1, 2 and 3, first floor and 9 car parking spaces in the basement of the building, 1 Civic Avenue, Singleton registered as dealing number AE983712

Unregistered lease dated 13 October 2008 to NSW Department of Primary Industries of factory showroom 10, 12 Greenway Drive, Tweed Heads

Lease of shop 1, Sydney Markets Plaza, Sydney Markets, Parramatta Road, Flemington registered as dealing number AD859268

Lease of suites 1301, 1301A and 1303, level 13, 12 Help Street, Chatswood registered as dealing number AE602591

Lease of suite 7, 56 Brook Street, Muswellbrook registered as dealing number AB745373

Unregistered lease (undated) to New South Wales Department of Education and Training of suite 501, level 5, 13-15 Lyon Park Road, North Ryde

Lease of office unit 13, first floor, office units 1 and 2, ground floor and 5 covered security car parking spaces, 235 Lords Place, Orange registered as dealing number AD175830

Lease of first floor, 60-62 McNamara Street, Orange registered as dealing number 9687880

Lease of suite 1, shown hatched on the plan annexed "C" to the lease, 11-15 Josephson Street, Swansea registered as dealing number AE232903

Unregistered sublease (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (NSW Department of Education and Training) of level 10, 151 Clarence Street, Sydney

Unregistered lease (undated) to New South Wales Land and Housing Corporation of suite 1, ground floor, 168 Liverpool Road, Ashfield

Unregistered lease (undated) to New South Wales Land and Housing Corporation of Lot 1 in
Strata Plan 32071 and 8 open car parking spaces attaching to that lot, 818 Pittwater Road, Dee Why

Lease of Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 876823, 3-5 White Street, Tamworth registered as dealing number AA320797

Unregistered lease (undated) to New South Wales Land and Housing Corporation of shops 6, 6A, 6B and 7 and 2 secure car parking spaces in the carports, 69 Wharf Street, Tweed Heads

Unregistered lease (undated) to New South Wales Land and Housing Corporation of Lot 89 in Deposited Plan 776943, 16-20 Bentley Street, Wetherill Park

Lease of Lot 6 in Deposited Plan 1105423 and not less than 24 exclusive use single self park secure car parking spaces in a totally secure area on the ground floor of the building with no access by the public and direct access to the first floor of the building, 29 Port Stephens Street, Raymond Terrace registered as dealing number AE612501

Lease of level 5 and 83 secure basement car parking spaces and 3 on-grade car parking spaces as shown on the plan attached to the lease, 2 Burbank Place, Norwest Business Park, Baulkham Hills registered as dealing number AE261525, variation of lease registered as dealing number AE833609

Lease of suite 402, level 4 and 37 secure basement car parking spaces and 2 on-grade car parking spaces as shown on the plan attached to the lease, 2 Burbank Place, Norwest Business Park, Baulkham Hills registered as dealing number AE261526, variation of lease registered as dealing number AE833610

Unregistered lease dated 27 October 2008 to Director-General of the Department of Commerce on behalf of the Crown in the right of NSW of storeroom CP 1/5 Burbank Corporate Centre, 2 Burbank Place, Norwest Business Park, Baulkham Hills

Lease of suite 6 and 7 car parking spaces marked 49-55 inclusive, 620 Macauley Street, Albury registered as dealing number AD765170

Lease of suite 4, first floor and 4 security car parking spaces numbered 26, 27, 28 and 29 in the basement and 1 unsecured car parking space numbered 17 on the ground level, 47-59 Wingewarra Street, Dubbo registered as dealing number AD245531

Unregistered lease dated 11 March 2008 to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II for the Department of State and Regional Development of Lot 14 in Deposited Plan 263274 and Lot 11 in Deposited Plan 533659, 39 Goldsmith Street, Goulburn

Lease of suite 2, level 3 and 6 car parking spaces in the car park, 251 Wharf Road, Newcastle registered as dealing number AE26120

Lease of level 2, 470-474 Church Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AD875853

Lease of Lot 1 in Strata Plan 31997, 133-137 Gordon Street, Port Macquarie registered as dealing number AD967977

Lease of level 47, MLC Centre, 19-29 Martin Place, Sydney registered as dealing number AC316319
Lease of level 48, MLC Centre, 19-29 Martin Place, Sydney registered as dealing number AC316320

Lease of level 49, MLC Centre, 19-29 Martin Place, Sydney registered as dealing number AC316321

Lease of level 43, MLC Centre, 19-29 Martin Place, Sydney registered as dealing number AE118646

Lease of suite 1, first floor and 2 car parking spaces, 11-15 Dowe Street, Tamworth registered as dealing number AD391570

Lease of ground floor and suite 1, first floor, 48 Fitzmaurice Street, Wagga Wagga registered as dealing number AB173282, variation of lease registered as dealing number AD476864

Sublease of levels 2 and 6, 35-75 Harrington Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AD421704

Lease of shop 2, 91 Pangee Street, Nyngan registered as dealing number AE233452

Lease of lock up shop unit 13, Old Woollen Mills, 179 Byng Street, Orange registered as dealing number AC34834

Lease of level 2 and the 12 car parking spaces identified by the numeral 2 within a circle on the plan marked 160 Bridge Street--Car Park annexed to the lease, 160 Bridge Street, Muswellbrook registered as dealing number AD820702

Lease of unit 1, 2 Sherriff Street, Forbes registered as dealing number AB584074

Lease of Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 545268, 421 Swift Street, Albury registered as dealing number AC58137

Lease of shop 7, ground floor and suites 1, 2 and 10, first floor, 41 Belgrave Street, Kempsey registered as dealing number AD336705

Lease of office B and 21 car parking spaces, 136-138 Fitzroy Street, Grafton registered as dealing number AE518815

Lease of suite 1, ground floor, suite 1, first floor, 8 undercover car parking spaces and 2 open car parking spaces, 47-51 Darby Street, Newcastle registered as dealing number AF232464

Lease of suite 2, level 1 and 5 car parking spaces, 47-51 Darby Street, Newcastle registered as dealing number AF232466

Lease of Lot 1 in Strata Plan 33388, 248 Carp Street, Bega registered as dealing number AF153063

Lease of level 2, 168 Liverpool Road, Ashfield registered as dealing number AE989255

Lease of suites G1 and G2, ground floor and 4 dedicated secure car parking spaces, 56 Brook Street, Muswellbrook registered as dealing number AF100479
Lease of suite 901, level 9 in the building known as BT Tower, 1 Market Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AD764120

Lease of areas 2, 3 and 4, level 1, car parking spaces numbered 2, 3, 27, 58, 59 and 60 and storage in area 2 of the basement, 188 Macquarie Street, Dubbo registered as dealing number AF311410

Lease of ground floor, first floor and second floor and car parking spaces numbered 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25 in the adjoining building known as "A Block", 21 Prince Street, Grafton registered as dealing number AE916504

Lease of level 9, 101 Miller Street, North Sydney registered as dealing number AE987410

Lease of level 10, 101 Miller Street, North Sydney registered as dealing number AE987449

Lease of level 11, 101 Miller Street, North Sydney registered as dealing number AE987481

Lease of level 12, 101 Miller Street, North Sydney registered as dealing number AE987504

Lease of level 13, 101 Miller Street, North Sydney registered as dealing number AE987531

Lease of level 14, 101 Miller Street, North Sydney registered as dealing number AE987549

Lease of level 15, 101 Miller Street, North Sydney registered as dealing number AE987561

Lease of level 16, 101 Miller Street, North Sydney registered as dealing number AE987573

Lease of level 17, 101 Miller Street, North Sydney registered as dealing number AE987609

Lease of level 18, 101 Miller Street, North Sydney registered as dealing number AE987635

Lease of level 19, 101 Miller Street, North Sydney registered as dealing number AE987636

Lease of suite T10, first floor and car parking spaces numbered 24-37 and 63-65 inclusive (being secured car parking spaces) and 16-19 and 38-40 (being unsecured car parking spaces), 29-37 George Street, Woy Woy registered as dealing number AE763001

Lease of suite 2, level 2, 101 Molesworth Street, Lismore registered as dealing number AF432531

Lease of level 3, 101 Molesworth Street, Lismore registered as dealing number AF432532

Lease of level 2, 166 Keira Street, Wollongong registered as dealing number AE655719

Lease of level 2, 291-295 High Street, Penrith registered as dealing number AF477842

Lease of unit 8, 555 High Street, Maitland registered as dealing number AE944878

Lease of suite 1, second floor and car parking spaces numbered 19 and 20, 55 Bolton Street, Newcastle registered as dealing number AC138701, variation of lease registered as dealing number AD655954
Lease of first floor and 10 car parking spaces, 55 Bolton Street, Newcastle registered as dealing number AC635978, variation of lease registered as dealing number AD655955

Lease of part of the basement, ground floor, first floor and 45 car parking spaces in the building, 525 High Street, Maitland registered as dealing number AA382693

Lease of levels 1 and 2, The Metro, 97 Scott Street, Newcastle registered as dealing number AF194247

Lease of level 2, 31-39 Macquarie Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AB450699

Lease of level 3, 31-39 Macquarie Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AB450700

Lease of part of ground floor, 132 Marsden Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AE88467

Lease of part of floor 3, 132 Marsden Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AE88468

Lease of part of floor 4, 132 Marsden Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AE88469

Lease of part of floor 5, 132 Marsden Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AE88470

Lease of part of floor 6, 132 Marsden Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AE88471

Lease of part of floor 7, 132 Marsden Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AE88472

Lease of part of suite 1, level 6, 90 Crown Street, Wollongong registered as dealing number AE233250

Unregistered lease (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II, (Office of the Director of Public Prosecutions) of suites A and B, second floor, 107-109 Mann Street, Gosford

Unregistered lease (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Office of the Director of Public Prosecutions) of levels 15-19 and basement storage, 175 Liverpool Street, Sydney

Unregistered lease dated 20 October 2008 to Corrective Services NSW of 103 Argent Street, Broken Hill

Lease of suite 3, 29 Richard Street, Bourke registered as dealing number AA991719

Lease of shop 3 and 3 car parking spaces in basement and 2 car parking spaces in outdoor car park, 5-7 Lithgow Street, Campbelltown registered as dealing number AE938268

Lease of shop 4 and 8 car parking spaces in basement and 5 car parking spaces in outdoor car park, 5-7 Lithgow Street, Campbelltown registered as dealing number AE938269

Lease of suites 5, 6 and 7, 5-7 Lithgow Street, Campbelltown registered as dealing number AE938270

Lease of suites 1, 1A and 3, level 4 and 3 car parking spaces, 171 Queen Street, Campbelltown
Lease of Lot 35, Section 6 in Deposited Plan 1880, 61 Hunter Street, Hornsby registered as dealing number AC843249

Lease of Lots 19 and 20, Section 23 in Deposited Plan 758258 and car parking spaces marked "A" and "B", 41-43 Little Street, Coffs Harbour registered as dealing number AD117682

Lease of part of ground floor (excluding stairways), 64 Talbrager Street, Dubbo registered as dealing number AD602984

Lease of suite 1, level 2, 25 Smart Street, Fairfield registered as dealing number AF246691

Lease of level 2 (being the top floor), 37 William Street, Gosford registered as dealing number AE450914

Lease of suite 2, level 4 and car parking spaces numbered 94 and 133, 45-47 Scott Street, Liverpool registered as dealing number AD897998

Lease of office 5, ground floor, 39 East Esplanade, Manly registered as dealing number AC274238

Lease of suites 2 and 3, second floor and basement car parking spaces numbered 34, 35, 36, 37 and 38, 55 Bolton Street, Newcastle registered as dealing number AE786603

Lease of suites 1, 2 and 3, level 5, 91 Phillip Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AD563604

Lease of ground floor and car parking spaces numbered 5B and 6, 95 Henry Street, Penrith registered as dealing number AD536901

Lease of ground floor level suite ground.02, level 1, level 2 suites 2.02 and 2.03, level 3, level 4, level 8, level 12 suite 12.02, level 20 suit 20.3 plus storeroom on lower ground floor suite LG.03 and 18 car parking spaces, 323 Castlereagh Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AC177538

Lease of suite 2.01, level 2, 323 Castlereagh Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AD375222

Lease of suite 1402, level 14, 323 Castlereagh Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AD349698

Lease of suite 1505, level 15, 323 Castlereagh Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AE737282

Lease of suite 1702, level 17 323 Castlereagh Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AD710714

Lease of suite 2001, level 20, and 3 casual car parking spaces, 323 Castlereagh Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AE743934

Lease of suite 202, ground floor, 3-5 Stapleton Avenue, Sutherland registered as dealing number
Lease of suite 3, level 1, and 4 car parking spaces, 424-426 Peel Street, Tamworth registered as dealing number AD213416

Lease of suites F and G, 235-241 Baylis Street, Wagga Wagga registered as dealing number AD224664

Lease of suites 1 and 2, level 2, 430 Victoria Avenue, Chatswood shown hatched on the plan with dealing number AE826862 registered as dealing number AE826862

Lease of Lot F in Deposited Plan 418375, Lot 10 in Deposited Plan 63660 and Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 65394, 32 Queen Street, Chippendale registered as dealing number AE433172

Lease of ground floor, level 1 and 5 car parking spaces, 73 Church Street, Wollongong registered as dealing number AE581525

Lease of Lot 4 in Strata Plan 73999, 4/95 Byng Street, Orange registered as dealing number AF28188

Lease of suites 36 and 37, level 1, 13 Kildare Road, Blacktown registered as dealing number AD861928

Lease of units 5 and 6 and 91 car parking spaces, 145-151 Arthur Street, Flemington registered as dealing number AE957536

Lease of premises known as C1 Richmond Road, Homebush registered as dealing number AF398815

Lease of Lot 242 in Deposited Plan 1063072, 36 Aero Road, Ingleburn registered as dealing number AE980000

Lease of levels 22 and 23 and 2 car parking spaces, Central Square, 323 Castlereagh Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AD730674

Lease of level 1, part of level 2, levels 3, 4, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 17, 18, 25, 26 and 27 and storerooms 5, 6, 9 and 10 on basement level 2, 477 Pitt Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AB417046, variation of lease registered as dealing number AC954784

Lease of area 1, level 7 and area 1, level 8, 477 Pitt Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AC954785

Lease of area 2, level 8, 477 Pitt Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AD847220

Lease of area 2, level 19, 477 Pitt Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AB985878

Lease of area 1, level 20, 477 Pitt Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AE508926

Lease of area 1, level 19 and area 1 level 21, 477 Pitt Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AB617774

Sublease of lease X267174, 6 Herb Elliott Avenue, Olympic Park registered as dealing number
Lease of level 21 and 1 car parking space, Central Square, 323 Castlereagh Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AD730673

Lease of part Folio Identifier 1/3130, 2/3130, 52/576145 and Auto-Consol 15379-218, 7 Marshall Street, Cobar registered as dealing number AE980522

Lease of Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 201380 and 4 car parking spaces, 65 Commissioner Street, Cooma registered as dealing number AF252233

Lease of Lot 11 in Deposited Plan 1136539 including 8 car parking spaces, 61 Cooper Street, Cootamundra registered as dealing number AE964728

Unregistered lease dated 6 November 2009 to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (New South Wales Department of Community Services) of Lot 19 in Deposited Plan 1102050, 374 Argent Street, Broken Hill

Lease of Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 1129208 and 8 car parking spaces, 43 Macquarie Street, Cowra registered as dealing number AF14550

Lease of shops 7-12, 4-6 Market Lane, Muswellbrook registered as dealing number AF487151

Lease of Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 1120940 and 16 car parking spaces, 160 Clarinda Street, Parkes registered as dealing number AF288081

Lease of Lot 21 in Deposited Plan 1008762, 106 Wynyard Street, Tumut registered as dealing number AF494107

Lease of ground floor and 3 car parking spaces, 15 Clark Lane, Bega registered as dealing number AF297750

Lease of shops 4 and 5 and 2 car parking spaces, corner Station and Boolwey Streets, Bowral registered as dealing number AF206127

Lease of building E and file room, HACC Centre, 72 Gypsum Street, Broken Hill registered as dealing number AF19170

Unregistered lease (undated) to Home Care Service of New South Wales of Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 794383, 92D Market Street, Balranald

Lease of suite L4.0, level 4, and 20 car parking spaces, The Gardens, 470 Wodonga Place, Albury registered as dealing number AE467143

Lease of suite 1, 446 King Georges Road, Beverly Hills registered as dealing number AF266174

Lease of unit 1, 55 Seymour Street, Bathurst registered as dealing number AE274806

Lease of shops 1, 2 and 3 and 7 car parking spaces, 44-48 Bowral Street, Bowral registered as dealing number AC400469, transfer of lease registered as dealing number AD573130

Lease of level 2, West Tower, 52-62 Railway Parade, Burwood registered as dealing number
AC205614

Lease of level 3, West Tower, 52-62 Railway Parade, Burwood registered as dealing number AC780854

Lease of suite 1, level 5, West Tower, 52-62 Railway Parade, Burwood registered as dealing number AC995195

Lease of suite A, level 1 and car parking spaces numbered 50-52 and 56-58, 4 Railway Parade, Burwood registered as dealing number AE698693

Lease of suite 1, level 3 and 6 car parking spaces, City Centre, 171-179 Queen Street, Campbelltown registered as dealing number AC748325

Lease of suite 2, level 5 and 2 car parking spaces, City Centre, 171-179 Queen Street, Campbelltown registered as dealing number AE804818

Lease of level 6, 12 Help Street, Chatswood registered as dealing number AB961499

Lease of Lot B in Deposited Plan 901036, 72 Grafton Street, Coffs Harbour registered as dealing number AC10793

Lease of level 4 and 12 car parking spaces, 11 Bridge Street, Coniston registered as dealing number AE23421

Lease of shop 6, 86-90 John Street, Coonabarabran registered as dealing number AF347503

Lease of Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 537939, 371 Cressy Street, Deniliquin registered as dealing number AC451604

Lease of level 4 and 10 car parking spaces, Chase Commercial Tower, 25 Smart Street, Fairfield registered as dealing number AF97589

Lease of suites 206, 7a and 8, level 2 and 14 car parking spaces, Chase Commercial Tower, 25 Smart Street, Fairfield registered as dealing number AF99855

Lease of suite 104, building B, 242-244 Beecroft Road, Epping registered as dealing number AF395722

Lease of office C, first floor and 5 car parking spaces, Lot 1 Fitzroy Street, Grafton registered as dealing number AD436700

Lease of Lot 156 in Deposited Plan 815947 and 29 car parking spaces, 390-394 Forest Road, Hurstville registered as dealing number AB668918

Lease of suite 1, level 9, 43 Bridge Street, Hurstville registered as dealing number AE607520

Lease of suite 301 and 10 car parking spaces, Wollundry Chambers, 63-65 Johnston Street, Wagga Wagga registered as dealing number AE797243

Lease of suite 302 and 2 car parking spaces, Wollundry Chambers, 63-65 Johnston Street, Wagga Wagga registered as dealing AC791222
Lease of level 1 and 6 car parking spaces, 300 Grey Street, Glen Innes registered as dealing number AF335152

Lease of suites 5A and 5B, level 1 and car parking spaces numbered 7 and 15, Conway Court, 17 Conway Street, Lismore and car parking spaces numbered 47 and 48, 61 Carrington Street, Lismore registered as dealing number AE369790

Lease of suite 1, ground floor, 291-295 High Street, Penrith registered as dealing number AC403539

Unregistered lease (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Department of Ageing, Disability and Home Care) of suite 5, 116 Gordon Street, Port Macquarie

Lease of suite 3.01, 7-9 Morisset Street, Queanbeyan registered as dealing number AE761392

Sublease of lease AC62044 of suite 3.01, level 3, 61 Dunning Avenue, Rosebery registered as dealing number AD928638

Lease of unit 1 and 12 car parking spaces, 12 Ken Tubman Drive, Maitland registered as dealing number AE286702

Lease of suite 1904, level 19, Central Square, 323 Castlereagh Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AE156842

Lease of Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 580763, 101 Heber Street, Moree registered as dealing number AB901725

Lease of suite 302, level 3, 55 Clarence Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AD20978

Lease of shop 5 and car parking spaces numbered A, 2, 3, 4, 13 and 14, 47-55 Market Street, Mudgee registered as dealing number AE101881

Lease of suite 202, level 2, 55 Clarence Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AE595361

Lease of suite 5, 2 King Street, Murwillumbah registered as dealing number AF260525

Unregistered lease dated 1 January 2008 to Home Care Service of New South Wales of 35 Warri Street, Ardlethan

Lease of level 5, 670 Hunter Street, Newcastle registered as dealing number AD587565

Lease of suite 601, level 6, 93 George Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AF104070

Lease of level 2, 93 George Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AE963865

Lease of level 4, 93 George Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AD627883

Lease of level 5, 93 George Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AD627882

Lease of Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 112113, 15 Oliver Street, Inverell registered as dealing number AE503317
Lease of part B in Deposited Plan 916002, 66B Cobar Street, Nyngan registered as dealing number AF171637

Lease of suite 501, level 5, 128 Marsden Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AE567281

Lease of tenancy 2 and basement car park spaces numbered P17, P18, P19, P20, P21 and P22, 28 Gore Street, Port Macquarie registered as dealing number AE818637

Lease of room 2, Senior Citizens Building, corner Oxford and Cooper Streets, Scone registered as dealing number AF346640

Unregistered lease (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (NSW Department of Ageing, Disability and Home Care) of Suite 9, 75-77 Wharf Street, Tweed Heads

Lease of level 5, 237 Mann Street, Gosford registered as dealing number AD359348

Lease of offices P1 and P2, level G2, Auburn Central, 62-72 Queen Street, Auburn registered as dealing number AF28642

Sublease of lease AE927252 of common areas shown hatched as X, Y and Z in plan attached to dealing number AE927252 registered as dealing number AE927253

Unregistered lease (undated) to Workcover Authority of NSW of part first floor as shown in the plan referred to in Schedule 3 of the lease, 54-60 Burelli Street, Wollongong

Lease of shop 2, 481 Peel Street, Tamworth registered as dealing number AE746670

Lease of level 2 and office B on level 3, 2A Rowntree Street, Balmain registered as dealing number AD704237

Lease of suite 2, building 3, 78-82 St Vincent Street, Ulladulla registered as dealing number AC967231

Lease of shop 2, 27E Fitzroy Street, Walcha registered as dealing number AD600678

Unregistered lease (undated) to Home Care Service of New South Wales of part Lot 1 Deposited Plan 767093 as shown in plan marked "Annexure A" attached to the lease, corner Bonney and Ross Streets, Wilcannia

Unregistered lease (undated) to Home Care Service of New South Wales of 292 square metres of office accommodation, 18 Mitchell Street, Bourke

Lease of suite 10, level 1, Richmond Arcade, Walker Street, Casino registered as dealing number AE311425

Lease of suite 7, Richmond Arcade, Walker Street, Casino registered as dealing number AF99440

Lease of suite 2A and 6 car parking spaces numbered 93, 96, 97, 99, 102, 107, 4 Railway Parade, Burwood registered as dealing number AE564169
Lease of Lot A in Deposited Plan 390799, 165 Lachlan Street, Hay registered as dealing number AF111979

Lease of level 1, 110 George Street, Hornsby registered as dealing number AF46373

Lease of level 2, 110 George Street, Hornsby registered as dealing number AF46374

Lease of suite 301, level 3, 110 George Street, Hornsby registered as dealing number AF46375, variation of lease registered as dealing number AF46376

Unregistered lease (undated) to Home Care Service of New South Wales of shop 2, Carneys Arcade, 247 River Street, Maclean

Unregistered lease (undated) to Home Care Service of New South Wales of approximately 10 square metres for room 2, 76 Namoi Street, Manilla

Lease of unit F, Sagewick Industrial Park, Lackey Road, Moss Vale registered as dealing number AE397937

Lease of building 1, 35 Holloway Road, Nowra registered as dealing number AD45456

Lease of shop 1 and 2 car parking spaces, 285 Grey Street, Glen Innes registered as dealing number AF375818

Lease of unit 2 and car parking spaces numbered 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6, 14 Albert Street, Taree registered as dealing number AC716430

Unregistered lease (undated) to Home Care Service of NSW of Lot 5 in Deposited Plan 70962, 23 Lawson Street, Warren

Unregistered lease (undated) to the State of New South Wales as represented by Ageing, Disability and Home Care (ADHC) in the Department of Human Services of Shop 2, 96 John Street, Singleton

Unregistered lease (undated) to Ageing, Disability and Home Care, Department of Human Services NSW of shops 1 and 2, 45 River Street, Ballina

Unregistered lease (undated) to the State of New South Wales as represented by Ageing, Disability and Home Care (ADHC) in the Department of Human Services of shops 4 and 5, Strand Arcade, 86-90 John Street, Coonabarabran

Unregistered lease (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (New South Wales Department of Ageing, Disability and Home Care) of "commercial area 3' and 4 car parking spaces numbered 1, 2, 3 and 4, 24 Verge Street, Kempsey

Unregistered lease (undated) to the State of New South Wales as represented by Ageing, Disability and Home Care (ADHC) in the Department of Human Services of units A and B and car parking spaces numbered 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 12A, 129-135 Bourke Street, Goulburn

Lease of Lot 713 in Deposited Plan 253343, 32 Castlereagh Street, Coonamble registered as dealing number AE716407
Lease of shops 3 and 4, 101 Murray Street, Finley registered as dealing number AE15892

Lease of Lot 5 in Strata Plan 56154, 5/35 Stockton Street, Nelson Bay registered as dealing number AC739572

Lease of units F1A and F1B, 1-9 Manning Street, Tuncurry registered as dealing number AE617187

Lease of shop 7A, Myall Quays Shopping Village, Tea Gardens registered as dealing number AE248451

Unregistered lease (undated) to Home Care Service of New South Wales of shop 2 and 2 car parking spaces, 175 Balo Street, Moree

Unregistered sub-lease to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (New South Wales Department of Ageing, Disability and Home Care) of Lot 11 in Deposited Plan 24534, of 70 Princes Highway, Ulladulla

Unregistered lease (undated) to Home Care Service of New South Wales of Lot C in Deposited Plan 101967, 1 Wilson Street, Collarenebri

Unregistered lease (undated) to Home Care Service of New South Wales of suite 1, ground floor and 5 car parking spaces, 342-346 Main Road, Cardiff

Lease of suites 6 and 7, 29 Wallace Street, Macksville registered as dealing number AE780506

Unregistered lease (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (New South Wales Department of Ageing, Disability and Home care) of unit 3, 61 North Street, Nowra

Sublease of building 1 and 79 car parking spaces, 6 Figtree Drive, Australia Centre, Sydney Olympic Park registered as dealing number 7470645, variation of sublease registered as dealing number 7505581

Lease of suite 2, 74 Kembla Street, Wollongong registered as dealing number AE471695

Unregistered lease (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Office for Emergency Services) of part of level 11, 52 Phillip Street, Sydney

Lease of part of level 1 of the building on the western side of Main Street and the southern side of Civic Way shown hatched on the plan and marked 'A', part of level 1 of the building on the western side of Main Street and the northern side of Civic Way shown hatched on the plan and marked 'B' and level 1 and 2 of the building fronting onto the north-eastern side of Civic Way shown hatched on the plan and marked 'C', Rouse Hill Town Centre, corner of Windsor Road and White Hart Drive, Rouse Hill registered as dealing number AE198422

Lease of Lot 4 in Strata Plan 60049, 77 Hunter Street, Newcastle registered as dealing number AD129873

Lease of part of level 1, 294-296 Hoskins Street, Temora registered as dealing number AE156308
Lease of suite 1, level 13 and 2 car parking spaces, 418A Elizabeth Street, Surry Hills registered as dealing number AC341429

Lease of suite 2, level 13, 418A Elizabeth Street, Surry Hills registered as dealing number AC341427

Lease of part of level 2, 407-411 Elizabeth Street, Surry Hills registered as dealing number AC703979, variation of lease registered as dealing number AE980902

Lease of suite 1, level 8, 117 Clarence Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AD900123

Lease of floor 6 facing Erskine and Kent Streets, Sydney registered as dealing AB38803

Lease of floor 5 facing Erskine and Kent Streets, Sydney registered as dealing AB38804

Lease of floor 4 facing Erskine and Kent Streets, Sydney registered as dealing AB38805

Lease of lock-up office number 1, floor 3, facing Erskine and Kent Streets, Sydney registered as dealing AB38806

Lease of floor 7 facing Erskine and Kent Streets, Sydney registered as dealing AB38807

Lease of level 1, 67-69 Regent Street, Chippendale registered as dealing AD39301

Lease of suite 2402, level 24, 580 George Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AD147215

Lease of level 25, 580 George Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AD147216

Lease of office C in main building fronting Bucketts Way, Gloucester shown hatched on annexure C attached to the lease registered as dealing number AF431195

Unregistered lease (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (New South Wales Department of Community Services) of suite 1, ground floor and level 1, 225-227 Queen Street, St Marys

Lease of level 12, 151 Clarence Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AF186131

Unregistered lease (undated) to the Director-General of the Department of Planning of suite 3.01, level 3 and car parking space number 3, first floor, 107-109 Mann Street, Gosford

Lease of suite 1, first floor, 12 Railway Street, Lidcombe registered as dealing number AD771052

Lease of level 1, 19-21 Watt Street, Gosford registered as dealing number AF5726

Lease of suite 201, level 2, 55 Clarence Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AF409208

Unregistered lease (undated) to Home Care Service of NSW of that part indicated in Annexure â€˜Câ€™, 1 Buchanan Drive, Coolamon

Unregistered lease (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (New South
Wales Department of Ageing, Disability and Home Care) of suite 2, ground floor, 320-326 Liverpool Road, Ashfield

Unregistered lease (undated) to Home Care Service of NSW of suites 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4, level 5, 2-14 Meredith Street, Bankstown

Unregistered lease (undated) to Home Care Service of NSW of Home Care Services Office, Community Health Centre, Culcairn Hospital

Unregistered lease (undated) to Home Care Services of NSW of 79 Dandaloo Street, Narromine

Unregistered lease (undated) to Home Care Service of NSW of part of multi-purpose and Mirrabooka buildings being room 1 as shown in the plan marked â€“ C' attached to lease, 247 Sheridan Street, Gundagai

Unregistered lease (undated) to New South Wales Land and Housing Corporation of suite 3, level 2 and suite 4, level 4, 76 Morgan Street, Wagga Wagga

Lease of shops 5 and 6, 1-7 Elsie Street, Burwood registered as dealing number AF421389

Lease of suite 7, level 1, and 16 car parking spaces, 175 Rusden Street, Armidale registered as dealing number AC123066

Unregistered lease (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (New South Wales Department of Ageing, Disability and Home Care) of 29 Lynch Street, Young

Lease of shop 1, Homemaker Centre, 2 Cranbrook Road, Batemans Bay registered as dealing number AD93608

Unregistered lease (undated) to Murray Catchment Management Authority of Lot 7 in Deposited Plan 808502, 540 Young Street, Albury

Unregistered lease (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Department of Industry and Investment) of suite 1, level T, Wollongong Crown Tower Shopping Centre, 200 Crown Street, Wollongong

Lease of level 2 and 14 car parking spaces, 47-51 Darby Street, Newcastle registered as dealing number AF232466

Lease of shop 3, 53 Morilla Street, Lightning Ridge registered as dealing number AE789767

Unregistered lease (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (NSW Department of Community Services) of Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 667104 and 30 car parking spaces, 80 Elbow Street, Kempsey

Unregistered lease (undated) to the Murray Catchment Management Authority of lock up shed number 1, 47 Moulamein Road, Barham

Unregistered lease (undated) to Rail Corporation of New South Wales being suites 1A, 1D and 2A, â€“ 'Hurstville House', 34 MacMahon Street, Hurstville

Unregistered lease (undated) to Rail Corporation of New South Wales of suite 4A and 2 car
parking spaces, 1 Ashley Street, Hornsby

Unregistered lease (undated) to Rail Corporation of New South Wales of Lot 7 in Strata Plan 41825 being suite 7, 1 Ashley Street, Hornsby

Unregistered lease (undated) to Rail Corporation of New South Wales of Lot 8 in Strata Plan 41825 being suite 8, 1 Ashley Street, Hornsby

Unregistered lease (undated) to Rail Corporation of New South Wales of Lot 9 in Strata Plan 41825 being suite 9, 1 Ashley Street, Hornsby

Unregistered lease (undated) to Rail Corporation of New South Wales of Lot 2 in Strata Plan 41825 being suite 2, 1 Ashley Street, Hornsby

Unregistered lease (undated) to Rail Corporation of New South Wales of Lot 10 in Strata Plan 41825 being suite 10, 1 Ashley Street, Hornsby

Lease of suite 401, level 4, 105 Pitt Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AF270073

Lease of suite 503, level 5, and 4 car parking spaces, 138 Queen Street, Campbelltown registered as dealing number AB877077

Lease of suite 3.2, level 3, 4-6 Watt Street, Gosford registered as dealing number AF465680

Lease of 5/28 Recreation Street, Tweed Heads registered as dealing number AE790835

Lease of part of Lot 4, Section 3 in Deposited Plan 759091 known as the Athenaeum Building, 37 Reid Street, Wilcannia registered as dealing number AE730927

Lease of ground floor, 58 Kitchener Parade, Bankstown registered as dealing number AE668685

Lease of suite 5, The Arcade, 158-162 Carp Street, Bega registered as dealing number AF729010

Lease of suite 1, ground floor, suite 1, first floor, 8 undercover car parking spaces and 2 open car parking spaces, 47-51 Darby Street, Newcastle registered as dealing number AF232464

Lease of suite 2, level 1, and 5 car parking spaces, 47-51 Darby Street, Newcastle registered as dealing number AF232465

Lease of suite 1, level 3, 157-161 George Street, Liverpool registered as dealing number AE539738

Lease of 3/364 Clarina Street, Parkes registered as dealing number AE619902

Unregistered lease (undated) to the Department of Human Services on behalf of the State of New South Wales, expressed in the lease as "The State of New South Wales as represented by Ageing, Disability and Home Care in the Department of Human Services", of shops 4, 5 and 6, The Strand Arcade, 86-90 John Street, Coonabarabran

Unregistered lease (undated) to the Department of Human Services on behalf of the State of New South Wales, expressed in the lease as "Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (New South Wales Department of Ageing, Disability and Home Care)“, of building E and file room,
HACC Centre, 72 Gypsum Street, Broken Hill

Unregistered lease (undated) to the Home Care Service of part of Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 1159318, corner of Bonney and Ross Streets, Wilcannia

Lease of tenancy 1 and 11 car parking spaces, 60 Mitchell Street, Bourke registered as dealing number AF820489

Lease of 168-170 Princes Highway, Dapto registered as dealing number AF767598

Lease of 40 Warreena Street, Walgett registered as dealing number AF841204

Lease of ground floor, Hutton House, 40 Francis Street, Tweed Heads registered as dealing number AD78703

Lease of level 1, 36-46 George Street, Burwood registered as dealing number AE445424

Lease of level 13, building B, Centennial Plaza, 280 Elizabeth Street, Sydney registered as dealing number 9612192

Lease of level 4, Maroubra Gateway, 806-812 Anzac Parade, Maroubra registered as dealing number AF976514

Lease of level 9, 37 Pitt Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AC963220

Lease of levels 1-4, 2-14 Elsie Street, Burwood registered as dealing number AE530526, variation of lease registered as dealing number AF287365

Lease of levels 5 and 6, 2-14 Elsie Street, Burwood registered as dealing number AE530527, variation of lease registered as dealing number AF287366

Lease of levels 3-11, 73 Miller Street, North Sydney registered as dealing number 6231950, variation of lease registered as dealing number AE841129

Lease of Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 81348, 99 Menangle Street, Picton registered as dealing number AE947069

Lease of Lot 10 in Deposited Plan 866859, 15 Kable Avenue, Tamworth registered as dealing number AE937297

Lease of Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 305780, 29-31 Bathurst Street, Brewarrina registered as dealing number AF470389

Lease of Lot 551 in Deposited Plan 756502, 188W North Street, Walcha registered as dealing number AE914641

Lease of Lots 77, 138 and 139 SP78340, Centric Development, Hyde Park, Campbelltown registered as dealing number AE783197

Lease of office A, ground floor, 36-46 George Street, Burwood registered as dealing number AE445423
Lease of office D in the main building fronting Bucketts Way, shown hatched on annexure C attached to the lease, Bucketts Way, Gloucester registered as dealing number AF431196

Lease of part of level 21, being suite 21.04, and the whole of level 22, Governor Phillip Tower, 1 Farrer Place, Sydney registered as dealing number 9366621

Lease of shop 6, The Commercial Centre, 6 Market Lane, Muswellbrook registered as dealing number AF529698

Lease of showroom, interview room, general office and area manager office and 6 secured car parking spaces, 89 Wee Waa Street, Walgett registered as dealing number AE662217

Lease of suite 1, level 4, 74-78 Burwood Road, Burwood registered as dealing number AF525484

Lease of suites F1 and F1A, Stockland Shopping Complex, 1 Perry Street, Batemans Bay registered as dealing number AF707158

Lease of suite G.01, ground floor, 73 Miller Street, North Sydney registered as dealing number AF695130

Lease of suites 9-12, Hartley Building, and 2 car parking spaces numbered 1 and 2 at rear, corner of Mort and Eskbank Streets, Lithgow registered as dealing number AF144681

Lease of tenancy 2 and 2 car parking spaces, 60 Mitchell Street, Bourke registered as dealing number AF820490

Lease of tenancy 3 and 4 car parking spaces, 60 Mitchell Street, Bourke registered as dealing number AF820491

Lease of unit 2, 51 Lindsay Noonan Drive, South West Rocks registered as dealing number AF599014

Sub-lease of lease 7865228 of part of level 25, Maritime Trade Towers, 201 Kent Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AC101028

Sub-lease of lease I142356 of Lot 102 in Deposited Plan 812542, 16-24 Elsie Street, Burwood registered as dealing number AD992419

Unregistered commercial lease dated 1 December 2009 to the Department of Human Services on behalf of the State of New South Wales, expressed in the lease as "the Department of Aboriginal Affairs", of 45 Pitt Street, Walgett

Unregistered commercial lease dated 1 November 2009 to the Home Care Service, being 12.25 square metres of office space shown on the plan attached to the lease, 114-116 Queen Street, Barraba

Unregistered lease (undated) to the Department of Human Services on behalf of the State of New South Wales, expressed in the lease as "The State of New South Wales as represented by Ageing, Disability and Home Care (ADHC) in the Department of Human Services", of suite 6, level 2, The Gardens, 470 Wodonga Place, Albury
Unregistered lease (undated) to the Department of Environment, Climate Change and Water on behalf of the State of New South Wales, expressed in the lease as "Director General of the Department of Water and Energy acting for and on behalf of the Crown in the right of the State of New South Wales", of suite 3.03, level 3, 107-109 Mann Street, Gosford

Unregistered lease (undated) to the Department of Human Services on behalf of the State of New South Wales, expressed in the lease as "Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (NSW Department of Ageing, Disability and Homecare)", of basement storage area A, 237 Mann Street, Gosford

Unregistered lease (undated) to the Department of Human Services on behalf of the State of New South Wales, expressed in the lease as "Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (NSW Department of Community Services)", of the ground floor and 7 car parking spaces, 28 Gordon Street, Coffs Harbour

Unregistered lease (undated) to the Department of Human Services on behalf of the State of New South Wales, expressed in the lease as "Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (NSW Department of Community Services)", of the first floor and 11 car parking spaces, 28 Gordon Street, Coffs Harbour

Unregistered lease (undated) to the Home Care Service of room 5, HACC Centre, 7 Harold Street, Forbes

Unregistered lease (undated) to the Home Care Service of 12A Dadley Street, Alexandria

Unregistered lease (undated) to the Home Care Service of the area shown as office "1" in the plan marked "C" attached to the lease, Abermain School of Arts, 209 Cessnock Road, Abermain

Unregistered lease (undated) to the Home Care Service of lock-up premises 1, 133 Main Street, Young

Unregistered lease (undated) to the Home Care Service of part of Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 553752, being part of 227 Sharp Street, Cooma

Unregistered lease (undated) to the Home Care Service of suite 101 and 5 car parking spaces in the lower basement numbered 1A, 4A, 4B, 4C and 4D, MacFarlane House, 37-41 Belmont Street, Sutherland

Unregistered lease (undated) to the Home Care Service of units 1 and 2, 7 Mirrabooka Avenue, Moruya

Unregistered lease (undated) to the Home Care Service of 18 Mitchell Avenue, Dareton

Unregistered lease (undated) to the Home Care Service of the area designated as 2A within unit 2 and car parking spaces numbered 1-8, 70 Northcott Drive, Kotara

Unregistered lease (undated) to the Home Care Service of unit 4, 14 Miller Street, Gilgandra

Unregistered lease (undated) to the Home Care Service of unit 12, 151 Hartley Road, Smeaton Grange

Unregistered lease (undated) to Lachlan Catchment Management Authority of part of ground
floor and part of first floor as shown outlined in the plan attached to the lease, 39 Currajong Street, Parkes

Unregistered lease (undated) to Minister for Emergency Services (NSW Fire Brigades) on behalf of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II of lock-up premises known as 65 Kurrajong Avenue, Leeton

Unregistered lease (undated) to the Roads and Traffic Authority of pods A and C on level 1 and pods A and D on level 2, The Octagon, 110 George Street, Parramatta

Unregistered lease (undated) to the Roads and Traffic Authority of suite E, level 4, The Octagon, 110 George Street, Parramatta

Unregistered lease (undated) to the Roads and Traffic Authority of pod H on level 4, The Octagon, 110 George Street, Parramatta

Unregistered lease (undated) to the Roads and Traffic Authority of suite 901, level 9, 33 Berry Street, North Sydney

Unregistered lease (undated) to the Department of Human Services on behalf of the State of New South Wales, expressed in the lease as "The State of New South Wales as represented by Department of Ageing, Disability and Home Care in the Department of Human Services", of shops 4A and 4B, ground floor, 100 Maitland Street, Narrabri

Unregistered lease (undated) to the Department of Human Services on behalf of the State of New South Wales, expressed in the lease as "The State of New South Wales as represented by Ageing, Disability and Home Care in the Department of Human Services", of part of property known as "The Home Care Office", 80 Marquis Street, Gunnedah

Unregistered lease (undated) to the Department of Human Services on behalf of the State of New South Wales, expressed in the lease as "The State of New South Wales as represented by Ageing, Disability and Home Care (ADHC) in the Department of Human Services", of part of ground floor shown hatched on the plan marked "A" attached to the lease, 13-15 Kurrajong Avenue, Leeton

Unregistered lease (undated) to the Department of Human Services on behalf of the State of New South Wales, expressed in the lease as "The State of New South Wales as represented by Department of Ageing, Disability and Home Care (ADHC) in the Department of Human Services", of Suite 3.03, level 3, 93 George Street, Parramatta

Unregistered lease (undated) to the Department of Human Services on behalf of the State of New South Wales, expressed in the lease as "The State of New South Wales as represented by Ageing, Disability and Home Care (ADHC) in the Department of Human Services", of suite 3.04, level 3, 93 George Street, Parramatta

Unregistered lease (undated) to the Department of Human Services on behalf of the State of New South Wales, expressed in the lease as "The State of New South Wales as represented by Ageing, Disability and Homecare (ADHC) in the Department of Human Services", of shops 3 and 4, 125 Sharp Street, Cooma

Unregistered lease (undated) to the Department of Human Services on behalf of the State of New South Wales, expressed in the lease as "The State of NSW as represented by Ageing Disability and Homecare (ADHC) in the Department of Human Services", of 81 Comur Street, Yass
Unregistered lease dated 16 September 2009 to the Aboriginal Housing Office on behalf of the State of New South Wales, expressed in the lease as "Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (NSW Aboriginal Housing Office)", of suite C, first floor, 144-148 West High Street, Coffs Harbour.

Unregistered sub-lease (undated) to the Home Care Service of part of the Parkes and District Neighbourhood and Community Information Centre designated "Home Care Office", 80-82 Currajong Street, Parkes.

Unregistered sub-lease (undated) to the Home Care Service of Lot 13, section 45 in Deposited Plan 758473, 14 Short Street, Grenfell.

Lease of shops 3 and 4, 101 Murray Street, Finley registered as dealing number AF627406.

Lease of premises and 12 car parking spaces, 12A Kooyoo Street, Griffith registered as dealing number AF611112.

Lease of shops 4A and 4B, ground floor, 100 Maitland Street, Narrabri registered as dealing number AC52228.

Lease of suite 1, ground floor, 22 Minto Road, Minto registered as dealing number AF144800.

Lease of suite C, level 1 and 27 car parking spaces numbered 1-27, corner Cowper and Fitzroy Streets, Carrington registered as dealing number AF520.

Lease of first floor, 7-9 Kelton Street, Cardiff registered as dealing number AE975245.

Lease of lot 4 in Strata Plan 81857 and 5 secured car parking spaces and 3 unsecured car parking spaces as shown on the plan annexed to the lease, 558 Kiewa Street, Albury registered as dealing number AF13957.

Sublease of lease Y910526 of suite 1101, level 11, 67 Albert Street, Chatswood registered as dealing number AF44390.

Lease of Lots 10-12 in Strata Plan 58250, 75 Main Street, Alstonville registered as dealing number AF162925.

Lease of part of ground floor and part of first floor as shown outlined in the plan attached to the lease, 39 Currajong Street, Parkes registered as dealing number AG158273.

Lease of the building together with the annex building as shown in the plan annexed to the lease as annexe â€” C', corner Barton and Broomfield Streets, Cobar registered as dealing number 9536795.

Lease of suite 1, ground floor and level 1, 225-227 Queen Street, St Marys registered as dealing number AF706060.

Lease of Lot 19 in Deposited Plan 1102050, 374 Argent Street, Broken Hill registered as dealing number AF542759.

Lease of Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 667104 and 30 car parking spaces, 80 Elbow Street, Kempsey.
registered as dealing number AF981995

Lease of suites 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 on level 5, 2-14 Meredith Street, Bankstown registered as dealing number AF739397

Lease of levels 15-19 and basement storage, 175 Liverpool Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AF623474

Lease of building E and file room, HACC Centre, 72 Gypsum Street, Broken Hill registered as dealing number AF954186

Lease of suite 1, ground floor and 5 car parking spaces, 342-346 Main Road, Cardiff registered as dealing number AF532238

Lease of suite 3.04, level 3, 93 George Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AG322970

Lease of units A and B and car parking spaces numbered 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 12A, 129-135 Bourke Street, Goulburn registered as dealing number AF468418

Lease of shop 2, 96 John Street, Singleton registered as dealing number AF864468

Lease of basement storage area A, 237 Mann Street, Gosford registered as dealing number AG231311

Lease of shops 4, 5 and 6, The Strand Arcade, 86-90 John Street, Coonabarabran registered as dealing number AF933652

Lease of part of multi-purpose and Mirrabooka buildings, being room 1, 247 Sheridan Street, Gundagai registered as dealing number AF849085

Lease of 103 Argent Street, Broken Hill registered as dealing number AF380127

Lease of suite 101 and 5 car parking spaces in the lower basement numbered 1A, 4A, 4B, 4C and 4D, MacFarlane House, 37-41 Belmont Street, Sutherland registered as dealing number AG24470

Lease of suite 3.03, level 3, 93 George Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AG322968

Lease of the area designated as 2A within unit 2 and car parking spaces numbered 1-8, 70 Northcott Drive, Kotara registered as dealing number AG83795

Lease of suite 2, ground floor, 320-326 Liverpool Road, Ashfield registered as dealing number AF629479

Lease of suite 6, level 2, The Gardens, 470 Wodonga Place, Albury registered as dealing number AG34648

Lease of unit 12, 151 Hartley Road, Smeaton Grange registered as dealing number AG99887

Lease of suite 5, 116 Gordon Street, Port Macquarie registered as dealing number AG99289
Sublease of lease AB296708 of part Folio Identifier 11/24534, being house at 70 Princes Highway, Ulladulla registered as dealing number AF684006

Lease of shops 3 and 4, 125 Sharp Street, Cooma registered as dealing number AG76755

Lease of part of ground floor shown hatched on the plan marked â€œAâ€ attached to the lease, 13-15 Kurrajong Avenue, Leeton registered as dealing number AG381392

Lease of lock-up premises known as 65 Kurrajong Avenue, Leeton registered as dealing number AG71554

Lease of part of Folio Identifier 1/553752, being offices 3 and 4, 227 Sharp Street, Cooma registered as dealing number AF952404

Lease of level 21 and 1 car parking space, Central Square, 323 Castlereagh Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AG118299

Lease of level 2, 31-39 Macquarie Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AG88032

Lease of level 3, 31-39 Macquarie Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AG88033

Lease of level 2, 36-46 George Street, Burwood registered as dealing number AF908378

Lease of office B, ground floor, 36-46 George Street, Burwood registered as dealing number AF908379

Lease of 12 Macquarie Street, Cowra registered as dealing number AG276764

Lease of office C, 30 Orlando Street, Coffs Harbour registered as dealing number AE611398

Lease of suites 5 and 6, 1st floor, 520 Swift Street, Albury registered as dealing number AG538065

Lease of Lot 3 SP39023 registered as dealing number AF166371

Lease of levels 2 and 4, 437 Hunter Street, Newcastle registered as dealing number AF162094

Lease of level 3, 437 Hunter Street, Newcastle registered as dealing number AF162095

Lease of level 20, Jessie Street Centre, 2-12 Macquarie Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AF689512

Lease of area 1, level 6, Sydney Central, 477 Pitt Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AG233777

Lease of suite 106, ground floor, Jessie Street Centre, 2-12 Macquarie Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AF962234

Lease of level 19, Jessie Street Centre, 2-12 Macquarie Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AF689508
Lease of suite 8B, level 8, 33 Argyle Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AG710930

Lease of part of level 8, 77 Pacific Highway, North Sydney being folio identifiers 7/LF209, 30/LF209, 31/LF209 and 32/LF209 registered as dealing number AE535404, variation of lease registered as dealing number AF632917

Lease of shop 3, ground floor, 77 Pacific Highway, North Sydney being folio identifier 10/LF209 registered as dealing number AG519241

Lease of levels 15, 16 and 17, Tower A, The Zenith, 821 Pacific Highway, Chatswood being folio identifiers 8/LF138, 9/LF138, 10/LF138, 11/LF138 and 43/LF138 registered as dealing number AF351083

Lease of level 6, 33 Argyle Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AG710929

Lease of levels 1 and 7, tower A, The Zenith, 821 Pacific Highway, Chatswood comprised in lease folios 25 and 49/LF138 registered as dealing number AE53899, variation of lease registered as dealing number AE610030

Lease of level 2, tower A, The Zenith, 821 Pacific Highway, Chatswood comprised in lease folio 26/LF138 registered as dealing number AE53900

Lease of levels 3 and 4, tower A, The Zenith, 821 Pacific Highway, Chatswood comprised in lease folios 21, 22, 23 and 24/LF138 registered as dealing number AE53898

Lease of level 5, tower A, The Zenith, 821 Pacific Highway, Chatswood comprised in lease folios 44, 45, 46 and 47/LF138 registered as dealing number AE610047

Lease of level 8, tower B, The Zenith, 821 Pacific Highway, Chatswood registered as dealing number AF387445

Unregistered lease (undated) to Health Administration Corporation of suite 2, level 5, 77 Pacific Highway, North Sydney

Sublease of lease W386446 of 2 Maritime Plaza, Kent Street, Sydney shown hatched black on the plan marked "A" annexed to the sublease registered as dealing number Y401669

Lease of "commercial area no 3" on ground floor and "commercial area no 3 and flood storage no 3" on the mezzanine level together with 4 car parking spaces numbered 1, 2, 3 and 4, 24 Verge Street, Kempsey registered as dealing number AG531599

Lease of levels 2 and 4, 437 Hunter Street, Newcastle registered as dealing number AH425101

Lease of level 3, 437 Hunter Street, Newcastle registered as dealing number AH425102

Unregistered commercial lease dated 8 January 2013 to The Minister Administering the Crown Lands Act 1989 of part Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 214443 being shop 2, 437 Hunter Street, Newcastle

Leased properties transferred from Roads and Maritime Services
Lease of the ground floor (and 12 car parking spaces), excluding that part of Lot 5 designated as a storeroom within Lot 5 in Strata Plan 74153, 311-313 Victoria Avenue, Chatswood registered
as dealing number AE477688

Lease of the ground floor Blowfield House (and 8 car parking spaces), excluding the foyer which provides access to the building's first floor, 258-260 Macquarie Street, Dubbo registered as dealing number AE893670

Lease of Shops 11 and 23, Park Plaza including the mezzanine area within those shops, 131-135 Henry Parry Drive, Gosford registered as dealing number AG744354

Lease of Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 209648 and Lot 129 in Deposited Plan 516198, 114 Parry Street, Newcastle West registered as dealing number AG150387

Lease of the ground floor, 27-37 Argyle Street, Parramatta registered as dealing number AF610971

Lease of Shops 2 and 3, 90 Crown Street, Wollongong registered as dealing number AG797233

Lease of Retail 3, ground floor, Wynyard Green, 11-31 York Street, Sydney registered as dealing number AH738752

Lease of shops 1, 2, 3 and 4 (and 7 car parking spaces), Ballina West Shopping Centre, 56 Quays Drive, Ballina registered as dealing number AF122411

Lease of shop ML 220, Centro Bankstown, North Terrace, Bankstown registered as dealing number AF326511, variation of lease registered as dealing number AF553182

Lease of shop ML 220, Centro Bankstown, North Terrace, Bankstown registered as dealing number AF326510, variation of lease registered as dealing number AF553182

Lease of shop 1, Sam's Market Centre, 341 Orient Street, Batemans Bay registered as dealing number AH241278

Lease of suite 1, being the whole of the ground floor (and 2 car parking spaces), excluding the stairwell, corner of Walter and Macquarie Streets, Belmont registered as dealing number AH191193

Lease of shops B1 and B2, Blacktown Mega Centa, corner of St Martins Crescent and Blacktown Road, Blacktown registered as dealing number AH546069

Lease of ground floor, 88 Ebley Street, Bondi Junction registered as dealing number AH577065

Lease of suites C2 and C3, 1-17 Elsie Street, Burwood registered as dealing number AF767095

Lease of suites 4A and 4B, 1-17 Elsie Street, Burwood registered as dealing number AF790189

Lease of unit 2A (and 31 car parking spaces), Showground Business Park, 16-20 Anella Avenue, Castle Hill registered as dealing number AF730513

Lease of Lot 31 in Deposited Plan 813124, 6 Timor Street, Coonabarabran registered as dealing number AI539

Lease of shop 1 (and 4 car parking spaces), Corrimal Park Mall, 204 Princes Highway, Corrimal
registered as dealing number AI210509

Lease of Lot 103 in Deposited Plan 804388, Karalta Plaza, Karalta Lane, Erina registered as dealing number AF13346, variation of lease registered as dealing number AH307224

Lease of shop 147 (and 4 car parking spaces), Stockland Forster, Breese Parade, Forster registered as dealing number AH314023

Lease of shop 12 (and 3 car parking spaces), level 1, Forestway Shopping Centre, corner of Warringah Road and Forest Way, Frenchs Forest registered as dealing number AH602692

Lease of Lot 9 in Strata Plan 37344, corner of Ingleburn and Oxford Roads, Ingleburn registered as dealing number AI108291

Lease of Lot 102 in Deposited Plan 816180, 4 Garnett Street, Maitland registered as dealing number AH466715

Lease of Lot 11 in Strata Plan 62464, 832 Anzac Parade, Maroubra registered as dealing number AI84443

Lease of shop 9, ground floor, Marrickville Metro Shopping Centre, 34 Victoria Road, Marrickville registered as dealing number AG461684

Lease of the whole of the ground floor section of the building, 12 McFarlane Street, Merrylands registered as dealing number AH899663

Lease of Lot 32 in Deposited Plan 250595, 23-27 Luxford Road, Mount Druitt registered as dealing number Q79229

Lease of shop 3, 289-291 Tweed Valley Way, Murwillumbah registered as dealing number AG83008

Lease of shop G1, Narellan Town Centre, 326 Camden Valley Way, Narellan registered as dealing number AG926723

Lease of Lot 11, Section 5 in Deposited Plan 17805, 30 Yacaaba Street, Nelson Bay registered as dealing number AH321487

Lease of shop 2, Macquarie Shopping Centre, corner of Herring and Waterloo Roads, North Ryde registered as dealing number AI417030

Lease of shop 1 and garage no 1 (and 4 car parking spaces numbered 1, 2, 3 and 4), 11 Cahors Road, Padstow registered as dealing number AG967505

Lease of Lot 1 in Strata Plan 52685 (and 5 car parking spaces), 1/2A Jacaranda Avenue, Raymond Terrace registered as dealing number AF219163

Lease of shop 5, rear of 173 Windsor Street, Richmond registered as dealing number AH67802

Lease of shop M1A, Rockdale Plaza Shopping Centre, 1 Rockdale Plaza Drive, Rockdale registered as dealing number 8812075, variations of lease registered as dealing numbers AB866681 and AF622254
Sublease of shop 1, Raymond Mall, 7-9 Raymond Road, Springwood registered as dealing number AH851491

Lease of shop M04 (and 1 car parking space), Station Plaza, 33-43 Phillip Street, St Marys registered as dealing number AI581936

Lease of 325 Main Road, Toukley (and 17 car parking spaces) registered as dealing number AF790298

Lease of shop 6, 116 Princes Highway, Ulladulla registered as dealing number AH589443

Lease of shop 41, Wallsend Plaza, corner of Cowper and Kokera Roads, Wallsend registered as dealing number AG990230

Lease of Lot 9 in Strata Plan 50703, Sandwych Street, Wentworth registered as dealing number AE597656, variation of lease registered as dealing number AG580608

Lease of Lot B in Deposited Plan 418945 (and 5 car parking spaces), 55 Elbow Street, West Kempsey registered as dealing number AH817190

Lease of unit 72, 1183-1187 The Horsley Drive, Wetherill Park (and car spaces 610-629) registered as dealing number AF698789

Unregistered lease (undated) to Roads and Maritime Services of suite 2, ground floor, 4-8 Woodville Street, Hurstville being part of Lots 61, 62 and 63 in Deposited Plan 7051

Unregistered lease (undated) to Roads and Traffic Authority of New South Wales of suite 1, 50 River Street, Maclean being part of Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 667217, Lot 9, Section 1A in Deposited Plan 758631, Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 536000, Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 580053, Lot 10 in Deposited Plan 813746 and Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 821976

Lease of the ground floor (and 12 car parking spaces), excluding that part of Lot 5 designated as a storeroom within Lot 5 in Strata Plan 74153, 311-313 Victoria Avenue, Chatswood registered as dealing number AH768785

Lease of Office 2, Lot 60 Morilla St, Lightning Ridge (and 2 covered car parking spaces) registered as dealing number AI841935

Lease of Shop 110A, Stockland Shellharbour, 211 Lake Entrance Road, Shellharbour City Centre being folio identifier 67/LF251 registered as dealing number AI786787

Unregistered lease (dated 1 October 2014) to Roads and Maritime Services of shops 7, 8 and 9, Kiora Mall Shopping Centre, 27-29 Kiora Road, Miranda (and six unstacked car parking spaces) being folio identifiers 6/LF96, 23/LF96 and 29/LF96

Lease of Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 592529, 23-27 Luxford Road, Mount Druitt registered as dealing number Q901046

Unregistered lease (undated) to Roads and Traffic Authority NSW of Lots 1 and 3 in Deposited Plan 737473, 158 John St, Singleton (and all carparking on the land)
Unregistered lease (undated) to Roads and Maritime Services of Shop 4, Centro Warriewood, Jacksons Road, Warriewood (and 6 car parking spaces) being folio identifier 20/LF252 and part of Lot 220 in Deposited Plan 1159968

Unregistered lease (undated) to Roads and Maritime Services of Ground Floor, 39 Victoria Road, Woy Woy (and 4 car parking spaces numbered 1-4) being part Lot 6 in Deposited Plan 788917

Lease of the ground floor (and 4 car parking spaces numbered 1-4), 39 Victoria Road, Woy Woy registered as dealing number AJ53307

Lease of 158 John Street, Singleton (and all car parking on the land), registered as dealing number AJ370380

Licences
Unregistered licence dated 20 December 2005 to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Department of Juvenile Justice) of 3 car parking spaces, 365 Peel Street, Tamworth

Unregistered licence dated 18 October 2005 to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Department of Juvenile Justice) of 6 car parking spaces, 15-17 Watt Street, Gosford

Unregistered licence dated 14 October 2002 to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (NSW Treasury, Crown Property Portfolio) of 18 car parking spaces, Sydney Central, 477 Pitt Street, Sydney

Unregistered licence (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (NSW Treasury, Crown Property Portfolio) of storage area B2, Sydney Central, 477 Pitt Street, Sydney

Unregistered licence dated January 2008 to Office of Fair Trading, Department of Commerce of part of ground floor, being 24 square metres of dedicated reception counter and waiting/display area shown on the plan attached to the licence, 39 Goldsmith Street, Goulburn

Unregistered licence (undated) to Department of Fair Trading of car parking spaces numbered 15 and 16, 4-8 Woodville Street, Hurstville

Unregistered licence dated 13 February 2001 to The State of New South Wales (Director-General, Department of Fair Trading) of 7 car parking spaces, 4-8 Woodville Street, Hurstville

Unregistered licence (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Department of Community Services) of 74 car parking spaces numbered 1-74, lower basement and 17 car parking spaces numbered 15, 16, 23, 24, 31-33, 35, 41, 48, 49 and 60-65, upper basement, 2 Cavill Avenue, Ashfield, reference AB234470 (as amended) and AD975537

Unregistered licence dated 11 November 2008 to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Department of Commerce) of 5 car parking spaces, 400 Hunter Street, Newcastle

Unregistered licence dated 9 April 2008 to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Department of Community Services) of basement storage space as shown on the plan attached to the licence, 11 Bridge Street, Coniston

Unregistered licence (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Department of
Community Services) of 4 self-park car parking spaces, 150 William Street, East Sydney

Unregistered licence dated 24 April 2008 to Public Trustee NSW of 1 car parking space, 12 Butler Road, Hurstville

Unregistered licence (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Department of Community Services) of 12 car parking spaces, 12 Butler Road, Hurstville

Unregistered licence (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Attorney General's Department) of 2 non-stacked car parking spaces, The Barrington, 10-14 Smith Street, Parramatta

Unregistered licence (undated) to Public Trustee NSW of 2 car parking spaces, 58 Kitchener Parade, Bankstown

Unregistered licence dated 25 July 2007 to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II of 3 car parking spaces, 75 Castlereagh Street, Sydney

Unregistered licence dated 8 December 2006 to New South Wales Land and Housing Corporation of 14 car parking spaces, 52-60 Railway Parade, Burwood

Unregistered licence dated 11 November 2008 to New South Wales Land and Housing Corporation of 120 car parking spaces for levels 1-5, 223-237 Liverpool Road, Ashfield

Unregistered licence dated 11 November 2008 to New South Wales Land and Housing Corporation of 50 car parking spaces for suite 1, area B, ground floor and suite 2, ground floor, 223-237 Liverpool Road, Ashfield

Unregistered licence dated 11 November 2008 to New South Wales Land and Housing Corporation of 15 car parking spaces for suite 1, area A, 223-237 Liverpool Road, Ashfield

Unregistered licence dated 10 June 2005 to Minister for Community Services on behalf of Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II of car parking spaces numbered 1-25 and 34-37 and garages numbered 31-33, 102-108 Auburn Street, Goulburn

Unregistered licence dated 10 June 2005 to New South Wales Land and Housing Corporation of car parking spaces numbered 26 and 27 and garages numbered 28-30, 102-108 Auburn Street, Goulburn

Unregistered licence (undated) to New South Wales Land and Housing Corporation of 7 car parking spaces, 2 Woodville Street, Hurstville

Unregistered licence dated 21 October 2008 to New South Wales Land and Housing Corporation of 3 car parking spaces, Wyong Plaza Village, corner Alison and Margaret Streets, Wyong

Unregistered licence dated 21 October 2008 to New South Wales Land and Housing Corporation of 4 car parking spaces, Wyong Plaza Village, corner Alison and Margaret Streets, Wyong

Unregistered licence (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Department of Community Services) of 20 car parking spaces, 300 George Street, Windsor

Unregistered licence (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Department of
Community Services) of 37 car parking spaces, 219-241 Cleveland Street, Strawberry Hills
Unregistered licence dated 9 April 2008 to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Department of Community Services) of 3 car parking spaces numbered 59-61, 3-5 Stapleton Avenue, Sutherland
Unregistered licence dated 9 April 2008 to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Department of Community Services) of 15 car parking spaces numbered 2, 5, 14, 20, 21, 50-52, 54-58, 72 and 74, 3-5 Stapleton Avenue, Sutherland
Unregistered licence dated 27 July 2007 to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Department of Community Services) of 28 car parking spaces, level 1 car park, 31-39 Macquarie Street, Parramatta
Unregistered licence (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Department of Community Services) of 46 car parking spaces, M3 car park level, 31-39 Macquarie Street, Parramatta
Unregistered licence (undated) to the Department of Community Services of 10 car parking spaces, tower A, Citadel Towers, 799 Pacific Highway, Chatswood
Unregistered licence (undated) to the Department of Community Services of 5 car parking spaces, tower A, Citadel Towers, 799 Pacific Highway, Chatswood
Unregistered licence (undated) to the Department of Community Services of 3 car parking spaces numbered 6-8, 845 Pacific Highway, Chatswood
Unregistered licence (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Department of Community Services) of 10 car parking spaces, building A, Edgeworth Town Mall, 720 Main Road, Edgeworth
Unregistered licence (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Department of Community Services) of 10 car parking spaces, building C, Edgeworth Town Mall, 720 Main Road, Edgeworth
Unregistered licence (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Department of Community Services) of 14 car parking spaces, 4-8 Jacob Street, Bankstown
Unregistered licence (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Department of Community Services) of 8 car parking spaces, 111 Phillip Street, Parramatta
Unregistered licence dated 18 May 2007 to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Department of Corrective Services) of 4 car parking spaces, 633 Pittwater Road, Dee Why
Unregistered licence dated 1 May 2000 to NSW Land and Housing Corporation of 3 open air car parking spaces, 101 Queen Street, Campbelltown
Unregistered licence dated 1 May 2000 to New South Wales Land and Housing Corporation of 8 undercover car parking spaces, 101 Queen Street, Campbelltown
Unregistered licence (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Department of Corrective Services) of 10 car parking spaces numbered 33-42, ground level, 123-125 Donnison
Street, Gosford

Unregistered licence dated 28 May 2002 to The State Rail Authority of New South Wales of 90 car parking spaces marked 1-90 on the plan at annexure A to the licence, SRA House, 18 Lee Street, Sydney

Unregistered licence (undated) to Workcover Authority of New South Wales of 12 car parking spaces, 12 Butler Road, Hurstville

Unregistered licence dated 27 August 2002 to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II of 146 car parking spaces in the car park and 20 bicycle spaces in the bicycle racks in the car park, corner Baker and Donnison Streets, Gosford

Unregistered licence dated 19 June 2003 to Workcover Authority of NSW of 21 car parking spaces, 67 Albert Avenue, Chatswood

Unregistered licence dated 5 September 2007 to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (NSW Department of Corrective Services) of 5 car parking spaces as shown hatched on the plan attached to the licence, 13 Kildare Road, Blacktown

Unregistered licence dated 29 March 2007 to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (NSW Department of Corrective Services) of 9 car parking spaces as shown on the plan attached to the licence, 13 Kildare Road, Blacktown

Unregistered licence dated 9 January 2007 to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (NSW Department of Corrective Services) of 5 car parking spaces as shown on the plan attached to the licence, 138 Talbragar Street, Dubbo

Unregistered licence dated 3 July 2006 to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (NSW Department of Corrective Services) of 8 single self-park, car parking spaces and 3 tandem 2 car, car parking spaces, 13-15 Wentworth Avenue, East Sydney

Unregistered licence dated 28 August 2008 to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Department of Corrective Services) of 6 car parking spaces, 2 Woodville Street, Hurstville

Unregistered licence (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (NSW Department of Community Services) of 10 secure self park car parking spaces as shown on the plan attached to the licence, associated with the lease of level 5, 168 Liverpool Road, Ashfield

Unregistered licence (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (NSW Department of Community Services) of 10 secure self park car parking spaces as shown on the plan attached to the licence, associated with the lease of level 6, 168 Liverpool Road, Ashfield

Unregistered Licence (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (New South Wales Department of Community Services) of 16 self-park car parking spaces in the underground secure car parking area and 24 car parking spaces in the uncovered car parking area, 11 Bridge Street, Coniston

Unregistered licence dated 8 September 2006 to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (NSW Department of Community Services) of 6 secure single self-park car parking spaces on level 1 car park level, 31-39 Macquarie Street, Parramatta
Unregistered licence (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II for the Department of Community Services of 4 car parking spaces in the basement car parking area shown on the plan attached to the licence, 1 Rawson Street, Wollongong

Unregistered licence dated 16th August 2004 to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (NSW Department of Community Services) of 12 car parking spaces in the upper level and 8 car parking spaces in the basement on the lower level, 9 Deane Street, Burwood

Unregistered licence (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth the Second on behalf of Department of Education and Training (NSW) of suite 201, No 1 Central Avenue Building, Australian Technology Park, Eveleigh

Unregistered licence (undated) to New South Wales Department of Education and Training of 20 car parking spaces, 13-15 Lyon Park Road, North Ryde

Unregistered licence (undated) to New South Wales Land and Housing Corporation of 13 car parking spaces, 168 Liverpool Road, Ashfield

Unregistered licence dated 24 September 2007 to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (New South Wales Department of State and Regional Development) of 8 car parking spaces, 470-474 Church Street, Parramatta

Unregistered Licence (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (NSW Department of Community Services) of 4 car parking spaces, 25-27 Tompson Street, Wagga Wagga

Unregistered Licence (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (NSW Department of Community Services) of 15 car parking spaces, 25-27 Tompson Street, Wagga Wagga

Unregistered licence dated 11 March 2004 to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (NSW Audit Office) of 8 car parking spaces, 1 Margaret Street, Sydney

Unregistered licence dated 7 October 2008 to Director-General of the Department of Commerce on behalf of the Crown in the right of New South Wales of 56 car parking spaces in the car parking area, 2 Burbank Place, Norwest Business Park, Baulkham Hills

Unregistered licence (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Department of Ageing, Disability and Home Care) of 6 car parking spaces, 43 Bridge Street, Hurstville

Unregistered licence dated 20 August 2009 to Roads and Traffic Authority of New South Wales of levels B1 and B2, 101 Miller Street, North Sydney

Unregistered licence (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (NSW Department of Ageing, Disability and Home Care) of 11 car parking spaces with head lease AC780854, 52-62 Railway Parade, Burwood

Unregistered Licence (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (NSW Department of Ageing, Disability and Home Care) of 17 car parking spaces with head lease AC205614, 52-62 Railway Parade, Burwood

Unregistered licence dated 1 December 2007 to Community Services NSW of 30 car parking
Unregistered licence (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Office of Board of Studies) of 2 storage spaces located on basement car parking level linked to registered lease AD900123, 117 Clarence Street, Sydney

Unregistered licence (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Office of Board of Studies) of 13 car parking spaces linked to registered lease AD900123, 117 Clarence Street, Sydney

Unregistered licence (undated) to NSW Department of Ageing, Disability and Home Care of 21 car parking spaces, 12 Help Street, Chatswood

Unregistered licence (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Office for Emergency Services) of 1 car parking space, linked to unregistered lease of level 11, 52 Phillip Street, Sydney

Unregistered licence (undated) to Home Care Service of New South Wales of 13 square metres of office, 62 Warne, Wellington

Unregistered licence (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (New South Wales Department of Ageing, Disability and Home Care) of 7 car parking spaces linked to unregistered lease of unit 3, 61 North Street, Nowra

Unregistered licence dated 21 January 2003 to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Office of State Revenue) of 2 car parking spaces linked to registered lease AE88467, 132 Marsden Street, Parramatta

Unregistered licence dated 21 January 2003 to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Office of State Revenue) of 6 car parking spaces linked to registered lease AE88468, 132 Marsden Street, Parramatta

Unregistered licence dated 21 January 2003 to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Office of State Revenue) of 14 car parking spaces linked to registered lease AE88469, 132 Marsden Street, Parramatta

Unregistered licence dated 21 September 2009 to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (New South Wales Department of Ageing, Disability and Home Care) of 8 car parking spaces, linked to registered lease AF104070, 93 George Street, Parramatta

Unregistered licence dated 21 January 2003 to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Office of State Revenue) of 14 car parking spaces linked to lease AE88470, 132 Marsden Street, Parramatta

Unregistered licence dated 21 January 2003 to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Office of State Revenue) of 14 car parking spaces linked to lease AE88471, 132 Marsden Street, Parramatta

Unregistered licence dated 21 January 2003 to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Office of State Revenue) of 14 car parking spaces linked to lease AE88472, 132 Marsden Street, Parramatta
Unregistered deed of agreement dated 19 June 2009 to Home Care Service of New South Wales being 28.8 square metres of dedicated office area and shared common area shown on plan attached to the agreement, 27 Bridge Street, Lake Cargelligo

Unregistered licence (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Office of the Director of Public Prosecution) of 34 car parking spaces in basement area, 291-295 High Street, Penrith

Unregistered licence (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (New South Wales Department of Ageing, Disability and Home Care) of 10 car parking spaces, 116 Gordon Street, Port Macquarie

Unregistered licence (undated) to Home Care Service of New South Wales of approximately 12 square metres, Home Care Office, Tumbarumba Rural Transaction Centre, 10 Bridge Street, Tumbarumba

Unregistered licence (undated) to Home Care Service of New South Wales of approximately 58 square metres of office area, 136 Manners Street, Tenterfield

Unregistered licence dated 23 September 2008 to Home Care Service of NSW of 6 car parking spaces, 128 Marsden Street, Parramatta

Unregistered licence (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (New South Wales Department of Ageing, Disability and Home Care) of 31 car parking spaces, level 2, 93 George Street, Parramatta

Unregistered licence (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (New South Wales Department of Ageing, Disability and Home Care) of 13 car parking spaces, level 5, 93 George Street, Parramatta

Unregistered licence (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (New South Wales Department of Ageing, Disability and Home Care) of 12 car parking spaces, level 4, 93 George Street, Parramatta

Unregistered licence dated 21 September 2009 to Department of Ageing, Disability and Home Care of 12 car parking spaces, 242-244 Beecroft Road, Epping

Unregistered licence (undated) to Home Care Service of NSW, linked to unregistered lease for suites 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 level 5, of 4 car parking spaces, 2-14 Meredith Street, Bankstown

Unregistered licence (undated) to Home Care Service of New South Wales of 41.25 square metres shown as Home Care Offices in second schedule attached to licence, 7 Melrose Street, Condobolin

Unregistered licence (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (New South Wales Department of Ageing, Disability and Home Care) of 15 car parking spaces, 4 Zadoc Street, Lismore

Unregistered licence (undated) to the State of New South Wales as represented by Ageing, Disability and Home Care in the Department of Human Resources of 2 car parking spaces, 92-94 John Street, Coonabarabran
Unregistered licence (undated) to Motor Accidents Authority of New South Wales of 1 car parking space, 580 George Street, Sydney

Unregistered licence (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (NSW Office of State Revenue) of car parking spaces numbered 10 and 11, 31-39 Macquarie Street, Parramatta

Unregistered licence (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (NSW Office of State Revenue) of car parking spaces numbered 12 and 13, 31-39 Macquarie Street, Parramatta

Unregistered licence (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Department of Ageing, Disability and Home Care), linked to unregistered lease of suite 2, ground floor, of 2 car parking spaces, 320-326 Liverpool Road, Ashfield

Unregistered licence dated 20 August 2009 to Roads and Traffic Authority of New South Wales of 95 car parking spaces, 101 Miller Street, North Sydney

Unregistered communication licence dated 27 August 2002 to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II of that part of the roof of the building shown cross hatched on the site plan, corner of Baker and Donnison Streets, Gosford

Unregistered licence (undated) to the Department of Human Services on behalf of the State of New South Wales, expressed in the licence as "The State of New South Wales as represented by Ageing, Disability and Home Care (ADHC) in the Department of Human Services‘, of 3 car parking spaces at the rear of 117-119 Bourke Street, Goulburn

Unregistered licence (undated) to the Home Care Service of Home Care B-04, B-05 and B-06, 72 Ungarie Road, West Wyalong

Unregistered licence (undated) to the Home Care Service of A Summit Office 1 and A Summit Office 2 shown on the plan in Schedule 2 attached to the licence of part of 16 Belmore Street, Junee

Unregistered licence (undated) to the Home Care Service of suites 3, 4-8, 10 and 12, 101-103 Bega Street, Bega

Unregistered licence (undated) to the WorkCover Authority of 23 car parking spaces on basement level 1, 33 Moore Street, Liverpool

Unregistered licence dated 10 April 2010 to the Legal Aid Commission of 1 car parking space, 37 William Street, Gosford

Unregistered licence dated 2 August 2002 to Treasury Corporation of 2 car parking spaces, Governor Phillip Tower, 1 Farrer Place, Sydney

Unregistered licence dated 5 February 2009 to Rail Corporation of 64 car parking spaces numbered 46-109, located on level 2 of the car park, 2-14 Elsie Street, Burwood linked to registered dealing number AF287366

Unregistered licence dated 5 February 2009 to Rail Corporation of storage areas 1, 2, 3 and 5 and caged stores 4 and 6 located on level 1 of the car park, 2-14 Elsie Street, Burwood linked to
registered dealing number AF287366

Unregistered licence to the Department of Human Services on behalf of the State of New South Wales, expressed in the licence as "Department of Community Services", of 2 car parking spaces, 100 William Street, Woolloomooloo

Unregistered licence (undated) to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (NSW Aboriginal Housing Office) of a storage area, 33 Argyle Street, Parramatta

Unregistered licence (undated) to Health Administration Corporation of 4 car parking spaces on basement level 1, 477 Pitt Street, Sydney

Unregistered licence (undated) to Health Administration Corporation of 10 car parking spaces, 2-12 Macquarie Street, Parramatta

Unregistered licence (undated) to Health Administration Corporation of 3 car parking spaces numbered 122, 123 and 124, 2-12 Macquarie Street, Parramatta

Unregistered licence dated 14 December 2007 to Transport Infrastructure Development Corporation of 25 car parking spaces, The Zenith, 821 Pacific Highway, Chatswood

Unregistered licence dated 22 March 2010 to Transport Infrastructure Development Corporation of 7 car parking spaces, The Zenith, 821 Pacific Highway, Chatswood

Unregistered licence dated 27 October 2011 to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (NSW Aboriginal Housing Office) of 16 car parking spaces, level 6, 33 Argyle Street, Parramatta

Unregistered licence dated 30 September 1985 between Maritime Services Board and Wetastop Pty Limited, Cynwest Pty Limited, Detawind Pty Limited and Nesseyre Pty Limited of car parking spaces, loading docks and storage area, 2 Maritime Plaza, Kent Street, Sydney

Unregistered licence dated 23 February 2010 to Health Administration Corporation of 30 car parking spaces, the Zenith, 821 Pacific Highway, Chatswood

Unregistered signage licence dated 3 June 2014 to Roads and Maritime Services over the licensed premises associated with registered lease AG797233, shops 2 and 3, 90 Crown Street, Wollongong

Properties held for Attorney General's purposes
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 1165697
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 1199904

Properties held for Corrective Services purposes
Lot 46 in Deposited Plan 32311

Properties transferred from Department of Education
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 14761
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 14761
Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 14761
Lot 4 in Deposited Plan 14761
Lot 5 in Deposited Plan 14761
Lot 6 in Deposited Plan 14761
Lot 7 in Deposited Plan 14761
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 1210298
Lot 469 in Deposited Plan 821073
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 436736
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 568755
Lot 9 in Deposited Plan 230347

**Properties transferred from Department of Planning and Environment**
Lot 32 in Deposited Plan 250595
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 592529
Lot 14 in Deposited Plan 250595
Lot 16 in Deposited Plan 250595
Lot A in Deposited Plan 367428
Lot 6 in Deposited Plan 856876
Lot 1380 in Deposited Plan 751709

**Properties transferred from Department of Premier and Cabinet**
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 518407
Lot 19 in Section A Deposited Plan 2746

**Properties transferred from Health Administration Corporation**
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 38144
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 38144
Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 38144
Lot 4 in Deposited Plan 38144
Lot 5 in Deposited Plan 38144
Lot 6 in Deposited Plan 38144
Lot 7 in Deposited Plan 38144
Lot 8 in Deposited Plan 38144
Lot 9 in Deposited Plan 38144
Lot 10 in Deposited Plan 38144
Lot 11 in Deposited Plan 38144
Lot 12 in Deposited Plan 38144
Lot 13 in Deposited Plan 38144
Lot 14 in Deposited Plan 38144
Lot 15 in Deposited Plan 38144
Lot 16 in Deposited Plan 38144
Lot 17 in Deposited Plan 38144
Lot 7 in Deposited Plan 79224
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 79374
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 79885
Lot 5 in Deposited Plan 80777
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 19997
Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 19997
Lot 4 in Deposited Plan 19997
Lot 5 in Deposited Plan 19997
Lot 557 in Deposited Plan 729949
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 836854
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 836854
Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 836854
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 880557
Lot 10 in Deposited Plan 1000078
Lot 7026 in Deposited Plan 1070830
Lot 559 in Deposited Plan 1075667
Lot 110 in Deposited Plan 1163591

Properties transferred from the Lake Illawarra Authority
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 1154074
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 1154074
Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 1154074
Lot 8 in Deposited Plan 218305
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 536405
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 558943
Lot 4 in Deposited Plan 215273
Lot 5 in Deposited Plan 215273
Lot 4 in Deposited Plan 241845
Lot 5 in Deposited Plan 241845
Lot 6 in Deposited Plan 241845
Lot 7 in Deposited Plan 241845
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 654264
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 1007487
Lot 21 in Deposited Plan 1031766
Lot 22 in Deposited Plan 1031766

Properties transferred from the Residual Business Management Corporation
Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 258200
Lot 5 in Deposited Plan 258200
Lot 6 in Deposited Plan 258200

Properties transferred from Roads and Maritime Services
Lot 8A in Deposited Plan 636
Lot 6, Section L in Deposited Plan 9252
Lot 7, Section L in Deposited Plan 9252
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 17334
Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 17334
Lot 4 in Deposited Plan 17334
Lot 5 in Deposited Plan 17334
Lot 6 in Deposited Plan 17334
Lot 7 in Deposited Plan 17334
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 20487
Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 20487
Lot 4 in Deposited Plan 20487
Lot 5 in Deposited Plan 20487
Lot 11 in Strata Plan 32484
Lot 12 in Strata Plan 32484
Lot 13 in Strata Plan 32484
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 86424
Lot B in Deposited Plan 91358
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 115651
Lot B in Deposited Plan 157032
Lot X in Deposited Plan 162463
Lot Y in Deposited Plan 162463
Lot 40 in Deposited Plan 240238
Lot 41 in Deposited Plan 240238
Lot 14 in Deposited Plan 246601
Lot 15 in Deposited Plan 246601
Lot 16 in Deposited Plan 246601
Lot 17 in Deposited Plan 246601
Lot 18 in Deposited Plan 246601
Lot 2614 in Deposited Plan 262484
Lot 18 in Deposited Plan 264114
Lot 5 in Deposited Plan 264483
Lot 6 in Deposited Plan 264483
Lot 5 in Deposited Plan 310522
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 313081
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 314235
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 314235
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 331953
Lot A in Deposited Plan 339201
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 374121
Lot A Deposited Plan 396828
Lot B in Deposited Plan 415618
Lot D in Deposited Plan 415618
Lot A in Deposited Plan 447210
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 500093
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 509117
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 509117
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 513400
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 518622
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 528809
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 565538 (excluding the road widening shown in Deposited Plan 611343)
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 578574
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 590615
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 605641
Lot 7 in Deposited Plan 613000
Lot 107 in Deposited Plan 615349
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 616002
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 617656
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 620326
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 631249
Lot 11 in Deposited Plan 629271
Lot 12 in Deposited Plan 666524
Lot 7 in Deposited Plan 668025
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 705675
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 705849
Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 717692
Lot 4 in Deposited Plan 717692
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 717781
Lot 6 in Deposited Plan 739020
Lot 100 in Deposited Plan 739023
Lot 10 in Deposited Plan 748943
Lot 92 in Deposited Plan 752036
Lot 1, Section 6 in Deposited Plan 758476
Lot 11, Section 35 in Deposited Plan 758492
Lot 7, Section 43 in Deposited Plan 758913
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 796772
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 796772
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 796773
Lot 5 in Deposited Plan 812380
Lot 6 in Deposited Plan 812380
Lot 56 in Deposited Plan 859446
Lot 31 in Deposited Plan 869599
Lot 28 in Deposited Plan 909784
Lot A in Deposited Plan 965656
Lot 6 in Deposited Plan 1008768
Lot 11 in Deposited Plan 1040067
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 1098489
Lot 2759 in Deposited Plan 1098496
Lot 7 in Deposited Plan 1101438
Lot 10 in Deposited Plan 1120026
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 210233 (excluding the public road being Lot 4 in Deposited Plan 251888)
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 210233 (excluding the public road being Lot 22 in Deposited Plan 251888)
Lot 1 Deposited Plan 206358 (excluding the public road shown in the plan annexed to K221217)
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 206358
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 87662
Lot 41 in Deposited Plan 1172428
Lot C in Deposited Plan 157749
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 438766
Lot 1 in Strata Plan 80913
Lot 2 in Strata Plan 83441
Lot 22 in Deposited Plan 717917
Lot 2 in Strata Plan 80951
Lot 11, Section 47 in Deposited Plan 758233
Lot 12, Section 47 in Deposited Plan 758233
Lot 13, Section 47 in Deposited Plan 758233
Lot 14, Section 47 in Deposited Plan 758233
Lot 15, Section 47 in Deposited Plan 758233
Lot 16, Section 47 in Deposited Plan 758233
Lot 17, Section 47 in Deposited Plan 758233

**Properties transferred from Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority**
Lot 100 in Deposited Plan 264104
Lot 101 in Deposited Plan 264104
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 740303

**Properties transferred from Transport for New South Wales**
Lot 11 in Deposited Plan 1002968
Lot 14, Section 6 in Deposited Plan 1591
Lot 15, Section 6 in Deposited Plan 1591

**Properties held for Police purposes**
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 904169
Lot 9 in Deposited Plan 263545
Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 260021
Lot 13, Section 50 in Deposited Plan 758595
Lot 12A in Deposited Plan 367322
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 599311
Lot 19, Section 89 in Deposited Plan 758048
Lot 119 in Deposited Plan 45077
Lot 120 in Deposited Plan 45077
Lot 215 in Deposited Plan 753659
Lot 104 in Deposited Plan 45077
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 919783
Lot 11, Section 18 in Deposited Plan 5731
Lot 12, Section 18 in Deposited Plan 5731
Lot 212 in Deposited Plan 753659
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 526349
Lot 7 in Deposited Plan 250116
Lot 26 in Deposited Plan 251062
Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 213354
Lot 7 in Deposited Plan 243103
Lot 122 in Deposited Plan 747470
Lot 10 in Deposited Plan 596405
Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 514471
Lot 9 in Deposited Plan 229627
Lot 19 in Deposited Plan 542231
Lot 3, Section 49 in Deposited Plan 758144
Lot 17, Section 98 in Deposited Plan 758144
Lot 7, Section 28 in Deposited Plan 758144
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 416030
Lot 11, Section 30 in Deposited Plan 758144
Lot 21 in Deposited Plan 604394
Lot 9 in Deposited Plan 596405
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 510411
Lot 11, Section 17 in Deposited Plan 758161
Lot 7, Section 18 in Deposited Plan 758161
Lot A in Deposited Plan 404525
Lot 10, Section 157 in Deposited Plan 759092
Lot 20, Section 8 in Deposited Plan 759092
Lot 4 in Deposited Plan 260247
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 544672
Lot 11 in Deposited Plan 792294
Lot 6 in Deposited Plan 215270
Lot 4 in Deposited Plan 27733
Lot 5 in Deposited Plan 27733
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 221692
Lot 9 in Deposited Plan 41165
Lot A in Deposited Plan 403625
Lot 16 in Deposited Plan 228959
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 536851
Lot 5 in Deposited Plan 625980
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 780815
Lot 17 in Deposited Plan 253233
Lot 7 in Deposited Plan 720220
Lot 4, Section 11 in Deposited Plan 758612
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 237327
Lot 14, Section K in Deposited Plan 192505
Lot 11, Section 26 in Deposited Plan 979849
Lot 32 in Deposited Plan 258673
Lot 5, Section 21 in Deposited Plan 979849
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 511910
Lot 15 in Deposited Plan 237328
Lot 1, Section 28 in Deposited Plan 979849
Lot 5 in Deposited Plan 707895
Lot 138 in Deposited Plan 248976
Lot 7 in Deposited Plan 260677
Lot 1213 in Deposited Plan 255873
Lot 4 in Deposited Plan 240109
Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 707895
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 576141
Lot 6, Section 180 in Deposited Plan 758476
Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 237288
Lot 4 in Deposited Plan 237288
Lot 14, Section 33 in Deposited Plan 758507
Lot 12, Section 165 in Deposited Plan 758476
Lot 7 in Deposited Plan 263420
Lot 4 in Deposited Plan 527675
Lot 56 in Deposited Plan 259562
Lot 25 in Deposited Plan 619332
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 237920
Lot 4, Section 25 in Deposited Plan 758507
Lot 70 in Deposited Plan 226321
Lot 15 in Deposited Plan 219583
Lot 7 in Deposited Plan 251353
Lot 17, Section 96 in Deposited Plan 758606
Lot 105 in Deposited Plan 45077
Lot A in Deposited Plan 440818
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 245132
Lot 19, Section 20 in Deposited Plan 758706
Lot 72 in Deposited Plan 261641
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 260410
Lot 29 in Deposited Plan 261979
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 235885
Lot 16 in Deposited Plan 255352
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 580114
Lot 12 in Deposited Plan 815462
Lot 6 in Deposited Plan 224781
Lot 74 in Deposited Plan 239423
Lot 33 in Deposited Plan 836768
Lot 1, Section 2 in Deposited Plan 11813
Lot 4 in Deposited Plan 851116
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 587489
Lot 9 in Deposited Plan 230595
Lot B in Deposited Plan 409368
Lot 31 in Deposited Plan 263545
Lot 32 in Deposited Plan 263545
Lot 7 in Deposited Plan 851116
Lot 4 in Deposited Plan 255671
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 851116
Lot 5 in Deposited Plan 220655
Lot 18 in Deposited Plan 226373
Lot 102 in Deposited Plan 713768
Lot 28 in Deposited Plan 263545
Lot 27 in Deposited Plan 30504
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 851116
Lot 42 in Deposited Plan 230360
Lot 24 in Deposited Plan 229884
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 222468
Lot 21 in Deposited Plan 30504
Lot 34 in Deposited Plan 229884
Lot 16 in Deposited Plan 263545
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 587489
Lot 5 in Deposited Plan 851116
Lot 6 in Deposited Plan 851116
Lot 8 in Deposited Plan 851116
Lot 5, Section 7 in Deposited Plan 485
Lot 6, Section 7 in Deposited Plan 485
Lot 9 in Deposited Plan 253977
Lot 52 in Deposited Plan 260245
Lot 18 in Deposited Plan 261689
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 578609
Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 851116
Lot 25 in Deposited Plan 253233
Lot 11, Section 18 in Deposited Plan 758161
Lot 150 in Deposited Plan 598415
Lot 15, Section 33 in Deposited Plan 758507
Lot 6, Section C in Deposited Plan 1548
Lot 7, Section C in Deposited Plan 1548
Lot 27 in Deposited Plan 253831
Lot 9 in Deposited Plan 263420
Lot 11 in Deposited Plan 255817
Lot 12 in Deposited Plan 618405
Lot 120 in Deposited Plan 41798
Lot 21 in Deposited Plan 602200
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 101903
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 517092
Lot 8 in Deposited Plan 707895
Lot 19 in Deposited Plan 233609
Lot 12, Section 2 in Deposited Plan 2001
Lot 117 in Deposited Plan 240603
Lot 7, Section 1 in Deposited Plan 759003
Lot 12 in Deposited Plan 226373
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 564496
Lot 35 in Deposited Plan 7472
Lot 6, Section J in Deposited Plan 6279
Lot 7, Section J in Deposited Plan 6279
Lot 8, Section J in Deposited Plan 6279
Lot 9, Section J in Deposited Plan 6279
Lot 11, Section 9 in Deposited Plan 758535
Lot 12, Section 9 in Deposited Plan 758535
Lot 13, Section 9 in Deposited Plan 758535
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 589813
Lot 4 in Deposited Plan 589396
Lot 9 in Deposited Plan 9839
Lot 10 in Deposited Plan 9839
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 598914
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 783646
Lot 16, Section A in Deposited Plan 2111
Lot 17, Section A in Deposited Plan 2111
Lot 18, Section A in Deposited Plan 2111
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 808373
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 523966
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 523966
Lot 3, Section 11 in Deposited Plan 758121
Lot 4, Section 11 in Deposited Plan 758121
Lot 5, Section 11 in Deposited Plan 758121
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 120572
Lot 6 in Deposited Plan 12552
Lot 7 in Deposited Plan 12552
Lot 320 in Deposited Plan 602459
Lot B in Deposited Plan 158913
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 602312
Lot 39 in Deposited Plan 192561
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 772492
Lot 10 in Deposited Plan 1142142
Lot 3, Section 1 in Deposited Plan 3754
Lot 4 in Deposited Plan 817360
Lot 6 in Deposited Plan 23500
Lot 7 in Deposited Plan 23500
Lot 8 in Deposited Plan 23500
Lot 18, Section 7 in Deposited Plan 758055
Lot 19, Section 7 in Deposited Plan 758055
Lot 23 in Deposited Plan 602200
Lot D in Deposited Plan 23635
Lot 11 in Deposited Plan 1151933
Lot 2, Section 4 in Deposited Plan 758700
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 904664
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 772491
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 772491
Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 772491
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 331633
Lot 22 in Deposited Plan 6835
Lot 23 in Deposited Plan 6835
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 772498
Lot 19, Section 4 in Deposited Plan 758866
Lot 8, Section 16 in Deposited Plan 758868
Lot 9 in Deposited Plan 118589
Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 238760
Lot 3, Section 16 in Deposited Plan 758517
Lot 4, Section 16 in Deposited Plan 758517
Lot 82 in Deposited Plan 260244
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 782783
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 780806
Lot C in Deposited Plan 160937
Lot 6, Section 3 in Deposited Plan 7129
Lot 7, Section 3 in Deposited Plan 7129
Lot 14, Section D in Deposited Plan 6912
Lot 15, Section D in Deposited Plan 6912
Lot B in Deposited Plan 391251
Lot 23 in Deposited Plan 2551
Lot 94 in Deposited Plan 210649
Lot 8, Section 4 in Deposited Plan 1109
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 604155
Lot A in Deposited Plan 906726
Lot B in Deposited Plan 906726
Lot C in Deposited Plan 906726
Lot D in Deposited Plan 906726
Lot 7, Section 21 in Deposited Plan 759091
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 842383
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 232983
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 232983
Lot 32 in Deposited Plan 586010
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 193878
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 911862
Lot 23, Section 5 in Deposited Plan 759056
Lot 6, Section C in Deposited Plan 7832
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 176147
Lot 20 in Deposited Plan 605842
Lot 3, Section 10 in Deposited Plan 759140
Lot 26 in Deposited Plan 449460
Lot 10 in Deposited Plan 1022433
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 871099
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 807096
Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 667593
Lot 14 in Deposited Plan 1143337
Lot 36 in Deposited Plan 909088
Lot 103 in Deposited Plan 45077
Lot 76 in Deposited Plan 781268
Lot 8, Section 19 in Deposited Plan 758805
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 880516
Lot 3, Section 3 in Deposited Plan 758595
Lot 4, Section 31 in Deposited Plan 759113
Lot 20, Section 9 in Deposited Plan 759004
Lot 7 in Deposited Plan 22720
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 48015
Lot 701 in Deposited Plan 92987
Lot 701 in Deposited Plan 96213
Lot 7017 in Deposited Plan 96246
Lot 5 in Deposited Plan 236572
Lot 8 in Deposited Plan 245205
Lot 9 in Deposited Plan 245205
Lot 47 in Deposited Plan 716703
Lot 152 in Deposited Plan 727503
Lot 156 in Deposited Plan 728322
Lot 78 in Deposited Plan 728665
Lot 376 in Deposited Plan 729527
Lot 19 in Deposited Plan 729796
Lot 109 in Deposited Plan 752015
Lot 122 in Deposited Plan 753225
Lot 218 in Deposited Plan 753624
Lot 261 in Deposited Plan 753841
Lot 196 in Deposited Plan 756426
Lot 167 in Deposited Plan 756686
Lot 168 in Deposited Plan 756686
Lot 385 in Deposited Plan 757214
Lot 5680 in Deposited Plan 757298
Lot 3040 in Deposited Plan 757298
Lot 12, Section 2 in Deposited Plan 758006
Lot 11, Section 6 in Deposited Plan 758030
Lot 4, Section 9 in Deposited Plan 758052
Lot 5, Section 9 in Deposited Plan 758052
Lot 6, Section 13 in Deposited Plan 758087
Lot 7, Section 13 in Deposited Plan 758087
Lot 8, Section 13 in Deposited Plan 758087
Lot 7, Section 2 in Deposited Plan 758097
Lot 1, Section 11 in Deposited Plan 758104
Lot 8, Section 3 in Deposited Plan 758129
Lot 10, Section 17 in Deposited Plan 758144
Lot 12, Section 98 in Deposited Plan 758144
Lot 13, Section 98 in Deposited Plan 758144
Lot 15, Section 98 in Deposited Plan 758144
Lot 2, Section 3 in Deposited Plan 758222
Lot 9, Section 1 in Deposited Plan 758224
Lot 1, Section 1 in Deposited Plan 758231
Lot 2, Section 1 in Deposited Plan 758231
Lot 3, Section 1 in Deposited Plan 758231
Lot 4, Section 1 in Deposited Plan 758231
Lot 19, Section 50 in Deposited Plan 758280
Lot 5, Section 23 in Deposited Plan 758291
Lot 6, Section 23 in Deposited Plan 758291
Lot 9, Section 17 in Deposited Plan 758300
Lot 10, Section 17 in Deposited Plan 758300
Lot 6, Section 8 in Deposited Plan 758346
Lot 1, Section 5 in Deposited Plan 758357
Lot 4, Section 8 in Deposited Plan 758389
Lot 5, Section 8 in Deposited Plan 758389
Lot 6, Section 116 in Deposited Plan 758418
Lot 9, Section 116 in Deposited Plan 758418
Lot 1, Section 1 in Deposited Plan 758444
Lot 6, Section 2 in Deposited Plan 758459
Lot 1, Section 27 in Deposited Plan 758462
Lot 2, Section 10 in Deposited Plan 758522
Lot 10, Section 10 in Deposited Plan 758522
Lot 1, Section 46 in Deposited Plan 758547
Lot 3, Section 46 in Deposited Plan 758547
Lot 1, Section 11 in Deposited Plan 758612
Lot 16, Section 2 in Deposited Plan 758621
Lot 17, Section 2 in Deposited Plan 758621
Lot 18, Section 2 in Deposited Plan 758621
Lot 2, Section 7 in Deposited Plan 758668
Lot 8, Section 16 in Deposited Plan 758669
Lot 2, Section 16 in Deposited Plan 758693
Lot 22, Section 16 in Deposited Plan 758693
Lot 18, Section 35 in Deposited Plan 758776
Lot 8, Section 6 in Deposited Plan 758804
Lot 9, Section 6 in Deposited Plan 758804
Lot 1, Section 7 in Deposited Plan 758932
Lot 1, Section 7 in Deposited Plan 758946
Lot 17, Section 2 in Deposited Plan 758957
Lot 6, Section 12 in Deposited Plan 758971
Lot 1, Section 23 in Deposited Plan 758981
Lot 3, Section 9 in Deposited Plan 758989
Lot 10, Section 2 in Deposited Plan 758996
Lot 1, Section 7 in Deposited Plan 758998
Lot 4, Section 20 in Deposited Plan 759000
Lot 2, Section 26 in Deposited Plan 759022
Lot 1, Section 1 in Deposited Plan 759026
Lot 9, Section 22 in Deposited Plan 759066
Lot 10, Section 22 in Deposited Plan 759066
Lot 11, Section 3 in Deposited Plan 759138
Lot 12, Section 3 in Deposited Plan 759138
Lot 375 in Deposited Plan 822657
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 823397
Lot 25 in Deposited Plan 823512
Lot 9 in Deposited Plan 859420
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 1001916
Lot 256 in Deposited Plan 1022122
Lot 7007 in Deposited Plan 1023908
Lot 7014 in Deposited Plan 1028665
Lot 7003 in Deposited Plan 1029978
Lot 701 in Deposited Plan 1057229
Lot 7037 in Deposited Plan 1087007
Lot 5 in Deposited Plan 1102635
Lot 7061 in Deposited Plan 1113327
Lot 701 in Deposited Plan 1125713
Lot 7300 in Deposited Plan 1146050
Lot 7302 in Deposited Plan 1153374
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 1155039
Lot 7309 in Deposited Plan 1156349
Lot 100 in Deposited Plan 1157049
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 1158157
Lot 517 in Deposited Plan 1188751
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 1199122
Lot 4, Section 12 in Deposited Plan 758048
Lot 122 in Deposited Plan 1043866
Lot 11, Section 10 in Deposited Plan 758059
Lot 7302 in Deposited Plan 1158063
Lot 17 in Deposited Plan 48616
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 183470
Lot 4, Section 1 in Deposited Plan 758125
Lot 701 in Deposited Plan 1031000
Lot 10, Section 8 in Deposited Plan 758150
Lot 83 in Deposited Plan 823754
Lot 2, Section 3 in Deposited Plan 758199
Lot 322 in Deposited Plan 820931
Lot 323 in Deposited Plan 820931
Lot 7308 in Deposited Plan 1161511
Lot 102 in Deposited Plan 1168830
Lot 7, Section 30 in Deposited Plan 758281
Lot 7034 in Deposited Plan 1002144
Lot 7307 in Deposited Plan 1140506
Lot 7027 in Deposited Plan 1021378
Lot 10, Section 11 in Deposited Plan 758311
Lot 5, Section 17 in Deposited Plan 758344
Lot 6, Section 17 in Deposited Plan 758344
Lot 2, Section 22 in Deposited Plan 758438
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 1011525
Lot 995 in Deposited Plan 752033
Lot 1, Section 5 in Deposited Plan 758563
Lot 701 in Deposited Plan 1002309
Lot 701 in Deposited Plan 1024738
Lot 702 in Deposited Plan 1024736
Lot 11, Section 7 in Deposited Plan 758580
Lot 177 in Deposited Plan 755707
Lot 16, Section 2 in Deposited Plan 758595
Lot 17, Section 2 in Deposited Plan 758595
Lot 299 in Deposited Plan 822835
Lot 4, Section 26 in Deposited Plan 758643
Lot 701 in Deposited Plan 1019731
Lot 701 in Deposited Plan 1023484
Lot 705 in Deposited Plan 1020794
Lot 1, Section 17 in Deposited Plan 758757
Lot 1, Section 21 in Deposited Plan 758729
Lot 3, Section 18 in Deposited Plan 758757
Lot 4, Section 18 in Deposited Plan 758757
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 592788
Lot 102 in Deposited Plan 753691
Lot 5, Section A in Deposited Plan 2693
Lot 6, Section A in Deposited Plan 2693
Lot 7313 in Deposited Plan 1152156
Lot 133 in Deposited Plan 753385
Lot 7004 in Deposited Plan 1026603
Lot 1, Section 9 in Deposited Plan 758183
Lot 7303 in Deposited Plan 1153763
Lot 6, Section 2 in Deposited Plan 758855
Lot 3, Section 6 in Deposited Plan 758884
Lot 323 in Deposited Plan 755745
Lot 2, Section 29 in Deposited Plan 758036
Lot 702 in Deposited Plan 1125520
Lot 701 in Deposited Plan 96134
Lot 333 in Deposited Plan 821249
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 728370
Lot 6, Section 18 in Deposited Plan 758161
Lot 2, Section 16 in Deposited Plan 759092
Lot 401 in Deposited Plan 728637
Lot 701 in Deposited Plan 93181
Lot 734 in Deposited Plan 756961
Lot 17, Section 41 in Deposited Plan 758254
Lot 9, Section 1 in Deposited Plan 459
Lot 9, Section 42 in Deposited Plan 758254
Lot 7013 in Deposited Plan 1055820
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 904942
Lot 702 in Deposited Plan 1026445
Lot 1, Section 10 in Deposited Plan 758348
Lot 198 in Deposited Plan 39944
Lot 7023 in Deposited Plan 1114463
Lot 7024 in Deposited Plan 1114463
Lot 60 in Deposited Plan 822092
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 727469
Lot 1, Section 17 in Deposited Plan 758430
Lot 2, Section 17 in Deposited Plan 758430
Lot 265 in Deposited Plan 257006
Lot 49 in Deposited Plan 751108
Lot 58 in Deposited Plan 751108
Lot 7, Section 9 in Deposited Plan 758498
Lot 4, Section 15 in Deposited Plan 758537
Lot 5, Section 15 in Deposited Plan 758537
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 239995
Lot 42 in Deposited Plan 1112924
Lot 43 in Deposited Plan 1112924
Lot 7030 in Deposited Plan 1077176
Lot 3, Section 6 in Deposited Plan 758755
Lot 7, Section 17 in Deposited Plan 758824
Lot 13, Section 1 in Deposited Plan 758830
Lot 12 in Deposited Plan 790269
Lot 7002 in Deposited Plan 1068673
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 1007635
Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 1007635
Lot 1, Section 5 in Deposited Plan 758976
Lot 2, Section 5 in Deposited Plan 758976
Lot 67 in Deposited Plan 825345
Lot 181 in Deposited Plan 1017821
Lot 320 in Deposited Plan 751137
Lot 9, Section 15 in Deposited Plan 759091
Lot 1, Section 16 in Deposited Plan 759110
Lot 3, Section 5 in Deposited Plan 759130
Lot 1, Section 4 in Deposited Plan 759142
Lot 6, Section 15 in Deposited Plan 759036
Lot 9, Section 4 in Deposited Plan 758461
Lot 17, Section 4 in Deposited Plan 758910
Lot 7, Section 3 in Deposited Plan 704
Lot 7019 in Deposited Plan 1027303
Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 1153410
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 553287
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 604403
Lot 386 in Deposited Plan 757214
Lot 7012 in Deposited Plan 94468
Lot 100 in Deposited Plan 1152319
Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 1199122

**Leased properties held for Police purposes**

Unregistered lease dated 3 August 2015 to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Minister for Police) of Lot 8, Section 29 in Deposited Plan 758009, 4 Travers Street, Adelong

Unregistered lease dated 1 April 2016 to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Minister for Police) of Lot 202 in Deposited Plan 755890, 26 Yeoman Street, Boggabilla

Unregistered lease dated 28 April 2016 to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Minister for Police) of Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 209614, 61 Mertin Street, Bourke

Unregistered lease dated 29 August 2016 to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Minister for Police)
of Lot 121 in Deposited Plan 747470, 39 Moculta Street, Bourke

Unregistered lease dated 27 November 2014 to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Minister for Police) of Lot 41 in Deposited Plan 716120, 69 Anson Street, Bourke

Unregistered lease dated 30 August 2016 to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Minister for Police) of Lot B in Deposited Plan 399245, 72 Tudor Street, Bourke

Unregistered lease dated 8 August 2016 to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Minister for Police) of Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 506706, 61 Tudor Street, Bourke

Unregistered lease dated 14 April 2016 to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Minister for Police) of Lot 7, Section 49 in Deposited Plan 758144, 138 Meadows Street, Bourke

Unregistered lease dated 8 December 2015 to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Minister for Police) of Lot 4, Section 41 in Deposited Plan 758144, 85 Oxley Street, Bourke

Unregistered lease dated 26 March 2015 to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Minister for Police) of Lot B in Deposited Plan 409663, 81 Darling Street, Bourke

Unregistered lease dated 12 May 2016 to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Minister for Police) of Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 355528, 18 Tudor Street, Bourke

Unregistered lease dated 27 November 2015 to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Minister for Police) of Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 209414, 16A Sturt Street, Bourke

Unregistered lease dated 13 February 2015 to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Minister for Police) of Lot 12 in Deposited Plan 1202881, 8 Araluen Street, Braidwood

Unregistered lease dated 25 July 2016 to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Minister for Police) of Lot B in Deposited Plan 407627, 51-55 Wilson Street, Brewarrina

Unregistered lease dated 1 April 2015 to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Minister for Police) of Lot A in Deposited Plan 416261, 137 Bathurst Street, Brewarrina

Unregistered lease dated 1 June 2014 to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Minister for Police) of Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 1134497, 1A Lewis Street, Cobar

Unregistered lease dated 31 July 2016 to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Minister for Police) of Lot 12, Section 1 in Deposited Plan 459, 33 Barton Street, Cobar

Unregistered lease dated 1 September 2015 to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Minister for Police) of Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 781902, 19 Olney Street, Cootamundra

Unregistered lease dated 21 March 2015 to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Minister for Police) of Lot 14 in Deposited Plan 848311, 2 Banksia Court, Darlington Point

Unregistered lease dated 5 August 2015 to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Minister for Police) of Lot 1 in Strata Plan 156064, 2/18 Tulloch Crescent, Goondiwindi, Queensland

Unregistered lease dated 15 December 2014 to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Minister for Police) of Lot 46 in Deposited Plan 261635, 1/45 Jacaranda Drive, Moree
Unregistered lease dated 15 December 2014 to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Minister for Police) of Lot 46 in Deposited Plan 261635, 2/45 Jacaranda Drive, Moree

Unregistered lease dated 15 December 2014 to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Minister for Police) of Lot 46 in Deposited Plan 261635, 3/45 Jacaranda Drive, Moree

Unregistered lease dated 29 October 2015 to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Minister for Police) of Lot 10 in Deposited Plan 261995, 107 Commodore Crescent, Narromine

Unregistered lease dated 7 October 2014 to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Minister for Police) of Lot 1, Section 8 in Deposited Plan 758781, 61-63 Darling Street, North Bourke

Unregistered lease dated 3 June 2014 to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Minister for Police) of Lot 1 in Deposited Plan 1181720, 51 Shorts Road, Old Bonalbo

Unregistered lease dated 1 August 2016 to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Minister for Police) of Lot 12 in Deposited Plan 1094814, 4 Seaberry Street, Sussex Inlet

Unregistered lease dated 7 October 2015 to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Minister for Police) of Lot 17 in Deposited Plan 263545, 7 Vaughan Place, Walgett

Unregistered lease dated 20 August 2012 to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Minister for Police) of Lot 21 in Deposited Plan 591125, 17 Warrena Street, Walgett

Unregistered lease dated 13 March 2014 to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Minister for Police) of Lot 35 in Deposited Plan 30504, 43 Namoi Street, Walgett

Unregistered lease dated 27 April 2016 to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Minister for Police) of Lot 41 in Deposited Plan 1134251, 36 Warrena Street, Walgett

Unregistered lease dated 24 November 2015 to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Minister for Police) of Lot 30 in Deposited Plan 263545, 31 Dewhurst Street, Walgett

Unregistered lease dated 11 November 2014 to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Minister for Police) of Lot 3 in Deposited Plan 1206548, 17 Maughan Street, Wellington

Unregistered lease dated 9 May 2016 to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Minister for Police) of Lot 2 in Deposited Plan 590880, 10 Unumgar Street, Woodenbong

Unregistered lease dated 2 December 2016 to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Minister for Police) of Lot 13 in Deposited Plan 809175, 4 Harold Conkey Avenue, Cootamundra

Unregistered lease dated 27 March 2017 to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II (Minister for Police) of Lot 168 in Deposited Plan 755980, 66 Simpson Street, Boggabilla

**Schedule 2 Savings, transitional and other provisions**

(Section 23)

**Part 1 – General**
1 Regulations
(1) The regulations may contain provisions of a savings or transitional nature consequent on the enactment of this Act or any Act that amends this Act.
(2) Any such provision may, if the regulations so provide, take effect from the date of assent to the Act concerned or a later date.
(3) To the extent to which any such provision takes effect from a date that is earlier than the date of its publication in the Gazette, the provision does not operate so as:
(a) to affect, in a manner prejudicial to any person (other than the State or an authority of the State), the rights of that person existing before the date of its publication, or
(b) to impose liabilities on any person (other than the State or an authority of the State) in respect of anything done or omitted to be done before the date of its publication.


Any thing that was done before the commencement of this clause that could have been validly done under this Act if the amendments made to this Act by the Statute Law (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 2008 had been in force when it was done is taken to have been validly done on and from the time when it was done.


3 Transfer of certain property removed from Schedule 1
(1) This clause applies to Lot 7, Section 5 in Deposited Plan 759003.
(2) On the transfer date, the property to which this clause applies vests in the original owner for an estate in fee simple:
(a) without the need for any further conveyance, transfer, assignment or assurance, and
(b) subject to any trusts, estates, interests, dedications, conditions, restrictions and covenants to which the land was subject immediately before the transfer date.
(3) Sections 18 (2) and 20 (1)-(4) apply, with any necessary modifications, to, and in respect of, the transfer of the property by the operation of this clause in the same way as those provisions apply to and in respect of the transfer of property under Part 4.
(4) For the avoidance of doubt, in section 18 (2), as applied:
(a) a reference to the transfer date is taken to be a reference to the transfer date within the meaning of this clause, and
(b) a reference to Government Property NSW is taken to be a reference to the original owner, and
(c) a reference to the transferor is taken to be a reference to Government Property NSW.
(5) In this clause: "original owner" means the government agency which held the property to which this clause applies immediately before it was vested in Government Property NSW by this Act. "transfer date" means the date on which the description of the property to which this clause applies was omitted from Schedule 1 by the Statute Law (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 2009.

4 Transfer date of amended descriptions
For the avoidance of doubt, the amendment of the description of a lease listed in Schedule 1 by
the Statute Law (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 2009 does not affect the date on which the transfer of that lease was purported to occur.

**Part 4 – Provisions consequent on enactment of Environmental Planning and Assessment Amendment Act 2012**

5 Definition
In this Part:

"amending Act" means the Environmental Planning and Assessment Amendment Act 2012.

6 Change of name of State Property Authority to Government Property NSW
The substitution of section 4 of this Act by the amending Act effects the alteration of the name of the State Property Authority in terms of section 53 of the Interpretation Act 1987 and accordingly that section applies.

Section 53 of the Interpretation Act 1987 provides that if an Act alters the name of a body or office:

(a) the body or office continues in existence under its new name so that its identity is not affected, and
(b) a reference in any Act or instrument, or in any other document, to the body or office under its former name is to be read as a reference to the body or office under its new name (except in relation to matters that occurred before the alteration took place).

**Part 5 – Provision consequent on enactment of Statute Law (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act (No 2) 2016**

7 Change of name of Government Property NSW to Property NSW
The substitution of section 4 of this Act by the Statute Law (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act (No 2) 2016 effects the alteration of the name of Government Property NSW in terms of section 53 of the Interpretation Act 1987 and accordingly that section applies.

**Schedule 3 (Repealed)**

**Historical notes**
The following abbreviations are used in the Historical notes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Am</th>
<th>amended</th>
<th>LW</th>
<th>legislation website</th>
<th>Sch</th>
<th>Schedule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cl</td>
<td>clause</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>number</td>
<td>Schs</td>
<td>Schedules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cll</td>
<td>clauses</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>page</td>
<td>Sec</td>
<td>section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Div</td>
<td>Division</td>
<td>pp</td>
<td>pages</td>
<td>Secs</td>
<td>sections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divs</td>
<td>Divisions</td>
<td>Reg</td>
<td>Regulation</td>
<td>Subdiv</td>
<td>Subdivision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GG</td>
<td>Government Gazette</td>
<td>Regs</td>
<td>Regulations</td>
<td>Subdivs</td>
<td>Subdivision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ins</td>
<td>inserted</td>
<td>Rep</td>
<td>repealed</td>
<td>Subst</td>
<td>substituted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This Act has been amended as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Amendment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>(41)</td>
<td>State Property Authority Order 2007. GG No 25 of 2.2.2007, p 711. Date of commencement, on gazettal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(315)</td>
<td>State Property Authority Order (No 2) 2007. GG No 83 of 29.6.2007, p 4169. Date of commencement, 1.7.2007, cl 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>(172)</td>
<td>State Property Authority Order 2009. GG No 69 of 8.5.2009, p 1985. Date of commencement of Sch 1 [1], on gazettal, cl 2 (2); date of commencement of Sch 1 [2]-[4], 1.7.2009, cl 2 (1).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(607)</td>
<td>State Property Authority Order (No 3) 2009. LW 18.12.2009. Date of commencement of Sch 1 [1]-[3], 18.12.2009, cl 2 (1); date of commencement of Sch 1 [4]-[6], 1.4.2010, cl 2 (2).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>(414)</td>
<td>State Property Authority Amendment Order 2010. LW 6.8.2010. Date of commencement of Sch 1 [1] and [2], on publication on LW, cl 2 (1); date of commencement of Sch 1 [3]-[5], 1.10.2010, cl 2 (2).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(642)</td>
<td>State Property Authority Amendment Order (No 2) 2010. LW 19.11.2010. Date of commencement, on publication on LW, cl 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>(96)</td>
<td>State Property Authority Amendment Order 2011. LW 25.2.2011. Date of commencement of Sch 1, on publication on LW, cl 2 (1); date of commencement of Sch 2, 1.6.2011, cl 2 (2).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(113)</td>
<td>State Property Authority Amendment Order 2012. LW 23.3.2012. Date of commencement, on publication on LW, cl 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(572)</td>
<td>State Property Authority Amendment Order (No 2) 2012. LW 23.11.2012. Date of commencement, on publication on LW, cl 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>(121)</td>
<td>Government Property NSW Amendment (Transfer of Property) Order 2013. LW 22.3.2013. Date of commencement of Sch 1 [1]-[3] and [4], on publication on LW, cl 2 (1); date of commencement of Sch 1 [2] and [5], 1.5.2013, cl 2 (2).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|      | (244) | Government Property NSW Amendment (Transfer of Property) Order (No 2) 2013. LW 31.5.2013. Date of commencement of Sch 1 [1] and [2], on publication on LW, cl 2.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Statute</th>
<th>Assented</th>
<th>Date of Commencement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>517</td>
<td>Government Property NSW Amendment (Transfer of Property) Order (No 3) 2013.</td>
<td>9.6.2013.</td>
<td>Date of commencement, on publication on LW, cl 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>660</td>
<td>Government Property NSW Amendment (Transfer of Property) Order (No 4) 2013.</td>
<td>29.11.2013.</td>
<td>Date of commencement, on publication on LW, cl 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Government Property NSW Amendment (Transfer of Property) Order 2014.</td>
<td>4.4.2014.</td>
<td>Date of commencement of Sch 1 [1], on publication on LW, cl 2 (1); date of commencement of Sch 1 [2], 1.5.2014, cl 2 (2).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>380</td>
<td>Government Property NSW Amendment (Transfer of Property) Order (No 2) 2014.</td>
<td>20.6.2014.</td>
<td>Date of commencement of Sch 1 [1] and [3], 1.7.2014, cl 2 (2); date of commencement of Sch 1 [2], 4.7.2014, cl 2 (3); date of commencement of Sch 1 [4], 27.6.2014, cl 2 (4).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>560</td>
<td>Government Property NSW Amendment (Transfer of Property) Order (No 3) 2014.</td>
<td>29.8.2014.</td>
<td>Date of commencement of Sch 1 [1], on publication on LW, cl 2 (1); date of commencement of Sch 1 [2] and [3], 1.9.2014, cl 2 (2).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>Government Property NSW Amendment (Transfer of Property) Order (No 5) 2014.</td>
<td>12.12.2014.</td>
<td>Date of commencement, on publication on LW, cl 2 (1); date of commencement of Sch 1 [2] and [3], 1.9.2014, cl 2 (2).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>809</td>
<td>Government Property NSW Amendment (Transfer of Property) Order (No 2) 2015.</td>
<td>18.12.2015.</td>
<td>Date of commencement, on publication on LW, cl 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Government Property NSW Amendment (Transfer of Property) Order 2016.</td>
<td>29.4.2016.</td>
<td>Date of commencement, on publication on LW, cl 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>280</td>
<td>Government Property NSW Amendment (Transfer of Property) Order (No 3) 2016.</td>
<td>3.6.2016.</td>
<td>Date of commencement, on publication on LW, cl 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>281</td>
<td>Government Property NSW Amendment (Transfer of Property) Order (No 4) 2016.</td>
<td>3.6.2016.</td>
<td>Date of commencement, on publication on LW, cl 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>337</td>
<td>Government Property NSW Amendment (Transfer of Property) Order (No 2) 2016.</td>
<td>24.6.2016.</td>
<td>Date of commencement, on publication on LW, cl 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>749</td>
<td>Property NSW Amendment (Transfer of Property) Order (No 7) 2016.</td>
<td>9.12.2016.</td>
<td>Date of commencement, on publication on LW, cl 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Property NSW Amendment (Transfer of Property) Order (No 12) 2016.</td>
<td>9.12.2016.</td>
<td>Date of commencement, on publication on LW, cl 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long title</td>
<td>Am 2012 No 93, Sch 2.8 [1] [2].</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sec 1</td>
<td>Am 2012 No 93, Sch 2.8 [3]; 2016 No 55, Sch 1.11 [2].</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sec 3</td>
<td>Am 2008 No 62, Sch 1.33 [1]; 2009 No 96, Sch 25; 2012 No 93, Sch 2.8 [4]; 2015 No 15, Sch 3.30 [1] [2]; 2016 No 55, Sch 1.11 [3].</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 2, heading</td>
<td>Am 2012 No 93, Sch 2.8 [5].</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sec 4</td>
<td>Am 2012 No 93, Sch 2.8 [6]. Subst 2016 No 55, Sch 1.11 [4].</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secs 5-7</td>
<td>Am 2012 No 93, Sch 2.8 [7].</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sec 7A</td>
<td>Ins 2015 No 15, Sch 3.30 [3].</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sec 8</td>
<td>Am 2012 No 93, Sch 2.8 [7]; 2015 No 15, Sch 3.30 [4].</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sec 9</td>
<td>Am 2012 No 93, Sch 2.8 [7].</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 3, heading</td>
<td>Am 2012 No 93, Sch 2.8 [5].</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sec 10</td>
<td>Am 2012 No 93, Sch 2.8 [7].</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sec 11</td>
<td>Am 2012 No 93, Sch 2.8 [7] [8]; 2015 No 15, Sch 3.30 [5].</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sec 12</td>
<td>Am 2012 No 93, Sch 2.8 [7]; 2015 No 15, Sch 3.30 [6].</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sec 13</td>
<td>Am 2012 No 93, Sch 2.8 [7].</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sec 14</td>
<td>Am 2012 No 93, Sch 2.8 [7]; 2017 No 17, Sch 4.78 [1].</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secs 15, 16</td>
<td>Am 2012 No 93, Sch 2.8 [7].</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sec 17</td>
<td>Am 2009 No 56, Sch 4.67 [1].</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sec 18</td>
<td>Am 2012 No 93, Sch 2.8 [7].</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sec 19</td>
<td>Am 2009 No 56, Sch 4.67 [2]; 2014 No 72, Sch 4.5; 2017 No 17, Sch 4.78 [2].</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sec 20</td>
<td>Am 2008 No 62, Sch 1.33 [2]; 2012 No 93, Sch 2.8 [7].</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sec 20A</td>
<td>Ins 2017 No 17, Sch 4.78 [3].</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sec</td>
<td>Ins 2012 No 93, Sch 2.8 [9]. Am 2015 No 15, Sch 3.30 [7].</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section</td>
<td>Repealed or Amended Section(s)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sec 24</td>
<td>Am 2012 No 93, Sch 2.8 [5].</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sch 1, heading**
- Am 2007 (41), Sch 1; 2007 (315), Sch 1 [1]-[8]; 2008 (18), Sch 1; 2008 (198), Sch 1; 2008 (440), Sch 1; 2008 (460), Sch 1 [1] [2]; 2009 (172), Sch 1 [1]-[4]; 2009 No 56, Sch 1.37 [1]-[6]; 2009 (507), Sch 1 [1] [2]; 2009 (607), Sch 1 [1]-[6]; 2010 (414), Sch 1 [1]-[5]; 2010 (642), cl 3; 2011 (96), Schs 1 [1] [2], 2 [1]-[3]; 2012 (113), Sch 1 [1]-[3]; 2012 (572), Sch 1; 2012 (631), Sch 1 [1]-[3]; 2013 (121), Sch 1 [1]-[5]; 2013 (244), Sch 1 [1]-[3]; 2013 No 47, Sch 2.12; 2013 (517), cl 3; 2013 (660), cl 3; 2014 (161), Sch 1 [1] [2]; 2014 (380), Sch 1 [1]-[4]; 2014 (560), Sch 1 [1]-[3]; 2014 (800), Sch 1 [1]-[3]; 2015 (325), cl 3 [1]-[4]; 2015 (809), cl 3 (1) (2); 2016 (212), cl 3; 2016 (280), cl 3; 2016 (281), cl 3; 2016 (332), cl 3 (1)-[3]; 2016 (333), Sch 1; 2016 (334), cl 3 (1) (2); 2016 (337), cl 3; 2016 (597), cl 3 (1) (2); 2016 No 55, Sch 1.11 [5]; 2016 (749), cl 3; 2017 (185), Sch 1; 2017 (374), Sch 1; 2017 (484), Sch 1 [1] [2]; 2017 (709), cl 3; 2018 (125), Sch 1 [1] [2]; 2018 (204), Sch 1; 2018 (262), cl 3.

**Sch 2**
- Am 2008 No 62, Sch 1.33 [3]; 2009 No 56, Sch 1.37 [7]-[9]; 2012 No 93, Sch 2.8 [7] [10] [11]; 2016 No 55, Sch 1.11 [6] [7].

**Sch 3**

**The whole Act (except Sch 2)**
- Am 2016 No 55, Sch 1.11 [1] 
  ("Government Property NSW" omitted wherever occurring, "Property NSW" inserted instead).